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FOREWORD

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education and the
Association foOhe Study of Higher Education are grateful

to the Kellogg Foundation for providing the support that
allowed for the publication of this special expanded issue of

the ASHE-,ERIC Higher Education Research Report Series,

Normally these reports are kept to approximately 100 pages

in order to provide a comprehensive, yet succinct review and

analysis of a major issue concerning higher education.
However, because of the importance of adult learning to the

future of higher education, it was decided that for this one

issue the length limitation would be lifted in order to fully

cover the analyses conducted by K. Patricia, Cross, Chair of
Administration, Planning, and Social Policy at Harvard
University and Anne-Marie McCartan, Project Director of

the Minster Opportunities. Program at Roxbury Community

College,
As reported in a recent issue of Highil. Education and

National Affairs (6/18/84), from 1972 to 1982 the

participation of adults between 25 and 34 years old increased

in academe by 69.8 percent, and of the population over 35

years old by 77.4 percent. Reasons for these increases have

been well articulated in scholarly. journals and in the general

press. One new development is'a heightened awareness by
public, officials of the relationship between higher education,
adult learning, and the economy of the state or locale. This

realization is causing more interest, participation, and

control at the state level.
A major issue that undergirds this report is the question of

leadership. Because of the importance of adult learning to

the state,. both the state legislative and executive branches
have a responsibility for setting policies. But because the
actual learning activities occur at the institutional level,
institutions must not only implement the state policies but

ensure that they are'realiStic and productive. Hence the
leadership responsibility in adult learning needs, to be a

shared one, with institutions being both reactive as well as

proactive in es,ablishing a positive, effective climate for adult

learning.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor.
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY **0101010.21.01.30,01,10.10.11

P Adult education is the most rapidly growing segment in all
education, increasing by 1 percent between 1978 and

1981, Only about half of the growth can he attribtued.to
larger numbers of adults in the population; the remaining
hull' is attributed to the increased need and desire of adults
to contiaue learning,In 1981, the National Center for Eda-
cation Statistics (RCES) estimates that 21 million adults
participated in some organized educational activity.

In some states, participation by adults in educational
activities is high even in the absence of comprehensive
planning and initiatives for lifelong learning per se. These
states would point to years of genermis sUpport fur public x981.. .

education, easy access to educational institutiolts like con 21 million'
munity colleges, and relatively. low tuition as important
reasons why they are moving toward aLearning Society.

adults
.

Other states have adopted goalsand initiated efforts specifi participated in
cally intended to enhance learning opportnities for adults some
in the state. In still another group of states. adtilts are, not
participating in great numbers and no comprehensive plan-

organized
ning and goal setting arc taking place, educational

Yet a review of a wide assortment of sfate documents activity.
indicates that, no matter what the level of participation or
extent Of planning and goal setting, states are being con-
fronted With issues related to the increased presence of
adults as learners. These issues can be grouped under four
overarching concerns: providers, access, quality assur-
ance, andYconomie revitalization.

Providers
An increasing number and variety of providers are offering
opportunities for learning to adults. In 1981, 46 percent of
all courses taken by adults were provided by nonschools
for example, business and industry, labor and professional
association's, government agencies, and community organi-
zations. Most states, however, have only the vaguest idea
about the educationid opportunities available to adults.
They, could profit from more information to determine
what is distinctive about the missions of the various pro-
viders, the extent of overlap, whether competition for
adults ig constructive or destructive, and which segments
of the population are tieing served.

States have become involved in issues concerningyela-
tionships.between providers withinthe formal education

4114
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I' system.,, Most states have taken some steps to avoid dtniIi-
cation and "unfair" compet4ion.arising from,the prolifera-
tion of off-campus centers within their boundaries, Actions
range from collecting and distributing information toinsti-
unions in the.hope.that it will curb duplication, to curbing
funding for off-campus centers. Almost all states are mak-
ing conscientious efforts to promote cooperation and col-
laboration among schools and colleges at local levels,

States are less involved in relationships between higher
ediication and business and industry..The line between the
"training" offered by employers and the "education" of-
fcreJhy colleges is becoming less clear. States are just
beginning to address blurred and overlapping missions
among the various providers,

Access
Access to postsecondary education for young people has
long beea major concern of state officials', brit the gap
between adults with little education and those who have
more and want still more continues to grow. A college
'graduate is five times asglikely to paslicip' ate in some form
of organized instruction as a high school dropout, The
reasons for this phenomenohamcomplex, but states con.'
cerned with lowering barriers to adult education do have
several options.

J

First, they can offer special programs for targeted sub-
,ipopulations that are perceived to "need" education. States
have been particularly active in offering programs for adult
illiterates or functional illiterates, non-English-speaking,
adults, adults served by vocational rehabilitation programs,
and the elderly.

Second, they can help link potential learners with avail-.
able opportunities through establishing statewide informa-
tion systems. Education information centers, originally
authorized and funded by the fedei:al government, are be-
ing maintained in some states despite the cessation of fed-
eral .funding.

Third, hey can keep costs low and support highfor of-
ferings considered to benefit the public. Approaches in-
elude low tuition at community colleges, financial aid pro
grams for part-time students, and significant state subsidy-
for courses deemed important for adults.



Fourth, states can .1pport efforts to take education to
learners in isolated or underserCied areas through distance
delivery mechanisms. A Few states are involved in Full
sponsorship of telecommunication delivery systems, but
most arc simply providing support services to institutional
effort

Quality Assurance
Many educators, and policy makers arc calling liar new
forms of quality assessment for programs designed to serve
the unique learning needs of adults. So fur, almost all of
the attention to quality in adult programming has gone to
vograms or procedures that result in degree credit, mile-
ularly off-campus programs. The question "What is quid
ity?".appears,to be straightforward and objective, when in

Act it is neither. Significantly, those involved most deeply

in the study of the problem are somewhat more inclined to

use flexible language and recognize legitimAte differences
in on-campus and off -campus programs'than those who arc
just beginning,to look at the proplem.

As adults increasingly use options for credit by taking
examinations, by an assessment of experiential learning,.
and by taking courses offered by noncollegiate providers,
states not already doing so will have to consider quality
assurance in these nontraditional procedures.

Ecoaomic Revitalization through Education
The recent interest in revitalizing state 'economies through
the development of human resources may prove to be one
Of the most substantial boosts to adult educatiort of all state
activities. Efforts are especially focused on having an
available labor pool armed with skills appropriate to'at-
tracting.high-technology businesses and industry. Adults
have been the beneficiaries.of many state - sponsored re-
training programs, as today's workers are expected to con-
stitute over 90 pereent'of ttie nation's workforce in 1990.

Support for job-training programs for displaced workers
may result in lower unemployment rates and new busi-
nesses' entering a state. But some economists, manpower
planners, and politicians are pointing out the need to'look
beyond prokram solutions to enactment of policies for
industrial and human development. Although it is generally
acknowledged that the nature and structure of.the nation's
economy is'changing, no consensus has been reached as to

12
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just what these changes mean for educating'andiraining
America's workforce.

State Roles
No attempt is made in this inonograph to determine the
most typical or common state reactions and concerns
about lifelong learning. How each state approaches issues
highlighted in this report will depend on a number of fac-
tors. For any of these issues, a state can take one of four
generalized approaches.

The laissez-faire or hands -off approach involves no, state
intervention, either because the state has determined that
free market forces should prevail or because the issue has

not yet needed resolution.
States may choose to enhance adults' learning oppor-

tunities by encouragement. The state provides no direct
support, nor does it seek to intrude into the activities of
educational providers. Instead, it enga0s.in planning and
goal setting-, collecting data, promoting local cooperation,
or establishing task forces.

In some cases, states justify intervention inissues of
adt.dt education because of the state's interest in efficient
use of public resources and in protecting students,against
fraudulent or shoddy educational practices. States have
sometimes chosen to delegate some responsibilities-Tor\

secoordination to the local level, but in other cases they ek

to retain that authority at the stale level.
Finally, in some instances states decide to become di-

rectly involvedjn supporting or providing adult leahing
services. It may be more cost-effective to offer a service
statewide than locally, and it may result in the more equita-
ble provision of services.

Even without a systematic approach to determining
prevalent state roles, some general-impressions result.
Overall, encouragement seemS'to be the mosecommon
approach states use in reacting to issues of adult education.
Direct support and services are often used to promqte ac-
cess-and to initiate economic revitalization. A number of
states have chosen intervention to deal with issues of edu-
cational providers and quality assurance. The range of
possible state responses presented in this monograph may
be helpful to state and educational leaders in thinking
about approptate state roles in adult education.

0



INTRODUCTION

In 1976,the U.S: Congress passed the Lifelong Learning
Act (Title I-B of the 1976 Higher EduCatilm Amendments),
which gave high visibility to The need for lifelong learning.
In passing the act. Congress was affirming that:

The American people need lifelPng learning lo enable
them to a( /lust to social, technological, political, and
economic changes.
Learning takes place through formal and informal
instruction, through.educational programs conducted
by public and private educational and other imam-
lions and organizations, through independent studs',
and through the elThrts of"birsiness, industry, and

Planning is necessary at the national,.state, and local
..levOs to assure effi,ctive use of existing resources in

. light of changing_characteristics
needs of population..
American soiety,,should have-as a goal the:availabil-
its' of appropriate opportunitiesf'or Wong learning
fOr all its citizens without regard to restrictions of
previous education or training,:Se.v, age, handicap-
ping condition, social or ethnic bakgOand, or eo-
nomi circumstance (U.S. Department of Health,

- Education, and Welfare 1978, p. C-I).

Very little money was actually appropriated, however:
Inflation, unemployment, the.budget,.and a change in na-
tional administrations combined to place the federal role in
lifelong learning on the back burner irithe:.1980s. Yet de-

spite the lack of federal initiatives; adult has
continued to grow),Indeed;- it is the most rapidly growing
Segment in all..edUcatiori, increasing by 17 percent' between
1978 and .1981 (LACES 1983)'Only about half of the growth
can be attributediOlarger numbers of adults in the pOPula
Non; the remaining hall is attributable to the increased
need and desire of adults to continue learning. More than

iv

6
'Adult education. as definedty the National Center for Education &lois-
tics. refers to all courses and organized educational aCtivities, excluding
those taken by full-time students in programs leading to a high school di-
ploma or an academic degree. It also excludes courses taken as.part of
occupational training programs lasting six months ormoi-e. Adults are de-

fined <IS persons 17 years of age or older.

Adult Learning
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half (60 percent) of all courses are taken.fOrreasons related
to one's job (NCES 1983). The overwhelming numbers of
participants are employed young adults betWeen the ages
of 25 and 34, and the participation rate is especially high
among professionals serving the general public-43 percent
of health workers, 39 percent of physicians and dentists, 37

percent of elementary and high school teachers.
The reasons for the boom in adult education are many,

and forces from dinrent directions seem to be additive.

The demographic shift to an older population is plac-
ing the baby boom in the age of greatest adult learning
activity, but it is also stimulating schools and colleges
to seek new markets to replace the declining numbers
of young people in the population. SchOols and col -;;
leges provide 54 percent of the courses taken by
adults.
The knowledge explosion is creating new, information
so rapidly that job skills and knowledge are becoming
obsolete in ever shorter periods of time.
Training and education programs in business and in-
dustry are growing rapidly. In 1981; nearly one - fourth
of all adult education courses were provided by the
employer, and employers were sources of funding; in
full Or in part, for 41 pei-cent of the courses taken by
men and 26 percent of thosetaken by. women (NCES
1983).
Social movements for equal opportunities in work and
education are increasing the need, the motivation, and
the oppoi4unities for further education. Women are
the most acti;/e adult learners of any subpopulation.
At all age levels, educational-levels, and income lev-
els, they exceed the proportion of male adult learners;
54 percent of the courses they take are for job-related
reasons (NCES 1983). Blacks and Hispanics aged 25
to 34 are approaching the participation rate foi: the
entire adult population, but minorities are still seri-
ously underiepresented in adult education.
The educational attainment of the populace is rising
and with it the demand for lifelong learning. A college
graduate is- roughly five times as likely to be partici-
pating in adult education as a til'gh school dropout
(NCES 1983). Among persons 25 and older in 1981, 70



percent were at least high school graduates, compared
with only 55 percent in 1970. This sharP increase re-
sulted from the replacement of older, less educated
cohorts by younger, more educated cohorts plus the
continued rise in high se'hool completionsup from 74
percent in 1970 to 86 percent in 1981 for persons be-
tween 25 and 34 years of age (U.S. Bureau of the Cen-

sus 1982). For the most active age cohort of adult
learners (25 to 34), the proportion with at least some
college education grew from 30 percent to 45 percent
in the single decade of the 1970s (U.S. Bureau of the

Census 1982).
Adult education is growing more rapidly among the
elderly (which is also a rapidly growing proportion of
the population) than among any other age group-=u20
percent increase in the three years from 1978 to 1981

(NCES 1983).

For all of these reasons, participation in adult education
is growing without any sustained attention to it from the
once-prothising Lifelong Learning Act. If adults are seek-

ing education as never before, business andirklustry are
supporting it as never before, and schools and colleges are

pursuing it as never before, why should state policy
makers concerti themselves? One school of thought is that

as long as the free market seems to be doing so well, per-
haps states and the federal government should stay out of
it. Many state policy makers, however, 2, 'ing it al-
most impossible to remain detached from phenome-
non', which promises to have a dramatic impact,on equal
opportunity, the quality and coordination of education, and,

the economic future of the state.
The forces that seem to be pulling states into some con-

cern about planning for lifelong learning are in many cases

the flip side of the reasons for.the growth of adult educa-

tion.

If adult education becomes increasingly important to
jobs and upward career mobility, whai will happen to
adults who do not participate (which' seem to be the

poor, tile unemployed, the poorly educated, and mi-
norities)? What is the state's Obligation to ensure ac-

,

cess to equal educational and job opportunities?

Adult
6

Learning
. '1 6:



if the death of younger people in the population is
causing schools and colleges and private entrepre-
neurs to compete vigorously for the gtowing adult
education market, What obligation does the state have
to maintain quality and ensure consumer protection
againSt exaggerated claims and poor educational qual-
ity?
if the economic vitality of the state in the n--zw techno-
logical age depends on the development of human
resources, host will the state ensure that it is in a com-
petitive position to attract industry to the state and
that the state is developing the necessary human capi-
tal for the future?
if adult learning is decentralized, uncOordinated, and
diffused throughout a variety of agencies, can the state
assist in avoiding wasteful overlap and deStructive
competition, and can communication and coordinatiOn
make a more efficient system for providers and learn-
ers?.

States are beginning to address these. issues, although'
there is no consensus among the states on which issues-,

related to lifelong learning are.most impottant:(Perhaps
the explanation is that none of the literature tendstO'cOH
alesce opinions) Few states have grappled 'wkth ariycOrn,:
prehensive planning onlifelpng learning,'AndissueS teridtO
emerge ad hoc and appear fairly idiosyncratic sfEtte by'.

state.

No state has developed a comprehensive.policy.on
povision of learning opporhaitty fo'dults that inthides_
,u u institutional structures, new patterns-of institutional
support, new student -arid pOlicies,.'itew academic ser-

vices, new accidently policies-4n adtizissions-and-trans-.

fer, for exampleani :e compieliensive
dination with respect to-lifelong learning

No state has developed an integrated set of policies that
regards the provision of learning opportunities fOr adults

as an imperative state need and encourages adult letfrn
ing as the cornerstone of such a policy (Jonsen362).

Even today, only one state, New York, has developed a
comprehensive set of goals for lifelong edtkation in the



year 2000 (see Appendix A),although.most states have by
now grappled with policies: in Several of the areas Jonsen
mentioned.

The issue of lifelong !earning encompasses. five broad
areas related to providers, access,' quality assurance, the
ecOnomyarici_slate_tales. each_o1Which is addressetlin
one of The remaining chapters in thk monograph. The next
four chapters open with examples of the types of questions
confronting state officials. The final chapter is an attempt
to synthesize:states' responses to the issues raised by the
increased presence of adults as learners.



PROVIDERS

,td

e How. do stateN rolve the battles for turf between providers

of adOlLbasic education?
Should a state.uSe a common rate of reimbursement for all:
providers?
To what lengths should states go to promote closer ties be-

tween education.and business and industry? .

4:4-44441

One of the reasons adult education has been growing with7

out any concerted effort on the part of policy makers in
state aad federal governthent is that much of adult educa-
tion occurs outside the formal educational establishment of
schools and colleges:In 1981, 46 percent of all courses
taken by adults were provided by institutions other than
saoolsfor-example, business and industry, labor and
professional associatiorts;go.yernment agencies. commu-
nity organizations. No one knOWS-for--sure how fast the
extraedue.ational sector is growing or how extensive it has
become. but it is estimated that.private and public employ

erS spend roughly $30 billion a year on educational and
training programs. and the federal government alone-re--

ported 33.3 million hours of trainingfor its over 2 million
civilian employees in 1979 (Craig and Evers 1981)....

The education workdone-outside the formal-school..sYs-_

tern has 'bean called "theshadow educatidnal system''
because so little is known.about it (Lusterman.1977): But it

is now emerging from the shadows. The National Center

for Education ,Statistics.has recently. annoUncedplan.S.:tO.

add two. new categories to its collection ofinformatiOn,",:,'

abouCeduCation: One-will-include empleyer.related,Organt.:____

nations like-corpOrations'and government agencies; the

other will include service-oriented organizations like li

braries, museums. and prOfessional associations
of Higher Educvion-,25 May 1983).'

A growing number of .states are also beginningto.reCog-
nin the.educational role of "other providerS.": To date that

,recognition largely takes the form of collecting inforrnation
about what is being offered by whom and offering "offieial
encouragement.' for providers at local levels to work'.tot
gether. Onlyone.state-.--New-YOrkhas a structure that

.

.accommodates.Most of the publie'providers.of educatidnal
. .

services under one body, which.includes 721 publiCli
.braries.750' museums and historical societies ; -nine eduea-



tibnalteleVision stations, and 44 Boards, of Cooperative
Educational Services, as weitas the.continuilig education

prOgratns orschools and colleges (Kurland 1983).
Most planners, however, face a vast array of providers,

...uncounted and uncoordina:ed by any central agency.
T:Oes of learninginchide core.skills'.(for_exturiple.,..basic

literacy or high school diploma), vocational skiffs, Iwo -year

. or.four-yearundergraChiate degrees, graduate or profes-
sional postgraduate degreeS, and continuing education-..

' That learning can be provided by an array of organizations
ranging from traditional colleges and universities through
vocational schools, labor unions, the armed services, pris-

ons, museums, and religious organizations, to name just a
few (Kurland, Purga, and Hilton 1982, p; 13).

Table'lgives vivid testimony to the diversity of adult
education. No single agency provides more than a fifth of
the courses taken by adults, and the formal school system

-provides just a little over half of all adult education courses
(NCES 1982)that vast system of noncredit courses and

workshops ranging from adult basic education to Chinese
cooking to advanced seminars for tax attorneys. Further,
employers playa substantial role in the education and
training of adults, providing almost one-fourth of ail adult
education courses and contributing some funding for a
third of'the courses (NCES 1982).

Moststate.officials have only the vaguest idea about the
educational opportunities available to adults. At a mini-
murn,..it seems that more information is desirnble to deter-
mine'wharis-distinctive about the missions of the various
providerS, the extent-otloyerlap, W1iether competition for

-: -adult learners is constructiveorrdestructive, and which
segments of the population arc being serVed:These issues
lead to innumerable questionS concerning the states' asp =,
propriateyole in coordinating, regulating, mediating, and
funding the various lifelong learning options.

Because postsecondary education is a state responsibil-
ity, perhaps the best way to tackle the new questions cre-
ated.for statewide planning by the multiple providers of
adult education,is to look at the relationships between
higher education and the other major providers of adult
education. These relationships can be diseussed under four
headings; .(1) relationships among institutions within the
formal edueatiOnal system;(2) relationships between

Private and
public
empleyers
spend roughly
MO billion a
year on
educational,
and trainjng
progranis.
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TABLE 1

YROVIDERS-OF INSTRUCTION AND MAJOR SOURCES
OF FUNDING FOR ADULT

EDUCATION COURSES, YEAR ENDINt MAY-1981

Item

Total courses taken,

-: Number of
Courses Taken

(000)

Percentage
Distribution

by provider of instruction 37,381 100.0

School 20,154 53.9

Elementary/secondary school 2.551 6.8

Vocational/trade school 3.413 9.1

2-year institution 7.030 18.8

4-year institution 7.160 19.2

Nonscbool 17,227 46.1

Business/industry. T 5.119 13.7

Labor/professional association 1.858 5.0

Goveinmentnment agency 2.934
.

7.8

Community organization 3.172 8.5

Tutor 1.637 '4 4

Other 2.507
t)

6 7

Employer was provider 9,260 24 8

Total courses takirn,
, by source of funding 37,381 1000

Self or family 17.760 47 5

Government or public funding 6.402 17 1

BusineI, ss/industry 8.090,. .,, 21 6

Othersource ', 5.129 13'8

Employer was one source 12.287 32 9

Source: National Center for. Education Statistics 1982.

higher education and business/industry; (3) relationships
betWeen higher education and labor unions and profes-
sionalassociations; and (4) relationships between highei
education and community organizations.

Relationships within Formal Education Structures
Relationships within the formal educational system,appear

to be moving from independence through competition to
cooperation. Competition between educational institutions ;



; has.been created by the lack of traditional caeg students
but also,by the blurring of educationar missions. en

education was age-graded, young people Moved vertically
from elementary school to high school to college, and each
level had its own distinctive market, making independence.
the predOminant relatiorfship. Today, however, everylevel,
of education serves, in one way or another, adult students.;
Most school districts have adult schools, most community
colleges have a majority of part-time adult students plus
extensive community education programs, and most four-
year colleges have been expanding their extension and
continuing education divisions.,Some markets are distinc-
tive., others are very similar. The' extension division of the
University of California, for example, serves primarily,
adults who already have a first degree. At the University of
California at Berkeley, 78 pereent of those enrolled in ex-

, tension courses have a first college degree, and half of
, ,those have graduate or professional degrees (Stern 1983).

= Thus..the market of the University.of Californiaextension
division is distinct from ""=' "°"c"`""~ institutions:
competition for the division comes largely from the contin-

,/ uing education programs of professional associations.
', Although few states have conducted the necessary stud-

ies, it is possible to determine the markets,.distinctive and
overlapping, among institutions of postsecondary educa-.
tion When the Ohio Board of Regents (1982d)*conducted
study of noncredit continuing educationofferings in 115
Ohio postsecondary institutions, they fOund that most col-

', leges were offering.primarily courses and workshops em-
phasizing skills and professional development; that is,.48

, percent of all noncredit offerings serVing 51 percent of all

', registrants were basically job-related.Although the num-
bers were too small to be rnuth More,than'sUggestive, the
more distinctive markets se6m to pave beenicarved out by
the erriphEiMsin Ohio's private tw -year colleges-on per-
sonal and intellectual developme t (65-percent of their
offerings) and in four-year priVate colleges on cultural;
iecreational, and avocational areas (42 pereent of their
offerings)v More than half of the offerings of technical col-
leges, university branches, and four-year public colleges
were in skills and professional development, albeit preSum-*

ably afdifferent levels of accomplishrnent: ComMunity.
t °lieges seem fo be serving their comprehensiVe function

Adult \;.*
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by showing the most even distribution across the fide' cate-
goriesskill and professional development, 31 percent;
'personal/intellectual development, 17 percent; perSonal
and family living, 1,7 percent; society and community
awareness, 7 percent; and cultural/recreational/aiocational
development, 28 percent. This_information,_now_callected
annually in Ohio, suggests that postsecondary institutions
may be seeking distinctive.markets, serving different kinds
of nee& and populations at different leyels of career and
professional development.

One of the most emotional issues to strike higher educa-
tion in recent years is the proliferation of off-campus cen-
ters. Two aspects of this issue have been the source of
acrimony within the formal educational systemOne is the
issue of assuring quality (discussed later in this mono-
graph). The other is the issue of, competition and duPhea-
tion. In a recent inventory, the California Postsecondary
Education Commission found 4,500 locations within its
state boundaries where college nurses, including certifi-
cate and external degree programs, were offered by both
public and independent institutions (Education Comma-
sion of the States 1981).

Some colleges literally have awakened one morning to
find, an "off- campus center" from an institution possibly
hundreds of mile§ away in their backyard. The pro6em is

especially severe where tuition differs greatly, and it tends
-to be especially complex when institutions cross state
lines. The various- steps ,.taken by accrediting associations'
and state agencies to assureq-uality do not, really, address
the issue of competition and duplication unless oheas-
sumes that "good" programs tend to drive out "bad"
ones. But three "good" off-campus programs competing
for the same market may' ot be the best use: of scarce edu-

...

cational resources.
The need for greater communication and cooperation

extends across state boundaries. &recent .FIPSE (Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education) project
established two new regional consortiums to try to-im-
prove access, reduce competition and duplication, and
make more efficient use of personal and material resources
(Martorana and Kuhns 1983). The increased efforts'going
into coordination at almost every level are not concerned
only with adult education, but the phenomenon of taking



education to location-bound working adults has certainly
exacerbated the pi'oblens of duplication and competition in
recent years,
-t_By this timemost states have taken some steps to avoid

duplication and "unfair" and destructive competition aris-
ing from the proliferation of off-campus centers within

--.thetr-hou-ndaries7A-ctions-range-from collecting and distrib-
uting information to institutions in the hope that it will
control duplication (Education,Commission 'of the States
1981, p. 498) to curbing funding for off-campus'courses.
The Texas legislature, for example, attached .a rider to the
state appropriations,bill reducing funding for off-campus
centers by 25 to 35 percent. The 35 percent reduction takes
effect as the number of off-campus-courses increases be-
yond 7 percent of the institution's total semester hours
(Education Commission of the States 1981, p. 525). Texas
also enacted statutory provisions to restrict the expansion,
of branch campus operations by private institutions of
higher education. Such broadside controls, inserted into
legislation, would appea°r to have the potential for re,mov-
ing possibly important access to educational opportunity
and for discouraging "good," nonduplicative programs as
well as less desirable programs.

Eetween the laissez-faire approach and the curtailment
.of funding lie a number of other ways to deal with the pro-
liferation of oft - campus programs. Most common are pro-
gram review procedures, aimed at both quantity and qual-
ity and the creation of "coordinating districtS." Using a
staff review procedure, Alabama brought about a reduction
in the production of off- campus credit hours by 61 percent*
between,1978 and 1980, maintaining that quality had in--
creased substantially: that reduction in off-campus credit
hours continued in 1981 (Education Commission of the
States-081, p; 446; 1982, p. 30).

No evidence suggests Tliarafo -campus Courses are, as a
group, inferior to on-Campus Courses. In some areas, how7
ever;unnecessary duplication; waste, and poor quality
have been apparent: A well-designed review that considers
both 'access and quality would seem to be an appropriate
state role for achieving quality while reducing unnecessary
duplication among institutions.

Potential "turf wars" can also be reduced by making one
provider a local coordinator. Kentucky makes a state uni-
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2er'sity responsible for an extended - campus cbordinating
district. The university's task is to assess the neeij, ensure
adequate offerings, use existing resources, and'provide
liaison with other institutions and with the Council on

Higher Education. Community colleges within the Univer-

sity of Kentucky community college system are restricted

to offering extended campus instruction in their home
counties, and four-year public universities may not oiler
lower=division instruction within 30 miles of a community

college.
Another approach that seems to have promise is to con-

trol the number and type of new degree programs when
they are first proposed. The Illinois Board'of Higher Edu-
cation requires colleges and universities intending to offer

a degree program at a new site to notify the board so that it

' can notify other colleges of the proposal. If a request is
received within60 days following the notice of intent, the
proposing institution must host aconference for all inter-

ested parties to discuss and coordinate the proposal (111i;

nois sciard of Higher Education 1983).

Understandably, most states prefer-to settle turf wars

locally. Irk fact, the Vermont Higher Education Planning
Gimmissilon, after extensive study, took the explicit posi-

tion that planning for all adult education should be done
regionally and locally rather than statewide. The commis-

sion reccimmendedihe, creation of regiorial councils for ea. -0

..postseCondary adult education where such councils do not

already exist and created a task force to promote regional
cooperation (Education Commisiorr-of the States 1981, '"4-

p. 527).
Local planning groups tend to be defined by function (for

example, adult basic education or postsecondary educa-

lion) or by geographical boundaries (community college

districts, for example)sop netimes both. Illinois,Tor exam-
File, has established local planning districts for adult ele-

. mentary, and high school completion progeams that are
congruent with existing community college boiladaries,
thereby defining the planning group by both fUnction and
geography. California assigns the function of adult high
school-corripletion pfogrAms to school districts but permits

the flexibility for community colleges to handle this func-
tion if such a plan is mutually agreed upon locally.



Most states have already assumed coordinating and reg--
ulating functions for public educational institutions. Adult .-
education represents an expansion of these roles, as it
greatly increases the possible-areas for competition and
overlap: No problems' of "coordination" between school
districts and community colleges existed until adults be-
came a common target. Similarly, off-campus degree pro-
grams are a phenomenon brought about by the educational
activities -of working adults. The mission and markets'of
schools and colleges that'were once clear arc less so now.
But at least in theforMal educational system, it is a matter
of getting educators to cooperate with fellow educators.
Gaining cooperation, coordination, or even communication
among providers from clifferent sectors of society, Kiw-

is.ever, is a different matter.

Relationships between Higher Education and
Business/Industry
Ten years ago, no One would have foreseen any competi-
tion tietween the "training" offered by employers and the
"eduvtion" offered by colleges. But with the new empha-
sis on the development of human relations in industry and
colleges' new interest in adult learners, traditional missions
are becoming blurred. "As we become a learning society,
it becomes difficult to decide where the
university ends and the corporate world begins and where
they both fit within the larger education and training sys-
tem . . ." (Gold 1981, p.° 9).

Within the past decade., industry lias become involved in
granting academic'degrees, offering courses redeemable for
College credit, building campuses with dormitories and
well-equipped classrooms, "devel"oping the whole Person"
throbereducation, and creating large education and .

ing departments with hundreds of people working full-tithe
on instructional programs for adults. Industry has been
engaging in many educational activities that used to be the
sole province of formal education.

.

The Boston area alone has iit leastfour degree-granting
,institutions founded by such noncolleges as a hospital,
a manufacturer of computers, a consulting firm, and a
banking institute. These institutions are not in-house



degree programs foremployees; they have been au-
thorized by the state to grant associate, baccalaureate,

or masters degrees to anyone meeting their require-

ments for admission.
Academic institutions are increasingly likely to accept

for credit courses offered by corporation, A recent

catalog of the American Council on Education's Office

on Educational.Credit and Credentials lists over 2,090

courses offered by more than 180 corporations that
appear, to faculty examiners from academe; worthy of

college credit.
Xerox, IBM, AT&T, McDonald's, and a host of other

corporate giants have built campuses with well- _

equipped classrooms and spacious residence halls
complete with dining halls and recreation facilities. In

1979, for example, mor'ethnn 20,000 people attendell
classes taught by 130 full-time instructors at the Lees-

burg, Virginia, campus of Xerox (Dinkelspiel 1981).

Many descriptions of courses and institutes sound;

more like "education" than like "training." For exam-

ple, the educational phildS"ophy of the IBM Systems
Research Institute-"is in many ways that of a univer-

sity. It stresses fundamental and conceptual education

and allows students to choOse those courses that will

best nurture their own development (IBM Systems
Research Institute 1981, p. 6).
Industry has been developing a new profession of

"corporate trainers." Xerox has 1,400 full-time train-

ing personnel located at 12 training centers around the

world (Dinkelspiel 1981, p. 93). Their instructional
techniques are at least as sophisticated as thooe of

many college teachers and their instrtictional materials

and equipment frequently much better. The American

Society for Training and Development (ASTD) has

become.an influential professional association. Ifs
membership has doubled over the past decade to

21,000 national members, with about 20,000 additional

people wtto are-members of ASTD1s local chaptys
(Craig and Evers 1981).
In 1982, AT&T alone spent over $6 million on reme-

dial programs for 14,000 employees. Much of the edu-

,cation provided was in basic academic skills at the

ninth grade level:



At the same time that industry is providing some of the
educational services once provided by formal educational
institutions, colleges and universities have been expanding
their educational services into areas once occupied by
employers and other providers.

In 1967-68, 1,102 colleges offered noncredit programs
for adults: By 1975-76, the number increased to 2,225
colleges and by 1979-80 to 2,285 colleges or 72 percent
of the institutions of higher education in the United
States (NCES 1983). An Ohio survey of noncredit
courses offered by colleges in that state showed the
'objective of the majority oi,courses was to develop job
skills or enhance professional development. (Ohio
Board of Regents I982a).
The overwhelming majority of today's college stu-
dents are attending college for job related reasons, and
the predominant shift in curriculum haS been from
liberal arts and general education to vocational and
professional training. In community colleges,11 ratio

-of associate degrees conferred in occupational curric.-
ula shifted from 40 percent in 1970 to 60 percent by
1980 (Cohen and BrttWer 1982, p..203).
Many .courses offered by.colleges are "training"
courses that might once have been considered on-the-
job training. For example, one community college
offers a-c-Ourse in airline reservations, which "pre-
paresistudents for airline employment opportunities
through a familiarization of the procedures involved in
airline reservations, the use of official airline guides.
and airline route structures."

The point of these examples is that the missions of vari-
ous educational providers, once reasonably distinct, are
increasingly blurred, increasing the potential for competi -/
tion and cooperation among providers and decreasing tfie
likelihood of the,third option, independence.

The rapid increase in the numbers of part-time learners
is another factor that is increasing the potential for compe-
tition and/or cooperation among providers of educational

.services. The programs of industry, once confined to full-
time working adults, and the programs of colleges, once
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confined largely to dependent postadolescents, are now

serving roughly the same market. Formerly full-time work-

ers are becoming part:time students, and formerly full-time

students'are becoming part-time workers. The result is that

increasing numbers of peopleyoung, middle-aged, and

elderlyare combining work and study during the lifespan

(Cross 1981, Ch. 1). .

Further adding to the blurring of educational function is

the rise of a new profession, the vendor of educational

services. Vendors are independent prOfit-making firms or

individuals who contract with employers and sometimes

with educational institutions to provide workshops,
courses, training programs, and consulting. About bne-

fourth of the industries surveyed in one study used outside '

vendors in employee training, programs. For training pro-

grams for exempt emplOyees, 48 percent of the firms re-

ported they used an outside private training specialist,

9 percent used vocational, technical, or business school
teachers, and 27 percent used college and university pro-
fessors (Craig and Evers 1981, p. 40).

The use of college teachers as private entrepreneurial
'vendors is an underground activity that has profound impli-

cations for educational institutions. Growing numbers of

teachers and professors have established local and national

reputations as training specialists and consultants on train-

ing. Corporations frequently find it far easier, more satis-

factory, and less costly to make arrangements directly with

the college faculty member of their chOiCe than to go

through the complicated proceOures and inevitable delays

of academic decision making and the expense of college

overhead. Colleges, unless they can, deal More promptly

and realistically with corporate training officers, stand to

lose\ money, faculty time, and faculty commitment.

States are just beginning to address blurred and overlap-
,

ping Missions among the various providers, and the prob-
lems are addressed in a great variety of ways, all pointing
towari\ three possible options: (I) to encourage greater

differentiation of function or mission through tking some

stand o which providers should perform which functions:.

(2) to e courage or permit free-market competition among ,

prpviders; or (3) to encourage collaboration and joint plan-

ning among providers.
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Option one: Encouraging greater differentiation
South Carolina (although not a precise illustration of option
one) has attracted industry to-the state by providing state,
financing for community and technical colleges.to "design
and operate education/training programs to prepare to in-
dustry's quality spec-ifications and lead time, tkworkforce
necessary to enable the new incoming industries and exist-
ing expanding industries to start up in the black and profit
ttt the onset" (Garrison 1980, p. 21). The 16 technical col-,
leges in South Carolina have addpted a three-point pro-
gram in responding to the needs of employers: (I) special
schools training for a new or expanding industry, (2) ongo-
ing occupational programs to prepare skilled craftsmen and
technicians to meet industry's and business's future needs,
and (3) continued upgrading and retraining programs to
keep pace with changing technology (Garrison 1980. p. 21).
With the state's assuming responsibility for an adequately
trained workforce, industry has less incentive to provide
education/training programs, which tends to keep clear the
distinctions between "educators" and "employers."

Another way to define nonoverlapping missions for
schools and employers is to promise that the educational.

.\\ sector will provide all education in basic skills for the
\
I

workforce, thus relieving employers of any responsibility
in this area. Although the public generally assumes that the
teaching of basic skills is the proper-function of publicly

\supported education, industry is Ftpparently finding it nec-
\essary to provide, at its expense, considerable training in .

the basic skills. California, for example, specifically sup-'
\ports the premise that noncredit programs in adult basic
e\duCation, high school diploma programs, English as a
Second Language, and other programs deemed,td.serve the
"Public good" shOuld he supported with public funds.

A state could presumably sharply restrict the definition
of C011egiateeducation to nonvocational programs, assum-
ing

collegiate
only for providing the general and life--

liosnnge\leedfterdnintgttilelsmtpoioeyncarb lseoworkers to

worker's
learn sthings

I
-- ipproach would sharply curtail the expanding mission of

igher\education and make employees' education the clear
eSponsibility of the employer, buLeven granted the un-

Rely assumption that "nonvocational" could he ade-
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quately defined, it is probably quite an unrealistic expecta-

tion on the eve of the Information Society. No evidence

suggests that states will deliberately adopt policies forcing

industry into a greater share of adult education. Indeed, .

the trend seems quite the opposite. Schools and colleges

today are spending considerable effort to slow down the

education and training programs launched by business and

industry by getting employers to contract with educational

institutions for the services.

Option two: Encouraging free - marketcompetition

Encouraging free-market competition among providers can

range all the way from a laissez-faire nonposition (the

present stance of most states) to the active encouragement

of competition. Most states assume that they have no par -

ticular role in employer education programs; but many

states .would like to encourage industry to share the costs

of adult education. It appears, for example, that most

states are adopting a hands-offpolicy with respect to the

rapidly growing practice of college representatives' encour-

aging employers to purchase.educational and training pro-

grams from the college. If the college is permitted to keep

the funds, it has an incentive to be competitive --with other
colleges, private vendors, and industry itself. This is A
example.of unregulated, free-market economy in worker
education. The employeris the judge of quality and cost-

effectiveness. The job of the seller (colleges) is to be re-

sponsive to the market.
The practice of licensing noncolleges to offer full-scale

degree programs appears inherently to be a policy that puts

colleges and industry in direct competition. Until quite
recently, higher education has had a monopoly on'degrees

and credit. Now, noncolleges are entering that market with
the explicit permission of the state.

In Massachusetls, for example, noncolleges wishing to

offer a degree may apply for authorization frOm the Board,

of Regents. The procedure is similar to that used for grant-

ing academic credit for courses offered by corporations.'
The application includes all supporting documents, includ-.

ing evidence of incorporation, as a nonprofit educational

institution in Massachusetts. A visiting committee con

ducts a one- or two-day site visit, looking at fiscal stability,

4



curriculum, faculty, degree requirements, etc. The commit-
tee's report and recommendations are submitted to the
Board of Regents, a public hearing is held, the staff makes
recommendations, and ultimately the full board acts on the
request. Organizations that have gone, through the process
and been given the authority to grant degrees include the
Arthur D. Little Management Education Institute, Massa-
chusetts General Hospital Institute of Health Professions,
and Watig Institute. Presumably any organization that can
establish itself as it nonprofitedkational institution and
meet the requirements of the Board of Regents may enter
into the competition. The new wrinkle in recent applica-
tions is4hattorporations with a particular interest in the
human capital generated in the new degree programs rather
than wealthy donors and educators are forming the non-
profit institutions.

The presumed motivation for the entry of noncolleges
into the degree- granting business, hOwever, is that-higher
education is not training people in the areas of interest to
the sponsor. As long as this premise holds true, the new
institute is not a "competitor" to local institutions or
higher education but has found a distinctive niche that is
not being filled.

Option three: Encouraging collaboration
The most common praetice in the states with respect to
defining the relationship between colleges and corporations
seems to be thd active encouragement of collaboration and
'cooperation. The Ohio Board of Regents, for example,
took the position that its appropriate role in planning for
lifelong learninsis to serve as catalyst in linking together
the resources or-higher education and the needs of learn-
ers, employers. and governmerit. To implement this posi-
tion, the board first undertook three studies: (I) a survey of
noncredit continuing education offered by public and pri-
vate colleges in C hio (Ohio Board of Regents I982a); (2)a
survey of the nature and scope of training provided by
business and industrial firms (Ohio Board of Regents
1982d); and (3) a survey of exemplary services provided to
business by state -ass colleges,and universities at little
or no cost (Ohio Board of Regents I982c). The conclusions

. included the following:
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COoperation is increasing between Ohio colleges,

companies, and government agencies, hutetrorts can
he made to expand and sharpen these links.
Large companies in Ohio are providing most of their

'own training, but the rest are seeking assistance from

outside vendors,
Needed continuing education for the.adult workforce

can most effectively be.Provided through a joint effort
between companies and colleges.
A number of internal barriers Within colleges and com-'

panics inhibit cooperative work-education relation-.

ships
More effective publicity is needed about the availabik

ity of college and university 'resources.
The format of adult learning opportunities must be

more flexible.
All partiesin the process need to be represented

designing and strengthening work-education' relation7..

ships. .

.Work-education relationships are best developed and

strengthened locally or regionally.
Education providers must collaborate to guard against

duplication of effort and gaps iri.service and to make

.maximum use of all educational resources (Skinner

and Moore 1983:p. 68).

In addition to funding and conducting the exploratory
studies, the Ohio Board of Regents,implemented its role Eis'

catalyst by sponsoring five regional conferences to bring

together representatives of higher education with those

from business. The board also sought to increase com-

munication by establishing a'newsletter to disseminate
information about links between higher education' and busi-

ness .and by establishing and maintaining' continuing con-
versations between administrativesiaff from the Board of

Regents and various providers of adult education from

business and goVernment. Finally, the'board set up re-
gional Work-and Learning Councils to provide &structure

for the continuing exchange of information regarding job

training and opportunities among the providers and users

of adult..educational services in each region:.
The Board of Regents clearly articulated the role of the

state in planning for lifelong learnin.r4 in Ohio. The board's
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.role, as they see it, is to encourage providers and users to
get together locally and regionally. It has, however, played
a very active role as catalystconducting studies to pro -
vide basic infornition, bringing people together, setting up
formal and informal structures for continuing conversa-

.- dons.
The relationship between higher education and business/

'industry is changing. It is certainly no longer independent,
as each segment moves steadily into and responsi-

!I.'bilities once occupied by the other. Actions being taken by .
states are explicitly or implicitly affecting relationships
between higher education and business, anduow is the

' time to think through-the options and their implications for
the future.

RelatiOnships between Higher Education and Professional
Associations and Labor-Unions
The relationship between established educational institu-
tion&and.proleSsional associations and labor unions is

sirnilartothat with business and industry. Competition and
cooperation are increasing as the option for independence
gradually fades.'

.Professional' ssOciations arc part of the "shadow." edu-
cational system that is growing faster than most state plan-
ners realize. The competition from professional as'socia-'
tions.is felrrnost directly bymajor universities with

,! professional schools.and extension divisions that.tradition-
ally,serVe doctors: lawyers, engineers, and other profes-
sionals. .In fadt, professionalassociations are already
reaching more adults through their educational programs

:;:..than all universities combined-5 to 6 million people annu-
..ally.compared to 3 to 4 million people in university exten-

lion programs .(Stern. 1983).
-Professional associations are sufficiently aggressive in.

their expansion of educational services that the time may
Come when profcssionalassociations will proVide not only

.,. the increasingly necessaily workshops, institutes,.and
courses to help working professionals keep up with new
developments in their fields.but .will move'into education
for thefirst professional degree as well. "By the turn of the
century, within a generation, several.important universities
will lose their law schools, -medical schoOls,and.other Pro

fessional schools" (Stern .1979, p. 8).With.the increasing
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emphasis- on relicensure in theproleStiiiiiiS.-the-continuing
education of professionals IS becoming compulsory. Pro-

fessional associations have rushed into that market and are
arranging for codification of their programs with state li-,
censitig boards. The most certain way torelicensure, it
must seem to many in the licensed professions, is to take
the courses certified to meet the requirements of the pro-

Cession.

The university system has heettlargely outflanked by
what has already happened. . . . The University as an
institution has no indep;mdent ,policy and no indepen--
dent set of practical guidelines in continuing profes-
sional education. It has consented to be led by profes-
sional societies, by faculty mentbem representing the

professions who are, in turn, members of interlOcking
directoratesof licensing boards, and of Me. high com-
Mand of professional societies and professional faculties .
simultaneously (Stern 1979, p. 7).

a

Stern, as a university extension dean, has a right to be
concerned, but he is not altogether parochial in his con-
cern. Professional education is big business and growing.
The American Management Association, for example, is

'one of the largest providers of professional education in the

world. It enrolls 100,000ddults in some 3,200 workshops
and seminars each, year. The American Management Asso-
ciation, large,as its educational arm is, however, controls
only a small piece of the market for business education.
Some 3,000 different providers put on approximately
40,000 business seminars each year.

The extensive and growing educational activities of pro-
fessional associations demonstrate the enormous need for
lifelong education in the professions. It may also suggest
that there is more than enough demaild to keep a great
variety of suppliers in the business of providing everything,
from self-instructional materials to full-scale professional
degree programs. But "universities must reach working
agreements about continuing education programs with
professional groups" (Stern 1983, 0,3).

Those "working agreements" are going to bring into
sharp focus some critical issues. What is the appropriate
balance between university faculty and practicing profes-



sionals in the instructional programs? Is equal opportunity
_threatened in some of the arrangements between licensing

boards and their certilictition.Of the programs and materials
in continuing professional education? What is the responsi-

: bilityof the state to ensure the quality of profeSsional ser-
vices? Is the practice of "mandating" continuing eduCation
for licensed professionals the most effective way to ensure
consumer protection? The providers of continuing educa-
tion in the professions are using the media and technology
extensively. What can other providers learn from these
experiences? Does a solid program or research and evalua.-
tion exist?

Apparently, no state has any very effective method for
ascertaining the extent and contribution of the providers, of
continuing professional education, and no state has any
plans for considering the rational development of profes-
sional education as a vital element in lifelong learning.The'
contribution of professional associations is potentially very
great, but states-will not be able to capitalize on new op- .

portunities for realignments or reassertions of traditional
roles if the questions are not raised for discussion.

Labor unions are becoming increasingly active in bar-
gaining for educational benefits for union members, in
overseeing the access to apprenticeship training programs,.
and in providing direct educatiOnal services. The George
Meany.Center for Labor Sttidies;located on a 47 -acre cam-

pus in Maryland, is celebrating,.according to its 1983 cata-

log, its fifteenth year of "academic" life. So far, 30,000
students have attended classes at the residential center,
which has the latest in electronic teaching aids, an evening.

.'f'.1eCti.ire and concert series, exhibits of paintings, sculpture,
and photography, a full recreation program, and a promise
that the programs., teaching methods, menus.and

:ties are intended to suit a student body ,witfran average age
of 39" (George Meany Center l983-84, p. 4). It sounds like

. a union model of the typical residential college campus..,
The creation ola campus for the specialized curriculum

of labor.stUdies notwithstanding, labor unions in general
have shoWn more interest in cooperating with established
institutions of higher edUcation than in developing their,
own programs. An especia4 interesting example of coop,
eration is the three-way coop)3Ttive model.workedout

', among the United Auto, Workers. Ford Mbtor Company,

,,,'Adult Learn*
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and approximately 65 community colleges, Last year, the
Employee Development and Training. Program (EDTP)
was rounded at Henry Ford Community College in Michi-
gan. The new EDTP center will develop programs and
educational materials to be used by local coalitions of man-
agement, unions, and community colleges in the 65 com-
munities where UAW-Ford plants are located, The major
mission of the EDTP network is to deal with unemploy-
ment and retraining of union workers. An estimated
100,000 Workers will participate in the program over the
years (Parnell 1982-83).

No state has apparently taken much notice of the labor
unions as direct or,indirect providers of educational ser-
vices for adults. Yet with the arrival of the information
economy and its promised use of robots, unions will be
confronted with serious problems of layoffs andunemploy-
,ment, and the need for retraining is,incrensing.

At the moment, at least, funding is not a major problem
in working with labor unions. The educational funds gener-
ated by unions through'contradt negotiations add up to
impressive amounts. Education treasure chests within

companies run from $1.5 ,to $5 million per year, usually
generated by the employer's contributions of 1 percent or
less of the union payroll (Weinstein 1982). The other great
source of untapped funds exists intuition aid benefits. The
amount of job based tuition available in any giVen year for
union and nonunion employees combined is as high as $6
billion. But since fewer than .5 percent of employees take
advantage of the programs, only about $300;000, is used
annually. The reason the money is not used, says Ivan.
Charner, research director for the National Institute for
Work and kapping, is that employeesslack inforMation
and counseling about educational benefits (Higher &Inca-

tion Daily 2 May 1983). If states were to tap those funds to
serve the educational needs of workers.and employers,
some program'of dissemination would need to be worked
out among colleges, labor unions, and employers.

Labor Unions seem to have defined for themselves a
rather specific role as providers; their programs emphasize
the preparation of union members for leadership roles in
the labor movement. As education1;ecomes increasingly
important-1h the information economy; however, educa-
tional benefits are likely to increase, despite the fad that
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they are 11110111SCli now.Although individual colleges have
. occasionally developed innovative programs in cooperation

with labor unions, few state officials have encouraged the
Use of' union benefits to provide access for blue-collar
workers or even to add to the work skills of thousands of

.state employees who may be members of labor unions.

gelationShips between Iligher Education and
Community Organizations
LOcal and community groupscity recreation depart-

,' ments,comMunity organizations, churches and syna-
.,..siigues-provide educational services for more than 15

million people (Peterson and Associates 1979). Although
individual institutions have from time to time worked on
improving "town/gown" relationships through membership
in and speeches to the Rotary, the'Chamber of Commerce,

..United.Way,,aritl other local groups, until'quite recently
few 'colleges viewed community agencies as potential com-

-:petitors or collaborators in the provision of educational
;services.

With many states now making it explicit that planning
for adult education shotild be done locally, a question is._
raised as to how that shouldbe.done and who should pro.
vide the leadership for it. Loctil planning, of course, in-

, volves.more than community agencies:. It also includes
'''school districts, employers, and other providers of learning
options for location-bound adults. So far much of the ,plan-

'ning-and coordination have involved linkitig two providers
together, for example,'commtiiiity colleges'and ccondary .
school districts or community colleges and local employ-...
erg. IncreaSingly, however, 'states are encouraging.broader-
based,coMmunity efforts that would bring all providerS into
the planning effort at once rather than creating the links
pair by pair.

One problem is whether to try to establish new "neu-
tral" agencies to coordinate the efforts of local providers
or whether to assign leadership to some existing agency
,like the local community college, school district, or library.
Some states have.created new local or regional planning
board's, such .as the Work and Learning Councils in Ohio
or the Regional Councils for Adult Postsecondary Educa-
tion in Vermont (Education CoMmission of theStates 1982

'Adult LeaMing 29



p. 159), Others are kleSigllilling local community college
districts as the coordinators and planners or local ellin*t.

The designation of coMmunity colleges us local con-

veners of educational providers seems to he growing, with

the active support and encouragement of' the Anterican

Association of Community and Junior Colleges. Because
its mission is to "identity and analyze community prob.

lents and propose solutions" (Gleazer 1980, p. I I), "the
community college is uniquely qualified to become the

nexus of a community learning system sufficient to respond

to the population's learning needs" (p. 10). "What is re-
quired is daily collnmunication with the business commu-
nity, the cotinty and city planning bodies, employment
agencies, research organizations, the chamber of com-

merce, state and federal agencies, school officials, census
bureaus, and the media" (p. 12).

A goottexample of community college districts as nexus

occurs in Arizona. The Arizona Vocational Act of 1982
requires the providers of vocational education to coordi-

nate their planning and directs Maricopa and Pima Com-
munity College, Districts to provide the coordination and
leadership for the cooperative planning. The community

college 'districts have convened representatives from
school districts, community colleges, private businesses,
and technical schools and sponsors of employment and
training programs with people from the coMmunity who
could provide information about needed labor and about

the skills and knowledge required for employment. Other
'groups represented include the Department of Corrections,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, universities, and various gosi-

ernmental offices. Ov-e-r111, 50 to 60 people are directly .

involved in the'plannitefor vocational education coordi-
nated.by the community colleges.

While it is not''Yeteletithat community colleges are

serving nationwide as the nexus for coordinating local Pro-,
viders, it does appcar-that corm :unity colleges are cstab,

lishing links between themselves and other providers att.
'rapid rate (sec. Young 19/11, p: 49).

Conclusion
. The inescapable conclusion regarding the role of multiple

proi,iders in the Learning Society is that over the years all
providers seem to have expandc their missions and activi

ex
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ties, It is no longer clear where.the educational responsibil-
ities Of schools and colleges end, nor is it clear who is
providing what services fair which marketsIs pre-college-
'level education for adults the responsibility of school dis,
tricts or community colleges? With most education aimed
toward improved job skills and the revitalization of the
,economy through development of"'human capital," what
arc the appropriate roles oithe multiple providers of' voca-
tional/technical education? Should nopeolleges be offering
degrees? Flow and where should continuing education in
the professions be conducted to serve the public good?
-What are the appropriate activities, structures, and policies
to ensure the.most efficient and effective delivery of educa-

tional services to the Learning SoFiety?
Responses to the issues raised vary enormously from

state to state. Some adopt a hands-off stance, because they

are unaware of the issues or their alternatives. Others take
,.. a laissez-faire approach either to avoid controversy or to

implement the choices of a free Market. Most, however,
seem to be striving for coordination and cooperation
among providers. Policies and practices range From en- '

couraging Cooperation by collecting and disseminating
"information and convening meetings for providers toereat-

ing neWcooperative structures or designating existing
providers as e2Ordinators. The few more intrusive state
intervention p7licies usually involve setting boundaries

'
geographical,,iiscal, or ma rket.'t

It is elearthat the number and variety of providers of
cerviceseducational:Services for adults are growing, as is the blur-

ring of functiOn.between providers. Almost all states are
making conscientious efrorts,te promote local cooperation
and collaboration. Increased moves toward centralized
statewide mechanisms to provide controf may ultimately
prove self-defeating ih a vast system where the states'.
authority is unclear and where providers are marching to
different drummers and reporting to a wide variety of au-

" thorities.



What is, the state's obligatioti to encoura e "edUcational

have,nots" to participate in lifelong lear ing&
As institutions begin to seek out the adult market, what is

the state's responsibility to ens. tire that inority groups
receive equal opportunities and attentio ?

,

The Lifelong Learning Act of 1976 state that "American \--I
society should have as a goal the availa ility of appropriate
opportunities for lifelong learning for all its citizens with

out regard to restrictions of previous ed cation or training,
sex, age, handicapping. condition, socia or ethnic b'ack-
ground, or economic circumstance" (U S. Department-of
Health, Education, and Welfare 1978, . C-I). Most states
also have some type of statement in th it planning docu\-,,

ments that makes equal access to edue tion a high prior4.
Indeed, among the 44 planning docuin nts relevant to life-

long learning reviewed, by Cross (1978) recommendations
for ensuring access to appropriate edu ational opportunity'
predominated. Although it would appe r that today quality
-may-have replaced access as, the issue f top priority, ac-
cess nevertheless remains a major concern of state and
federal policy makers.

This chapter attempts to answer three questions that -
appear to concern state and institutiona policy makers.
First, what is the present situation with espec/ to the par-
ticipation'of adults in adult education? ( he answers to this
question will naturally vary by state, b t most states reflect

the national situation, and national dat are used in this
section.) Second, what are the barrier to participation in
adult education? Third, what are cur ent approaches to
extending educational opportunities to adults?

Participation in Adult Education
The U.S. adult population is considerably better educated
than it was only a fe:w decades ago. High school comple:
tion rates rose from 50.percent in 1 50 to 75 percent in
1962, andtoday 85 percent of the 5-year-olds nationwide
have completed four years of high school (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 1982). While high sch ol completion rates for
minorities do not yet equal those f whites (see Astin'1982,
p. 175), the education gap betwx n young whites and
young blacks has been closing. The largest educational



gaps now exist, not between,,those of different races,
, sexes, or income, where recent efforts have gone to in-

crease educational opportdnity, but between different age
groups. People 25 to 29 years of age are twice as likely to
be high school graduates (85 percent) as people 60 years of
age and older (42 percent). For minorities, the gap between
generations is even greater. Seventy-four percent of blacks
aged 25 to 29 have cgmpleted high school, compared with
only 20 percent of _blacks aged 60 to 64. For those of.Span-
ish origin, the,high school completion rates are 58 percent
for those aged 25 to 29 and 20 percent for those aged 60 to
64 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1977). Table 2 shows the
high school completion rate of various age groups.

It. is highly improbable that the present educatiodgap
between age_groups in the United States will be closed, but
as the years pasgs, the generation gap will narrow as
younger people who have had the benefit of widespread
educational opportunity begin to replace older, less well-
edpcated adults in the population. The gap, 'however, be-
tween the well educated and the poorly educated will prob-

TABLE 2

PERCENT OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS COMPLETING
FOUR YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL OR MORE

Age Percent

14-19 21.3

20-24 83.8

25-29 85.4

30-34 81.0
fl

35-44 73.6

45-54 64.3

55-64 56.2

65 or older 37.5

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1977, p. 41.



ably continue to grow. Virtually every study undertaken to
describe adult "volunteer" learners shows that the more
formal, education people have, the more likely they are to
participate in adult education (Cross 1981). A college grad-
uate is more than five times as likely to be participating in
some form of organized instruction as a high school drop-
out (NCES 1982).

It is easy to'understand the dynamics behind the growing
gap between the well educated and the poorly educated
Almost everything a college graduate does adds to the
probability of further education, while almost everything.
the high school dropout does militates against it. The col-
lege graduate frequently enters an employee training pro -
gram or works for a company or in an occupation that is ,

likely not only to support but-also to require further educa-
tion. Collegie graduates typically-belong to social and pro-
fessional grbups that discuss educational opportunities;
spouses and friends are supportive and admii ing of educa-
tional accomplishment.And those who continue in school
long enoug to graduate from college were usually happy
and succes ful in school and are familiar with the proce-
dures and eople that inhabit educational institution's.

The situ, tion is exactly the reverse for the poorly edu-
cated. The enter low - paying jobs with few educational
requireme t and usually no educational benefits. They
consort w th friends and family who know little about edu- , '

may 1 .cation an may even be hostile to it; they lack the informa-
tion netw rks to know about opportunities and the skills to
take adnintage of them. Many if not'most of the poorly
educated had unhappy experiences in school, and nothing '

that has happenedhappened to them since has changed that im-
,.

pressio .

Thu ., as the opportunitiesand pressuresfor adult .

educat on grow, it will be primarily well-educated people
with od jobs and good prospects for upward mobility
who ill participate. If it is correct, that prediction has
impl ations not only for the educational gap between iiidi-
vidu Is but for that between states and regions of the cok-
try s well. The West, for example; with the highest levels\
of ducatiorial attainment already, is pulling farther ahead
of other regions through larger numbers of adults partici-
p ting in adult education (see table 3) (NCES 1982; U.S.

ureau of the Census 1977).



TABLE :3

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND RATES OF
PARTICIPATION IN ADULT EDUCATION FOR

PERSONS 14 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER, BY REGION

Region

Northeast

North Central

South

West

Total (U.S.)

Percentage Completing
Four Years of High School

and More

Percentage
Participating in

Adult Education'

60.8 10.3

61:8

55.5

67.2

60.6

13.5.

11.2

17.6

12.8

Source:
U.S. Bureau of the Census. CPR. Series P-20.1slo. 314. December 1977.
pp. 41-42:
'National Center for Education-Statistics 1982.

The evidence suggests that adults with high levels of
education are more interested in education than their less 'f

Well-educated peers, that they are more articulate and of The more
fective in expressing their demands for education, and that fornzal
through their participation they create a climate of accept:
ance for adult learning that becomes contagious. Thus, , education
states with :vell-educated citizens are likely to pull ahead . people have,
of states where adults educational attainment is lower, - the more likely
thereby increasing economic and educational inequities .
between states and regions of the country.

Most of the efforts toward equal opportunity of the past\ participate in
two decades have been targeted, not at different-age

'a

they are to

groups and the powerfully age-linked variable-of educa-
\adult

tional attainment, but at women and minorities. It is clear eaucatzon .

that these policies and practices have made a difference in

the educational opportunities available to young, full-time
- students. The situation is not as clear for part-time adult

learners, but women have made far greater gains in adult
education than have blacks and Hispanics.

Adult women have closed the gap between the sexes at
every income level and every level of educational attain

Adult Learning
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ment ln every age group and overall, a greater percentage:,
of women than men participate in adult education (NCES
1982). The rapid and substantial increase in women's par-
ticipation in adult education since 1969 is especially note-
worthy given the somewhat lower educational attainment
of women and the fact tli;tf women consistently report
more concern over the cost of education than men. Women
are more likely to be paying for their own education, but
the principal disparity occurs in employer-funded pro-
grams,.,khere men are about twice as likely to obtain fund-
ing as women. Funding from employers is, of course., un-
available to those who are entering or reentering the labor )'
market or are seeking education for new jobsthose more

likely to be womenwhile fundingis.more readily avail-
able for those seeking promotion in present jobsthose
more likely to be.men: Further;employer-funded programs:,
are more likely to be available to executives and managers
(ho are predominantly men) than to clerical workers (pre-::-',4

dominantly women) (Cross and Zusman 1979).
-The situation is quite different for blacks and Hispanics.%

At every age level for both men and women, the participa-
tion of blacks and Hispanics in part-time adult education is
about half that for whites (NCES 1982). Between 1969 and
1975; the participation `rate in adult education for whites

.increased from 10.2 Percent. to 11.7 percent to 12.1 per-
cent. In contrast, the participation rates of blacks showed'',
a consistent decrease, from 7.8 percent to 7.4 percent to "

6.9 percept.2
The apparent of the gap between blacks and '

whites in adult education is puzzling. It fails to hold up itf

some analyses, and-a positive interpretation could be put
on it if one assumed that the greater availability of financial
aid for blacks between 1969and 1975 resulted in a shift out
of part-time adult education into full-time college study. A
carefully controlled statistical analysis of data from the
1975 NCES triennial survey found that blackness and/or
low family income in and of themselves have little direct
effect on participation (Andersoa and Darkenwald_1979).
The severe.underrepresentation of the'se groups in adult

2While data for 1981 show a rise in participation to 13.8 percent for whits'4,,,
and 7.5 percent for blacks, the survey definitions and procedures used for
this information were sttfficiently different to render comparisons of
trends of dubious value.

44,
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education is due largely to other factors associated with
poverty, especially low educational attainment. The ques-
tion of whether race-per se is a deterrent to participation in
adult education needs further study. especially by age

group and educational background.

Barriers to Participation in Adult Education
Because it is usually the people who "need" education
most who fail to participate in voluntary adult education,
understanding the barriers to participation has been a sub-

ject of special interest to educational researchers and pol-
icy makers. Unfortunately, it is usually even harder to find
out why people do not do something than why they do.

Although asking people what prevents them from doing
something it is presumed they would like to do-has many
problems; that method has been the most common ap-
proach to identifying the barriers to participation. The
barriers that people identify, usually from checklists pre-
sented to them on questionnaires or in interviews, can be

classified under three headings: situational, institutional;
and dispositional.-Situationa/ barriers are those arising
from one's situation in life at a given time Lack of time
because of responsibilities on the job or at home, for exam-
ple, deters large numbers of potential learners aged 25 to

45. Lack of money deters young people and other low-
income individuals; lack of child care deters young par

ents. Institutional barriers consist of all those practices and
procedures that exclude or discourage working adults from
participaiing in educational activities--inconvenient sched-
ules or locations, full-time fees for part4inie study, inap-
propriate courses of study, for example. Dispositional bar-

,riers relate to people's attitudes and perceptions of
themselves as learners. Many older citizens, for example,
feel that they are too old TO learn. Adults with poor educa-
tional backgrounds frequently lack interest in learning or
confidence in their ability to learn. The data in table 4 re-

flect barriers that people feel are "important in keeping
[them] from learning what [they] want to learn" (Carp;
Peterson, and Roelfs 1974).

The motivation for adult learning is inevitably complex
and consists of a combination of. variables (see Cross 1981,

Ch 4, 5, and 6, for research, theory, and a model for ana-

lyzing the barriers to participation). States, however, have



TABLE 4'

PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO LEARNING ,#

Percent of ,
Potential

Barriers Learners

Situational barriers
Cost. including tuition, books, child care, and so on 53

Not enough time 46

Home responsibilities 32

Job responsibilities 28

No child care I I

No transportation 8

No place to study or practice 7

Friends or family don't like the idea 3

Institutional barriers
Don't want to go to school full time 35

Amount of time required to cornplete program 21

Courses aren't scheduled when I can attend 16

No information about offerings . 16

Strict attendance requirements 15

Courses I want don't seem to be available 12

Too much red tape:in getting enrolled , 10

DOn't meet requiremenis, to,begin program 6

No Way to get credit orla degree 5

Dispositional barriers'
Afraid that I'm too old to begin 17

Low grades in past, not confident of my ability 12

Not enough energy and stamina . 9

DOn't enjoy 'studying ; 9

Tired of school, tired of classrooms 6

Don't know what to learn or what it would lead to 5

Hesitate to seem too ambitious 3

wPotential learners are those who indicated a desire to learn but who are
not currently engaged in organized instruction.

Source: Cross 1981. p. 99.

a limited number of options for lowering the barriers. The
most common statewide approaches to increasing access to
educational opportunities for adult part-time learners are
offering ipecial,programs for targeted subpopulations per-
ceived to "need" educatiOn, makinginformation available



about existing, opportunities, adjusting costs for students,
and taking education to learners in isolated or underserved
areas through technological means. The remainder of this
chapter presents a general picture of what the states are
doing in these four areas.

Targeted Subpopulations
The particular populations that are targeted for special
attention in adult education vary enormously state by-
state. Some states are especially interested in programs for
the elderly, others for particular minority groups, still oth-
ers for non-English-speaking refugees. This sectipn con-
centrates on three groups common to many statesadult
illiterates and functional illiterates, non-English-speaking
adults, and the elderly.

In almost all states, adults with limited communication
skills present a clear and unambiguous priority. One in five
adults, 23 million Americans, lack the abilities in reading,
writing,, and computation needed to handle'the minimal

demands of daily living, and an additional 34 million'are
able to function but not proficiently (Hunter and Harmon
1979, p; 27). Increasingly, states are taking action to make
sure that students. graduating from high school are not
functionally illiterate. Thirty states require eighth grade
skills in reading and writing to qualify for a high school
diploma (Hunter and Harmon 1979, p. 25). The goal, of
course, is to reach yOimg people before they become
ate adults, but in the meantime, out-of:school adults still
must be reached. Recent_figures show substantial increases
in enrollments in adult basic and secondary education.
Over -2' million adults participated in these programs in
1980, a 14 percent increase over each of the previous two
years (NCES 1981).

The majority (81 percent) of people enrolled in adult
basic and secondary education programs are less than 45-
years old and looking for work; 45 percent are enrolled in
the basic level (grades I to 8), 26 percent in secondary-
level programs (grades 9 to 12), and 28 percent in ungraded
programs, which are usually designed for people of limited
English-speaking ability. Statistics vary enormously among
states; nearly half of all adults in basic and secondary edu-
cation programs arein four states: Florida, California,
Texas, and New York. Not surprisingly, California, Flor-



ida, and Texas combined enroll two-thirds of the Hispanic
participantsyhe District of Columbia, Georgia, Missis-
sippi, and South Carolina enroll more blacks than Whites:
and Florida enrolls more than half of the participants 65 or

older (NCES 1981).
The question that is surfacing now in many states is not

whether attention and support should be given to adult

basic skills but where the primary responsibility should lie

to reduce overlap and competition yet make access to ba-

sic educational opportunity available to adults throughout

the state.
In many states, the community colleges, with their com-

mitment to open admissibns and adult part-time learners,

have developed extensive remedial programs for adults.
Doing so, however, hasometimes brought them into di-
rect competition with programs offered by local school
districts. In California, both community colleges and local

school districts have, responsibilities for adult education,

but the primary responsibility for adult education involving
non-collegiate-level work is assigned by statute to the
school districts. The assignment is,more connplicated than

it looks, however. Community college districts may offer
adult basic education and courses leading to a high school

diploma if mutual agreement exists between high schools

and unified school district's and community colleges.

Through this process of mutual agreement, seven commu-
nity college distridts do have respons)bility for adult educa-,

tion in their jurisdictionincluding high school diploma
programs, occupational training programs; adult continuing

education, and remedial education,
In Illinois, community colleges have provided the major-,

ity of elementary and high school completion programs,
although in some regions of the state, high schools have

assumed responsibility. Legislation created local planning

districts for adult basic and secondary education congruent
with existing community college district boundaiies and

required that, planning documents agreeable to both high
schools and community colleges in the district be submit-
ted to the State Board of Education before funds would be

provided (Wallhaus and Rodk 1983).
In Florida, the Adult General Education Act of 1981

specifies that all adults 'must tiave the opportunity to ac-
quire the basic skills necessary to.function effectively in



society, and considerable effort has gone into establishing
both local (by community college district) and statewide
coordinating councils and advisory groups (Bing I982,,
p. 8). In general, the state's role in ensuring access to adult
fiasic education and high school completion programs has
been to create financial incentives and to encourage (in-
creasingly to require) local resolution of local disputes.

A second target group, adults with limited English, has
received renewed attention with the influx of immigrants
from Indochina and Latin America. Nationwide, the
growth in classes for non-English-speaking adults has
nearly tripled, from 206,400. in 1977_ to 577,400, in 1980.
Much of-this growth can be attributed to California, which
enrolls 36 percent of all adults in this program (NCES
1981). 7

The variety of educational services needed for recent
immigrant groups runs the 'gamut from basic education to
bilingual education to the documentation of edu,cation and
experience of well-educated immigrants. The New Jersey.
Statewide Testing and Assessment Center, foexample;
helped Cuban profes bnals who had left Cuba without
documentation verif ing their education or experience
establish their qualifications (Simosko 1983).

A third target subgroup has received very little attention
to date by, either state or federal governnrient, but with the
aging of the U.S. population and with better health and
increasing longevity, the elderly are beginning to, receive
modest attention, most of it in the foim of tuition waivers
to colleges and universities (komaniuk 1982). The elderly
are among the leat well-educated subpopulations in the
United States; despite substantial recent gains, they also
are quite unlikely. to be participating in any form of adult
or continuing education. In 1981, only 8.percent of those' 55
to 64 years of age and only 3 percent of those 65 and older -
participated in any form of organized adult learning. No
subpopulation recognized in the NCES datatabulations
had lower rates of participation than adults over the age of
65, except adults with 0 to 8 years of schobling (which
would include large numbers ofthe elderly) (NCES 1983).
These figures contrast starkly to the recommendations
from the past two White House Conferences on Aging. In
1971, the conference stated that "education is a basic right
of all age groups. It is continuous and henceforth one of
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the ways of enabling.o!der people to have' a ful' and mean-
ingful life, and as a means of helping them develop their
potential resource for the betterment of society" (p. 6).
The 1981 White House Conference on Aging reiterated that
education for older people is not only a right.but a necessity:

Initiatives fOr doing something, about access to educa-
tional opportunity for the elderly seem to havie started with
institutions rather than with state or federal policy. In
1979, roughly one-third of all institutions of/higher educa-
tion waived or reduced tuition for older people. One-half of
them had adopted.such policies before the implementation
of statewide policies, and 274 institutions indicated that
their policy existed before the 1971 White House Confer-
ence on Aging (Romaniuk 1982, p. 7).

Most states adopted policies. regarding older adult learn,
ers in the mid-1970s, either thrOUgh legislation or through
action by the appropriate goVerning board"(Rominitik
1982): ,Most states waived tuition and allowed older people
to take regular courses for criedit, ,usually, however, only
when space was available.,Sbme states have policies per-
mitting students whose fees have been waived to be
counted into the total determination of full-time equivalent
(FTE) students, thus providing an incentive for institutions
to develop programs tol'attract older learners. In other
cases, older sttidents whose fees have been waived cannot
be counted toward FTEenrollments, even if they are regis,
tered for regular credit courses. In states where this policy
is in effect, the institution bears 100 percent of the cost
associated with the attendance of older learnersa signifi-

cant disincentive to developing appropriate progiams for
the elderly.

The assumption underlying the policy to waive fees is

that older people have the desire and ability to participate
in' college classes but lack the money to do so (Romaniuk
1982). Research does-not, demonstrate the .validity of this
assumption, however.. Indeed;` college classes are among
the least favored learning opportunities mentioned by the
elderly, and cost is actually more likely to be mentioned as
a barrier to educatiodby young people than by older peo-:
ple:(Cross.1981). So why do states offer this particular
policy as their major option for access for theelderly?
Perhap "the most cogent, covert explanation for why



' such state policies became popular was that they appeared
to be giving senior citizens an outstanding benefit, while
costing the state little or nothing in'return"(Romaniuk
1982, p. 16). ,Ddipitc the rather dubious motivation, the
question remains Do the programs appear to be meeting
the need-or perhaps a needof older learners? "After
almost ten years, during which U.S. postsecondary educa-.
tional institutions have adopted, on a wide scale, tuition-
waiver plans for senior citizens, embarrassingly little, is

known about the diverse programs scattered among 43
states" (Long 1980, p. 140).

Based on the available research, however, very few
elderly people, relativeilo their numbers in the popu.ation,
participate in these fee-waiver programstypically fewer
than 1 percentand those who do participate are above
average in educational background and income. It is un-
clear vvhether these programs would be continued if they
were more successful, i.e., &large numbers Of the elderly
began to take advantage of them. No state with large num
bers of people over-60 (Florida, California, New York) has
an FTE reimbursement plan, which would encourage insti-
tutions to attract older learners (Romaniuk 1982, p. 58).

While it seems clear that tuition waivers are not an ade-
quate response to the educational needs of the, growing
population of elderly citizens, even those programs are in
jeopardy because it is the institutions that are supporting
and underwriting most of the costs for administering pro-

" grams for older adults: Without some additional incentives,
it seems highly unlikely that colleges and universities will
expand their efforts or do anything very creative in the

, .way of developing programs for this target group. (See

gpmaniuk 1982 for an excellent discussion of the issues
c involved in devising programs for the elderly from the per-

spective of both potential learners and potential providers.)
The identification of subgroups of adults needing special ,

attention is probably the most realistic way to reach the
hard-to-reach adult, but such programs are expensive.
They require "total push" efforts, including dedicated
staffitigTenefielic recruiting, locations accessible by the
target group, and special counseling and support programs
Given budgetary realities in most states the big question is,

how to assign priorities among the possible target groups
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that could benefit from education. Altho gh It is likely that

most states are plagued by the problem of competing de-
magds from the advocates of a variety of Population sub-
groups, no solution, partial solution, or ev n constructive,
way to address the problem is apparent. Y t it is painfully
clear that without state incentives and inte ention, the gap,
between the poorly educated and the well e ucated will .

continue to grow. In hard times, especially, ducators will
direct their programs to affluent, easy-to-rea6h, and easy-
to-teach adults. AcCess for disadvantaged subgroups will
simply not occur ip a laissez-faire or free-market approach
to adult education. \.

Providing Information about Aduli
1,

Educational Opportunities
The provision of information about adult learning oppor-
tunities has been Called the "missing link" in adult educa-
tion (Cross 1978; New York State Education Department

';1981). Research suggests that the major need in ad It edu-

cation is not more opportuniiies but a bettersyste of
linking potential learners to already exiking optionS (Peter-
son and Hefferlin 1975). In recognition of this fact, the
1976 Amendments to the Higher Education Act authorized,-
a three-year program of Educational Information Ce ters.
The centers were to be state-level efforts to deliVer i for-
mation and guidance to adults. Although thefederal pro-
gram authorized $90 million total for the theee Years, he
program was never funded at more than $3.5. million i any,
of the three yeais of its existence. When that amount as
,divided arrIong 50`states; it amounted to little more tha
seed money. That seed money did, however, manage t
start a number of states an the path \to designing infor h-
tion systems. Providing information'about adult edUcatiion
opportunities, however, has slipped Since.the 1970s and is
fairly low on most state agendas today. States,shotild b

involved for a number of reasons, howeVer (Hilton 1983
First, states.need information about who is"providing

what to whom for.their own coordination and planning.
Demands for new programs, competition amOngprovide
waste and overlap cannot be addressed without accurate
up:to-date information on the educational resources of tt e
state.OnCe,collected, the resources cannaThe efflcientlY



used Without some way of connecting potential learners
W,ith the available opportunities .

Second, most provider-sponsored outreach activities
,.;

tend to be "provider-centered" rather thatv.:learner-
, centered." The information is provided as advertising to
attract new customers rather than to inform potential con-
sumers of their alternatives'.

Third, state intervention is probably essential for social
equity. Left to themselves, entrepreneurial providers.
(which include colleges and universities these days) will
target both their programs and their informational efforts
to paying, motivated customers who tend to be well-edu-
cated people with good jobs. Doing so will most certainly
increase the educational gap betWeen the haves and the
have-nots.

Fourth, well-informed consumers are probably the most
effective force on providers to offer eluality programs at
reasonable cost. "Regulation" is going to be virtually im-
possible in the face of the vast diversity of providers of
adult education.

E.ffth, states can take advantage of certain economies of
.scale in the collection and dissemination of extensive
amounts of information. Moreover, with the increasing use
of technology, distance deliveiy mechanisms, and external
degrees, purely local information systems will not provide
complete information on which to make decisions.

Sixth, some coordination of format is essential if adults
are to be able to'coMpare and to select the alternatives that
are best for them.

These reasons forstate involvement do not necessarily
imply that the state needs to be the direct provider of the
services ,Educational brokering services linking potential
Students to providers already exist in most states Many of
them are local, community-based counseling services that
derive their basic funding from federal, state, local or
foundation grants. They may be based in schools or col-
leges, in libraries; in social service agencies, or even in
industry. The New York Telephone Company, for exam
ple, with funding from FIPSE, trained eight educational
advisors whose sevices are in such great demand that an
appointment must be made 2'1/2 months in advance (McGar-
raghy and Reilly. 1981). This situation is not very desirable,

1-1=
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but it suggests that the ne is there. Experience with
employer -based informati nand advisory services both

here and in Europe sugge. is that the workplace is a good

place to reach adults who are not well served by traditional

education: The majority .f employees served by New York

Telephorie Company advi 'ors, for example, are nonmana-

gerial women.
In New York, a Kellog Foundation grant has helped to

expand educational andd 'areer information centers based

in libraries. Libraries ha e longserved as both the reposi-

tories and retrievers of i formation. Their neutral image

and their extensive syst m of branch libraries located in

neighborhoods make th a frequently overlooked natural

for providing informatio \about educational and career

- opportunities.
In.Oregon, the Caree Information Service is organized

-as a center at the Unive sity of Oregon's-School of Com-
munity Service and Pu lic\Affairs, but the computers that

make the infor-mation a ailable to adults can be found in

schools and collegei;-li rarlies, and shopping centers. An
Oregon study found that/two-thirds of the adults who ex-

perimented with the c4liputerwere willing to pay.$5.00 or

more to use it, a user fee that would support the cost (Ore-

gon Educational Coordinating Commiision 1976). The two

most complete brokerage services are likely-to be clustered

at the extremes of the humanistic/technological continuum
of individualized services. At the humanistic end at:6'k,

Substantial number of small community-based Organiza2"-._

Lions with volunteer help and meager funding whose exper-

tise lies more in-their personalized counseling and advb

cacy for. ethicationally disadvantaged adults than in their

collection and retrieval of current information about the

options. Some evidence suggests that these people-

oriented services are more effective with poorly educated

adults than are either printed directories of educational

options or computerized information centers (Cross 1978).

At the other end of the spectsrum are the interactive com-

puter guidance systems such,as SIG1 (System,of Interac-

tive Guidance and Information), developed by Educational

Testing,Service, apd DISCOVER, available from American

College Testing Prpgram. Both SIGI and DISCOVER use

the, computer to help the user explore values, interests, and



skills and to match them' with career and educational op-
tions. Versions of SIGI and DISCOVER are currently be-
ing developed that are specifically. for adults, the latter:
incorporating earlier software of the Council on the As-
sessment of Experiential Learning called ENCORE, which
helps learners inventory their prior learning and learn how
it can be converted to college credit.

The interesting variation on the theme of providing
information to adult learners is New York's "Plan to
Learn" public awareness campaign. The campaign is'a

. The workplace
comprehensive program to make New York residents
awareof the importance of adult learning, the extent of is a good
.present participation, and the variety, quality, and acccssi- .place-to reach
bility of learning opportunities in the state. The governor's 'adults .'whO are
office proclaimed Adult Learning Week, and press and
public service announcements, adult learning fairs, local not well served
organizations,' etc., will attempt to convince adults that by traditional
learning is fun and a legitimate adult activity and that age; education.
previous education, geography, handicaps, and finances
are not barriers to learning (New York State. Education
Department 1982).

An'encouraging number of creative initiatives have ap-;
peared from a great variety of sources with respect to pro
yiding information aboUt adult learning. If a trend is appar
ent in .all this variety, it seems to be toward computerized
systems7to provide infornation. bolstered by,hunitin coun-
selors providing outreach and advocacy.

One Of the advantageslthat states should. be looking for
in the computerized systems is feedback from potential
students about their educational needs. In the 1970s, al-
most every state conducted a statewide "needs assess -.
merit" to try to adults' needs anddesires. Typi-
cally. they were one-shOt surveys that all too frequently
collectedanddisseminated data without ever implementing
the findings (Cross71983.): It should be possible to provide
cOntinuons feedback from computer users that would be'.
potentially more useful' in planning adult education than the
Occasional "study" of adult educational needs. \
-:The dissemination of information about a state's educa-

tiongresources is critical to planning, use, efficiency, op-
portunity;',,and'ultimately quality assurance. -But_if access
for underserved populations-is to be a priority, far more
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informatiOn is needed than we now have about which dis-

semination methods reach which populations and how

recipients turn information into action. .

Student Costs
Participation in adult education'is associated with annual
family-income.'In 1981, only 6 percent of the population

with family incomes under $7,500 participated in organized.

adult educational activities, while almost 19 percent of
those with family incomes over $50,000 did so (NCES

1983). Further, the percentage increased steadily as level

of family income increased.
States that wish to improve access to low-income groups

may conclude that the cost of taking adult, education
courses may be acting as a barrier to participation. Under-
representation by low-income groups is more complex than
such a simple answer, but \costs are a factor amenable,to

state policy. Little research has.compared costs to studenis

of various adult learning services, although the charge for

any one type of education can vary enormously from state

to state.
No state intentionally singles out adult students to pay

higher prices fOr their education and training. Many poli-
cies and progrdms do have the effect ordiscrimindting
against part-time students or people who did not acquire

certain skills inthe traditional age sequence, however.

Some of the disparities in cost between full-time and
part-time students are based on conscious policy choices

by state decision. makersbased, for instance, on the be-

lief that part-time learners are probably working full-time
and, therefore can afford to pay more.,But.more often than

not they are simply extensions of financial policy enacted

`before the adult learning movement blossomed. Few states
haVe,comprehensively tackled the difficult questions raised

by the issue of pricing policy for adult learners:

0 What, kinds of adul learning are considered to have
"social benefits'? and therefore are worthy of state

subsidy?
o What criteria should be t ed to distinguish between

what states will and will n6 subsidize=location of the
course? time of day offered nurse content? student

outcomes?



Are certain categories of adult learning more appropri-.
ately supported by federal and local governments?
What if federal and local support does not stretch to fit
the demand?
Should statesconcentrate cost benefits on those
groups previously not well represented in adult educa-
tion or simply let these who are most interested re-
ceive support?
Can educational prices serve as a kind of "screening
device" for how sincere adults are about furthering
their education and training'?--

State policy makers do address many of these questions
when making decisions about program and course subsi-
dies, tuition, and financial aid programs. States could also
choose to reduce the costs of education to adults through
vouchers or employer and individual incentives.

Progrtn and course subsidies
The most important decisions states make that affect stu-
dents' costs are determining what will be fully, partially, or
not at all subsidized by public funds. State government
subsidies are determined by a number of variables, such as
credit and noncredit hours, on-campus or off-campus sta-

-; dents and activities, and availability.of external support
(Jonsen 1978, p. 363).

No two states subsidize adult learning in.the same way,
althoUgh some generalizations are possible. For instance,
most states supplement federal and local funds in areas of
English as a Second Language, high school equivalency,
and adult basic education so that costs to students are min-

. imal (Bing 1982). MOst states heavily. subsidize vocational
....job training at public institutions. On the other hand, con-

tinaing- education for professionals is rarely subsidized by
state funds as it "directly enhances the earning power of
presently employed individuals" and often "the private
sector will invest in this kind of education" (Pickens 1980,,
p..11). Finally, most states expect learners to pick up the
costs- of avocational/recreational courses.

.One issue that complicates comPariSons between states
and even within a single state is how certain terms are

..defined..the meanings of "credit" versus "noncredit" and
"off- campus" versus "on-campus" often cause such con-
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trovcrsy within a state that definitions must be spelled out

in state law or administrative code'. And what may be

agreed to as the definition in one sector of postsecondafy
education does not necessarily work for another. "The
broad scope of the community college mission may make

the distinction between credit and noncredit less sharp

than it is at the four-year level" (Jonsen 1978, p. 364). In

addition, the broad geographic service area lines usually
drawn around community colleges may mean there is no

real distinction made aboUt what is offered "off-campus.".
Some states have attempted to look beyond such general

terms to determine what is worthy of subsidy. A review Of

state planning documents and education statutes reveals a
fascinating array of criteria that states have chosen to help

make finer distinctions. They range from course location,
time of day offered, and time it takes to complete the

course to the subject or purpose of the course.
For example, in a 1974 report on adult and continuing

education, a Texas task force approached the issue from a .

philosophical standpoint of what are reasonable expecta-

tions of adult learners.

A compelling reason [exists] for having continuing edu-
cation students pay for a significant portion of the cost '

of their instructionprogiam success and relevance are

greatly enhanced, if not'ensured,,by having the partidi-
pant pay for what he-br she, is learning. Adults, it has
been concluded, do not pay for education which is not
relevant to their needs or-not of a quality to meet their

objectives. It is considered essential,. therefore; that
public continuing education programs be supported

partially by student.tuition fees (Coordinating Board

1974, p. 18).

What is unusual about this example is that Texas ap-

proached the issue from the standpoint -of what is appropri-
ate for adults to pay rather than what the state should be
subsidizing. Of course, once having decided that some
contribution from adult learners'is appropriate, the more

difficult question of how much that contribution should

cover arises.
Oregon chose to use place of instruction as a criterion

for subsidy. State law wa amended in. 1978 to define.con-



tinuing education as "limited to instruction scheduled to be
held at least 30 miles beyond the campus of the 4-year
institution..offering such instruction" (Oregon Revised Stat-
utes, Section 348, 450, (2)). This law had the effect of limit-
ing state support of continuing education offered by four-
year institutions to that offered within 30 mile's of a
campus.

The Arizona legislature made statutory changes in 1981
to allow subsidies for some courses offered in a time se-
quence different from most courses. Community colleges.
can now receive state funding for "open entryopen exit"
vocational courses, defined as "those vocational and tech-
nical eddcation classes which commence at various times .

throughout the year" (Education Commission of the States
1981). Presumably, this means lower costs to students,
because they typically would be paying for instruction in
less time than a full semester or a year.

in Maryland's community college system, priorities have
been established for what is eligible for state funding, what

-. might be eligible, and what is not eligible. Courses in
vocational-technical education, industrial training, develop-

, mental education, community development, and health
and safety education all receive state subsidies. Courses
in another zroup receive funding only'after review by
the State Board for Community Colleges. They include
courses that "fulfill supplemental, certification, licenstire
or relieenstire educational requirements for professionals
within the community college's service area, when they
prOyide learning opportunities far the elderly, and when
they provide educational and trailing opportunities for the
handicapped" (Maryland State Boaid for Community Col-
leges 1978, p, 3).

Some states have attempted to look beyond course titles
to the purpose of thc...course to determine eligibility for .

sta.te.subsidy. This issuz., is one of the more complex ones
ifor state policy boards,becaodse it can involve trying to
determine students', motivntion for taking the coArse,.stu-

:dent'outcomes, and "rigor'. of coursework and assess-
.- rr,:: nt

Ti: state of Nebraska made sucl'iau attempt in its 1978
.Goah.ctitd Recommend...:Wons for Adult and Continuing
Education Instructional PrOgrams....11);'e legislature charged.

.H the Nebvaska Coordinating Commiss;on for Postsecondary
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Educatiort with arriving at "clear identification of adult and

continuing education responsibilities between elementary-

secondary level and postsecondary level to prevent dupli-
cation of effort" (p. I), The Commission identified five

major forms of adult and continuing education, where they

were being offered, and the revenue source associated with

each program,(sce table 5).
Graphic display of this information made it clear to the

Commission that "delivery syStems and funding sources
overlap between levels, of adult and 'continuing educations'

(p. 24). Based on the legislative directive, the Commission

report went on to recommend delineation of responsibility

in the various forms and defined their meaning, objectives,
and delivery system. The Commission arrived at an "ideal

scheme" of who would offer what, forms and how they

would be financed. These recommendations included (1)

eliminating local Subsidy for avocational-recreational
courses at secondary, two-year postsecondary, and gradt-

ate levels; (2) taking four-year postsecondary institutions
out of adult basic education altogether; (3) increasing tui-

tion (and hence decreasing government subsidy) for voca-

tional education at secondary and two-year postsecondary

institutions; and (4) increasing the proportion of costs

picked up by tuition for degree-credit education in four-

year and graduate institutions.
Probably the most regressive approach to determining

What is worthy of state subsidy is when states base funding

on the time of day courses are offered. in several states,

evening and weekend instructionmuch of it identical to
daytime programsis not eligible for state support, which

has the obvious effect of having working adults pay full

cost for what is heavily subsidized for younger, full-time
students. A report from the Minnesota Higher Education

Coordinating Board (1981) explains the historical reasoning

behind this approach and why it believes that policy should

be changed.,

The separate fUnding status OrContitudng Education
and Extension is a legacy of a time when the public did

not expect postsecondaiy institutions to devote serious

efforts to serving. the entire adult population. 11 was a

time when formal education was restricted tO.youth,'and

further education had connotations of serving the cul-

.



TABLi."
FUNDING OF ADUIX AND CONTINUING EDUCATION, BY LEVEL OF INSTITUTION,

PROGRAM, AND SOURCE.

Instructional Programs

of Adult and

Continuing Education

Adult basic education

Avocational- recreational education

Vocational-occupational education

Degree-credit education.

Scc(indary

Continuing professional education

I Cooperative extension courses
X :4 Major funding (more than 60 percent)

= Minor funding (less than 15 percent)
L. = Relatively equal funding (within a 10 percent range)
* Changes retommended.

Source of Funding

Two-year
Postsecondary
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turn! intc,rests ql the leisured classes, While Continuing
Education. and Extension provides educeitianal enrich-
ment to the general public, it also has developed into an

important, means of access Jiff adults who are acquiring
their basic undergraduate and graduate education. If
these aims are worth supporting, public policy .should be

neutral in funding delivery at different times and places

. . . (p. 6).

Similarly, Massachusetts publiC colleges and universities

run generally lucrative divisions of continuing and graduate
education, which offer degree programs in the evening and

which by law are not eligible for state support. This policy

financially penalizes adults who have work or family rd.-

sponsibilities during the day, because the cost of a three-

credit course in a Massachusetts state college is $75 for a

part-time studentduring the day and $135 in the evening.

Over the course of an entire undergraduate degree pro-

gram, this differeyce wduld add up to costing an evening

student $7,200 more than a day student!
,

'One final criterion that might be used for determining

state subsidy has been suggested by the California Com-

munity Colleges Board.of Governors. In 1982, the state

legislature directed the board to develop a contingency fee

plan in the event that revenue shortfalls in fiscal 1984

would require that tuition be charged for the first time.

Believing that those pursuing their first college degree

should continue to receive tuition-free community college

education, the board adopted a novel plan that would

charge tuition "just to those students who have completed

a degree or a certain number of credits" or who were not

enrolled as matriculating students (California Community

Colleges 1982)..
These few examples from the states indicate the complex

issues involved irkletermining what' is' worthy of state sub-

sidy and to what extent. States that have looked beyond .;
such simple classifications as credit and noncredit,,on-
'campus or off-campus, seem to have a better chance of

setting equitable charges based on learning needs rather

than on personal circumstances.

Tuition
If costs influence adults' 'participation, then states can opt

for low- or nO-tuition policies to reduce that barrier. Cali-
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fornia has defended its nti-tuition policy at community
colleges on the grounds that it improves access for low-
income groups, Other states as well 'strive to keep tuition
low at community colleges, which arc the primary pro
viders of adult eduCation; Policy makers continually debate
the balance between keeping tuitions low'enough to en-
courage access while having students who can afford to
.pay share part of the cost for their education. It is gener-
ally agreed that a no-tuition policy is an extremely expen-
sive way to improve access. In fact, all states now charge,

.-"tuition at public colleges and universities.
When states choose to raise tuition, they often couple it

with increased finanicial aid monies to,not unduly hurl, low -
income students. This solution is not satisfactory for adult,

',:part-time learners; however,beCause they typically are
ineligible foi' aid. For needy adults, "it would be preferable
to devise methods.for dealing with these special cases;that
-would not require low tuition for everyone"...L.perhaps.
some modifications in financial needs analysis systems and

...giving greater discretion to financial aid officers to make
.:,:selective tuition waivers (Breheinan and Nelson 1981,

.p. 109),
Many states also seek to maintain a tuition differential

between theircomMunity colleges and four-year colleges
and universities. A great& percent of 16w,income students
do attend community colleges, but it is not clear that .they
necessarily choose to do so because they have compared
prices. Greater participation in community colleges by
low-income adults may have more to do with open admis-'.
sions, flexible admissions and registration procedures,
geographic .convenience,' instructional offerings, and avail-
able support-services.

Some, states have attempted to. formulate tuition pOlicy
based on agreeMent about what level of support. is appro-
priate. and reasonable to expect from public and from indi-
vidual support. A few states base'tuition charge's on a per-
centageof the cost of instruction. Students in four-year
colleges-and universities are generally expected to pay a
higher percentage of the cost of instruction sous to main
tain the. desired tuition differential between segments. In

most states, however, tuition charges have become more
of arannual political football. Tuition is raised to cover the

gap between the cost of running the higher education.enter.7
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prise and the amount the state is willing to chip in from .

general fund revenues.
Finally, it appears that by and large, it is more expen;

sive to obtain a degree as a part-time student than as a full-
time student at any type of college or university. Per-unit
tuition costs generally average Out to be higher for part-
time than for full-time students. This disparity would not
be enormous, but it does add to the extra costs of being an

adult student. States seeking to offset pending declines in
enrollment with increased part-time adult students may
wish to reconsider such disparities.

Financial aid programs
A survey of state agency heads and campus leaders.in 10

states found that "inadequate financial aid for adult stu-
dents was recognized by many respondents as the major
impediment to fully serving the adult learner" (Bing 1982,
p. vi).

Most states restrict their student financial aid programs
to students carrying at leasta half-time credit load. But
many states have confronted the issue of "the appropriate
limits on publicly suppoiled student aid for adult learners,
given the need to establish priorities for the allocation of \

scarce resources to different groups of aid 'seekers" (New `,;\

York State Education Department 1981-82a, p,8),
Part-time students are now eligible for several federal

financial aid programs, although theNen011ment patterns

and needs analysis systems reduce theparticipation of
many nontraditional students (Breneman and Nelson 1981,
p. 153). This federal aid may relieve some of the pressUre'
on state officials to come. up with assistance for part-time
students. At least 17 states do offer some financial assist-

ance to part-time students (sec Education Commission'Of
the States 1981, 1982). .

Many state tuition"waiver programs reduce educatidhal

costs for adults who meet special qualifications. In Wiscon-'

sin, for instance, handicapped and disadvantaged students
in adult basic eduCation and high school programs are ex-
empt from payment of tuition (Bing 1982). Many states
waive tuition for members of the National Guard, and

other groups (Vietnam veterans, displaced homemakers,
law enforcement officers, and members of particular pro -
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fessions) also are beneficiaries of state tuition assistance
programs,.

Financial aid can mean a significant reduction in the cost
of obtaining a degree for an adult student. As many adult
learners are not enrolled in degree programs, however,
extending state financial aid funds to part-time students
will not affect their out-of-pocket costs.

Vouchers
State, governments presumably could choose to offer edu-
cational entitlements or vouchers to adults. Thest?direct
awards might be restricted to specific types of learning or
to a particular category of learners (Kurland, Purga, and
Hilton.1982, p. 37). A state may determine, for instance,'
that adults lacking high, school equiValency skills should be
entitled to the necessary instruction to gain those basic
skills, or a,state might also decide that all residents are
entitled to two years of free postsecondary education. The
choice of when and where,would be apt° the student.
Group vouchers might be awarded to adults laid off when
their place of employment closed or moved out of state;
they might then choose collectively to purchase new skill
training from an eligible provider.

In considering any entitlement or voucher program, state.
officials would have to address possible limits on the pur-
pose for which awards could be used possible restrictions
on eligible providers and types 'of programs, and whether
only certain categories of adults should receive vouchers
and entitlements. ThiS last issue raises the important ques-
tion of whether entitlements would make adult learning
services more attractive to groups not well representecrin
adult education now "Provision oflifelong learning en-
titlements might be the only way of assuring equity in the
provision of subsidies for lifelong learning...A publicly pro-
vided entitlement could be allocated' among the different
Social classes, racial groups, sexes, and so on to reflect the
special needs of those groups in a way that corresponds to
social notions of fairness" (Levin 1978,1p. 342).

NO state currently uses entitlements or vouchers to en-
courage adults to take courses or to help reduce their edu-
cational costs: And initiatives to use such mechanisms to
.provide elementary and secondary education have thus far

Achill Learning .
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been unsuccessful, They should not be overlooked in dis-

cussions on how tg finance adult learning, however.

Employer and tax incentives
States could reduce educational costs to adults through

employer incentives and individual incentive policies. A
good deal of'education and training is already offered free

to adults by their employers. But states could encourage

more of the practice. 'Iltx laws could be rewritten, for ex-
ample, to allow businesses to deduct expenses incurred in

.1

employee education and training programs, particularly
tuition assistance programs. Tax incentives could be given

to businesses that retrain workers from obsolete jobs to
new skills within the same firm.

Several states now allow community colleges, and in=

creasingly other types of institutions, to sell their edUCa-

tional services to businesses at full cost. Colleges arrange
to teach courses specified by the business in the time,

place, and format most convenient to employees. Some*

colleges that have gone after this market' aggressively have '

found it to be a highly lucrative enterprise (California . ,

Nigher Education 1983). For state officials, contract educa-
;ion is not without its headaches, however. Controversies

may arise over who should determine appropriate charges
and whether any of thefikarned revenue over expenses, '

should be counted against state appropriations.
Only a.few states have used individual income tax de-.

ductions and credits to help defray educational expenses.
Current federal tax law allows deductions for those per-
sons engaged in education to maintain or improve skills
needed in their current job. This is one federal policy that

seems to benefit part-time rather than full-time learners.
Those who attend school full time usually intend to change

jobs or study a new Hid to switch careers. Adults em-
ployed full time and working on a degree,part time can

more easily prove how their studies are related to their

jobs.
Some states, such as New York, let parents of college

students deduct part of.tuition payments and offer income

tax deferments on savings later to be used to supporra
dependent's educatiOn. Slates could consider extending
such benefits to adult learners, Finally, if states deeide,not

to extend financial aid programs to less-than-half-time- stu
,



dents:.they might consider tffition tax credits up to some
specified limit for payment of tuition in eligible institutions
(Kurland, Purim, and Hilton 1982, 0, 37),

In conclusion, state policies on students' costs seem
more the result of accident or tradition than of any rea-
soned attempt to devise equitable and efficient pricinglioli-
'cies, It is hard to defend charges that depend more on
When or where a student attends than on whether the ,

learning benefits the public or only the individual, Many
institutions hope' to increase onrollments of adult students
us the number of traditional students shrinks, so now may
be an opportune time for states to examine whether their
policies and programs restrict access to adult learners
through inequitable costs,

Distance Education through Communications Technologies,
A final approach to improving access for adults is.fo use
telecommunications technologies "to provide teaching
facilities to those who would not otherwise have Iteces'S to
them" (Office Offechnology Assessment 1982, p. 82),3
Numerous postsecondary education providers are using
three major forms of telecommunications technology:

audio (radio, telephone, audio conferencing)
video (open broadcast television, cable televisipn,
satellite television, videotape microwave, and video-
teleconferencing)
computer (computer-based instruction, computer-
based instructional management) (Leis 1983, p. 30).

For seveilil reasons, the so-called "distance learning" ap-.
proaches continue to grow in-popularity. They "tend to en- .

joy.a lower per-student cost than classrooni or community-
baSed programs, and adult learners appreciate the flexi-
.bilay.of instructing themselves ata time and place con-
.:..Venient to their schedule" (Richardson 1980, p. 2).

The. discussion in this section is limited to states', in-
volyement. in distance learning, the issues raised by those

.

approaches, and examples 'of how some states have re-

3Examples in this section are extracted from comprehensive descriptions
of telecommunications projects in Lewis (1983) and Office of Technology
Assessment (1982). Lewis also provides addresses where readers can
write for more information on many programs mentioned here.
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-"st,onded to those issues. Stafe legiqatures and higher edu-
cation agencies appear to be involved at three levels: (I) no
involvement or financial support; (2) the provision, of ser-
vices to help support institutional activities but still no
financial assistance; and (3) a statewide or state-level coin-
mitment to development and use of at least one of those
technologies by providing funding, leadership. and support
services to the state's colleges and universities.

No slate involvement
Many proyiders of distance leatnini,are going about their
business neither-hampered ,norsuppOrted by the state.
State officials maybe uninterested delivery of dis-
tance education, may IaEk.the expertise to become in-
volved, may feel no pressure, fro'm'iristitutions orlearners
to take an active role, or may.belieVe [hat other means of
support are more appropriate ttian state intervention.

One pervasive support mechanism deViSed by institu-
tions Without involving state agehcies-isthe Consortiuin
(Purdy 1980). Institutions-WiSbing to share:posts, informa-
tion, resources; and administrative ;apparatus can join one
or more of the many consortia organized-around geo-
graphic areas (the North Central [Stated:TelecoMmunica-
tions Consortiuni, for example), by type...of:institution
(American Association of Community,:a[iiOunibr
Instructional TelecommuniCations ConSOiliurri), by'subjeat 3:"

matter (the AmeriCan Bar AssociatiVO Consortium for
Professional Eckcation), by type of teehnology (Cable
Advisory Board fiir Learning and Education), or by in- ,
tended audience (Association for Media-Based Continuing:',-,

Education for Engineer's). 7_.

A growing number of national consortia provide (orin-
tend to provide) educational services to adult learners. The
following examples illustrate the extent to which adults
have been identified and targeted as a potential; learning

market. ,

The Adult Learning Service of the Public ,ligniadcast-
ing Service will provide all necessary 'assislatice to
help a college join with its local publieleleviwun'sta7
tion tO offer ci-edit, noncredit, and professiOnal and

career eduCatiohto adults.
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lb` Extended Uses for Television and Radio ProduCtionS,
. sponsored jointly by the Coalition of Adult Education

Organizations and the National University Continuing
ducation Association, hoPes to expand on the poten-

tial of existing television and radio productions for
delivering informal adult learning.
National University Consortium for Telecommunica-
tions in Teaching has established a structured, convert-.
ient course of study leading to the bachelor's degree.
National University Teleconference Network, founded
by the continuing education divisions of 68 institu-. ,

tions, intends to establish a national network for tele-
conferencing via satellite. ,

Clearly,-One option' for states is to (Lncourage institutions -s.

to join the'growing numbers ofconsoirtia working and plan-
ning for_the 'delivery of distance education via telecommu-

: ,nications.

,, Support serviees I

, : Even if a state does not financially/support distance learn-

, ing, the state's:higher education agency can provide ser-
'. i, vices that enhance the possibilities for educational applica-

1tions of telecorinmunications. Th se services can be viewed
as part of the Ongoing planning nd research, coordination,

.,' and governmental relations furichions of most state boards,
Several states have recognizdd the need to develop state-

,, wide, coordinated approaches or implementing.and ac-
cessing rapid developments in -ommuhications technology

, (Telescan September/October 982). The Utah Board or
Regents, for example, appoint d a master planning task
force to Make recommendatioqs for a state multiple-option 7-

,telecommunications system (B ng 1982, p. 47). Occasion- '...1

;,' for funding distance learning p jects.
,',, ally, such recommendations re tilt in.legislative proposals /

, As campuses begin to make eater use of new delivery
=.

', systems, state agencies will wis) to collect data and moni-
,

i' tor developments about their Use State agencieS con-

'',, cerned with access can attempt t assess the match be- I

: tween adults needs and available echriologies, what types

,' ,of adulk arebenefitting from dista ce delivery, and the il

,...rI., cost-effectiveness and educational utcomes of these ap-

!'l i
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proaches. Having such knowledge at hand can better in-
form state officials as they are involved in planriing and
policy making.

State boards coordinate and arbitrate between educa-
tional providers. In 1982, for instance, the Connecticut
legislature directed the Board of Higher Education and the
State Board of Education to establish a joint committee to
coordinate the efficient use of technologies. They are to
work with the state Library Board and Connecticut Public
Television to develop a long-range plan for investment in
telecommunications and data processing (Education ComIT
mission of the States 1982). In Rhode Island, the Postsec-',
ondary Education Commission established a coordinating,
body called the Rhode Island Higher Education Television
Council, through which all public and independent colleges
and universities and private career schools are expected tiLil
cooperate as they develop telecourses and public service
programming for statewide distribution through cable tele-
vision companies (Education Commission of the States
1982).

State agencies Can also arbitrate disputes between or
about providers. After much concern had been expressed
over how to accredit and license telecommunication ser-
vices that crossed state boundaries, the organization of\
directors of state higher education agencies (SHEEO) is
helping address the issue. SHEEO and the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation received ,a federal grant to
find ways, within the regional and specialized accrediting
associations and state authorizing agencies to deal with
"eliminating unnecessary barriers while preserving the
critical elements of consumer protectiori and quality assur-
ance" (Telescan September/October 1982, p. 4).

States may also find themselves involved in disputes
among their own institutions. Teachers at two traditional
campuses in Coast Community College District (California)
recently protested that telecourses offered through innova-
tive Coastline Community College are academically-sub-
standard, which has prompted review by both four-year,
systems in the state (California State University and the
University of California) as to whether the'courses should
continue to be accepted for academic credit. As these is-'
sues arise, state agencies may increasingly find themselves
called on to assess the quality 9f distance learning



Officials of state higher education agencies are often
called upon to represent educational institutions on state-
wide boards, such as the public broadcasting commission,

'
and \before the governor and legislature. One role state
agencies might play before licensing bodies that are allocat-

inging space on new cable TV franchises is to serve as a
source of expertise and advocacy for local educators who
wish t argue before the licensing board that certain space
be set aside for educational purposes (Goldstein 1981,

p 42) Some state boards may be in a position to- advocate
legislative appropriations for distance delivery in institu-
tional budgets. The New York State Department of Educa-
tion took one such step when it proposed that legislation
allowing the Commissioner of Education to establish spe-
cial conversion formulas for distance learning as par of
student-aid to public schools be extended to adult pr
grams (Bing 1982, p. 33). States can also conduct ca
paigns to inform the public of courses available for 4edit
through distance education. -

Slate agencies can improve the quality of distance learn-
ing offered by institutions by sponsoring initiatives,that

-- support that learning. For instance, lack of good library

resources for distance learners is often mentioned as a.
problem. The New York Regents hope to gain legislative
approval for a series of proposals that would tie participat-
ing libraries more closely together through bibliographic

1-.
;r data bases and infofmation retrieval systems. The Educa-

tion Commission of the States suggests that states offer tax
incentives to business, industry, and others for donations
of funds, equipment, or technical services to promote use

of telecommunications technologies (McClure 1983, p. 5).
Policy makers should delve more deeply into the present
educational incentive structure if they-are interested in
creating more efficient delivery systems. "This incentive
structure [with fixed faculty, physical plant, and mainte---

nance costs] explains why telecommunications systems
have been used to extend traditional higher education
rather than transform it; [and] why costs of technology
have always been additive rather than allowing technology
to substitute for labor [costs]" (Tucker 1982, p. 4).

As costs rise and "issues grow more complex, [higher
education decisiOn makers] will have to have available to
them considerable expertise in the area of telecommunica-
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tions policy and procurement" (Tucker 1982, p, 19). Issues
surrounding distance learning are relevant to all state pro-
gram areas (budgeting, academic, planning, information
systems), so whether state agencies choose to become
directly involved in the delivery of distance education or
not, they may well need to develop such expertise to better
perform research, coordination, and governmental rela-
tions.

Direct support
A few states have chosen to become directly involved in
distance delivery of educational programs. Some of the
statewide projects are aimed primarily at on-campus learn-
ers, but reaching adults off-campus is at least a secondary
service market for all these projects. The one characteristic
tying these projects together is that they owe their exis-
tence to state legislative appropriations.

The Indiana Higher Education Telecommunications Sys-,
tem (IHETS) is the only statewide telecommunications
system used solely for highefeducation. Distance delivery
services focus on the continuing education of profession-
als, including media personnel,'engineers, pharmacists,
educators, and government employees. In 1980-81, IHETS
began offering teledourses for undergraduate credit. The
legislature appropriates' money annually to IHETS, which,
is administered by Indiana University on behalfof al1174

colleges and learning' centers in the state. While regular on
campus classes may be most students' first preference, an
increasing proportion, of adult learners want the conven-
ience offered by television courses delivered to their
homes.

The Kentucky Council on Higher Education also took
leadership in this area by forming the Telecommunications
Consortium in 1978. Undergraduate, graduate, and contin-
uing education courses are broadcast statewide by the
Kentucky Educational Television, which provides free air,
time to the consortium. The consortium is administered by
the Council on Higher Education, which supports member;-
institutions by providing such services as publicity,
course leasing, research, and faculty workshOps.

The state of Alaska has been called a "forerunner in
educational information technology" (Office of Technology::-
Assessment 1982, p. 227) because of its extensive use of



telecommunications to extend education across long dis

tances. After extensive investment in technology for com-
munications, the state added an educational component in

1977 with broadc-.::,st of daytime instructional television
programs by saiit In 19iI0, the state, approp4ated $8.6
million to inv,tzrpent an instructional television mid audio

conferencin stcm known as the LEARN/Alaska
Networ.,.. The network is managed by the University of
Alaska Im'euctional Telecommunications Consortium and

broadcasts nearly 18 hours of programming per day for
audiences ranging frOm preschool through adult. Despite
its growing popularity, problems both unique to Alaska
(five different time zones in the state) and ubiquitous (local
cable TV operators that perceive unfair competition with

private industry) are reported.
One example of a major state commitment to distance

learning is the University of WisconsinExtension's In-
structional Communications System (ICS). ICS is an um-

brella unit for three major interactive teleconference
networksthe largest telephone-based educational deliv-

ery system in the country. Each semester, over 150

courses are offered, primarily in professional continuing
education and public service. Because of the nature of its
noncredit offerings, over 36,000 people a year take part in
ICS programs. The system is supported through general
fund appropriations and programming revenue:

Several other states serve as primary financial support-
,

-ers of telecommunications projects but not directly from
state appropriation'S.:-Several statewide goVerning boards
have chosen to budget part of their legislative appropria-
tion to sponsor cOnsortiums'for distance delivery.

The Kansas Regents Continuing Education Network
TELENETis one such example. The network offers
marily noncredit continuing education for professionals
and is administered by the Division of Continuing Educa-
tion at Kansas State University: All six regents institu-
tions contribute to programming and operation of the

, network. Many of the courses are specifically designed to
; met requirements of continuing education mandated by

state law. TELENET also offers graduate and undergradu-
-Ri-,

ate credit courses. By joint agreement, each institution
accepts credit for TELENET courses sponsored by each
of the other regents' institutions: This system offers a

ra

4

4
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unique. approach to program access for Kansas residents;
because each institution sponsors at least one program not
available at the other five institutions, courses in these

. _ ,
programs are pnme

_

candidates for TELENET.
Other states that.support distance learning through insti-

tutional efforts and consortia include Florida, Iowa, West
Virginia, and Maryland. In Maryland, the state appropri-
ates to the Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting part
of the budget to operate the Maryland College of the Air
Other revenue is raised by the per-student enrollment fees
paid to the center by the 19 participating colleges and uni-
versities.

Issues raised by distance learning
Those involved With distance learning report numerous
issues that inevitably must be confronted: faculty resist-
ance, high start -up costs, the availability of appropriate
software, access to prime air time ongoing financial sup-.
port, little control over federal regulations and decisions
made in the private sector. But because few states have
chosen to operate distance delivery systems directly, most
of these operational issues will best be left for resolution at
the campus levelfState.officials may instead be faced with
the policy issues that arise from.eduCational applications of1,.
communications technology. Whether states fund distance
learning directly or not they can expect eventually to have
to address issues of finance, equity, and quality.

Apparently no, state hasintegrated ongoing support for
distance learners with annual institutional appropriations:
Most states continue to fund.institutions based on enroll-
ments, and distance learning simply requires something
other than full-time equiValent students as a proxy for cost
because development costs are much higher than tradi-
tional delivery: but once developed can be much more cost-
effective. Attendance patterns and support services re-
quired by the two approaches are not comparable

As noted, some states hafe addressed this issue by mak:
ing distance delivery systems a separate budget item (Ken-
tucky, Indiana) or by approving the expenditure of funds '

within a system budget (Kansas, West Virginia) Some
statewide projects have received initial funding from fed
eral funding'agencies (largely FIPSE and the National In-



stitute of Education)-and hope-to survive- after -the grant
,expires by user fees and state support.

Because distance learninglis relatively new it is almost
jmpossiblefor state decision makers to know What is ap-

propriate for funding. For instance, much federal, founda-
tion, and state support was given to the development of
television. courses. Now it appearS that providers have
found it much less expensive to lease at least some pro-
grams from each other and from national producers such as
the Public Broadcasting Service. Other states are reluctant
to invest in a specific telecommunications technology while
the industry is still in flux. And in some states, an element
adubiousness may be present among some policy makers,
who suspect that institutions are grabbing desperately at,,
new gimmicks to bolster declining enrollments. With all
such qualms that aCcompany educational reform, it is little,

wonder that most statewide distance delivery to date is in
relatively low-cost continuing education, not offered for

credit.
Distance delivery certainly means improved access to

educational opportunity by time of day and place of learn-
ing It is not clear that it means improved access by type of
learner, however. An Alaskan educator with considerable
experience in distance delivery believes .that "the policy
questions must be more clearly viewed as access for what
purposes, to what information, by whom, and under what
circumstances" (Metty 1983, p*. 28). In fact, "electronic

.,media are serving primarily individuals who are predis-
posed to pursue further education because of their pre-
vious educational-background" (Lewis 1983, p. 62). A
typical enrollee is a white female aged 25 to 40 who gradu-
ated from high school, attended college for a time and has

a family income over $15,000.
Few statewide projects thus far are directed toward im-

proving access for those with low incomes and low educa-
tional attainment. (Two, notable exceptions are Wisconsin's
Technical. College of the Air and a state network of cable
programs in New York, both aimed at adults in need of

, high school equivalency instruction.) `:As a whole . . . the
postSecondary education community is not fully exploiting
the capaCities of electronic media to change existing pat-
'terns of adult participation in education (Lewis 1983,



p. 62). Most programs continue to exclude otherlradition-
ally underrepresented populations (the handicapped, mi-
nority language groups, older adults), and access to many
of the new technologies is increasingly tied to the learner's
economic status (Lewis 1983).

No examples of quality control or monitoring at the state
level are apparent. New delivery systems are usually sub-
jected to far greater scrutiny locally than traditional pro-
gramming, which is likely to be the case with distance de-
livery via telecommunications technology.. States that fund
these systems may well find themselves more heavily in-
volved in the regulation of these programs as they become
a larger item in the budget.

State agencies of higher education are in a particularly
advantageous position in distance education through tele-
communications. By familiarizing themselves with the
technologies and what they have to offer to education,
State officials can become advocates for acceptance and
advancement of these systems. But as "neutral parties" to
the actual delivery of services, they can look with a critical
eye at who is being served by the technologies and how :14

well Much remains unknown about the delivery capacities ,
and limitations of the various technologies and their cost-
effectiveness. State agencies can help institutions and pot- EJ

,-... icy makers think through these issues to provide a frame-,
work for further development of distance learning. "It will
pay to think now about where they make sense and where
they do not and why. A.different kind of panning is called,-
for one that makes room for new entrants and new tech-.,
nologies, where that serves the public interest, and at the
same time preserves what is best in the current system,
where that is most appropriate" (Fucker 1982, pp, 20-21).,



:QUALITY ASSURANCE

What types of quality assurance mechanisms are appropriate

for what types of providers?
Should quality assurance take into account the personal

responsibility adults have for making their own decisions

and accepting the consequences?
Will market forces alone act to combat fraudulent practices?

Are there waysshort of regulation for states to help protect

their citizens?
What does "ensuring quality" mean in regard to adult learn-

ing services?
What are the respective roles of states and accrediting asso-

ciations in ensuring quality?

For some years now, the quality of degree programs for
adults has been a matter of concern.,In 1977, researchers

from the Center for Research and DevelOpment in' Higher

'Education at the University of California in Berkeley stud-
ied'nontraditiOnal programs for adults:

Qf all the problems and issues discussed Vi our inter-
14ews, none received more attention and concern than
those relating to program quality and effeCiiveness.. In-

deed, we were struck by what appeared to be a sense of

urgency at all levels institutional, state, and federal
for mechanisnzs, criteria, and procedures to assess and

assure the quality ofnontraditional degree ed.ucation
(Bowen, Edelstein, and Medsker 1979, p. 106).

The mechanisms, criteria, and procedures for assessing

quality are not easily devised, but'accre'diting agencies,
states; and institutions themselves have made considerable
progress over the past few years. SO far, almost all of.the
attention to quality in adult programming has gone to pro-
grams or procedures thatreSulted in degree credit. Degree
prograins, however, are just the tip of the iceberg in adult

'
education. Questions are now being raised about whether'

noncredit programs, especially thOse supported by public
funds, should be subject to some type oireview"and qual-
ity assurance. Even if the education offered is not publicly
funded, should states assume some responSibility 'for "con-

sumer protection" in education or should they, assume
that adUltS are responsible for making their own decisions

`about Where to spend their time and their Money? If a free-..

Should states
assume some
responsibility
for
"consumer
protection" in
[adult]
education?
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market policy is followed, is it reasonable to hope that
"good': programs wilfdrive out "bad'"? Can adults be
educated to be wise consumers so that the proliferation of
regulations and restrictions is unnecessary?

The questions about quality in adult education are rising
far faster than the answers. In fact, it appears that the far=
ther state agencies advance into issues of quaty in adult
education, the more questions they uncover.Vorse than
uncovering difficult questions, however, is the prospect of
doing nothing to assure quality in adult education.

A comprehensive long-range plan for quality control in
adult education is found in "New York State Goals for
Adult Learning Services" (New York State Education
Department 1981). It is as yet a plan, however, that New
York hopes to implembnt by the year 2000. The basic tenet
of the plan's goal number 6, "Quality Control in 2000," is
that quality will be obtained by "creating better informed
citizens and strengthening consumer protection arrange-
ments" (p. 9). Consistentwith'this precept is the allocation
of shared responsibility for quality among adult learners,
the Board of Regents and the State Education Department,
providers, and voluntary accrediting and other associa-
lions. Goal 6 is an integral part of a broad set of goals that
support quality from several dimensions. Goal 7, "AsSess-
ment of Learning Outcomes," for example, stresses the

, need for the development of assessment centers where
adults may verify the results of their learning efforts. The
implementation of this goal would support the assumption
in Goal 6 that informed choice by consumers is an impor-
tant part of quality assurance. Goal 5, "Information and
Guidance Services," also supports quality in adult educa-

-lion by calling for information and guidance services that
would make consumers aware of their options. The New ,w
York goals are appealing with respect to quality assurance, -Iv
because they build toward a plan that will eventually en-

"compass all edtication, credit and noncredit, without hav-
ing to regulate and review separately the enormous variety

'of programs that are appearing (see. Appendix A). They do,
however, assume that adults can and will become "in-
formed consumers:" At the present time energy in most
states seems-to be directed more toward external review ,

and regulation of degree programs than toward making
adults informed consumers.



Since most states are currently addressing quality only in
degree programs, the discussion of quality in this mono-

"' , graph is confined to programs and procedures that offer
degrees or academic credit. They include off-campus de-
gree programs, including those offered on military bases,
and nontraditional programs, including procedures such as

- credit-by-examination and credit for experiential learning,
that result in the.granting of academic credit..

,
OMCainpus Degree Programs
States have probably given more attention to the prolifera-
tion and quality of off-campus degree programs than to any
other single aspect of adult education. Several factors arc
responsible. The programs grew very rapidly, they tended
to generate complaints from competing colleges, and peo-
ple get more excited about quality in degree programs than

' in noncredit programs.
The proliferation of off-campus degree programs was

especially great in the mid-1970s. A 1978 study conducted
by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Edu-
cation reported that 63 percent of al' institutions of higher
education were placing more emphasis on recruiting stu-
dents for off-campus programs than they did in 1970 and -

that 65 percent expected to be doing even more by
Colleges anticipating the greatest gains were those falling
in the Carnegie categories of "doctorate-granting universi-
ties " and "comprehensive universities and colleges" with
92 percent and 95 percent, respectively, expecting further
increases in off-campus degree programs by 1986 (Stadt

. man 1980).
The expansion of off-campus programs has apparently

slowed somewhat in recent years, primarily because of the

0, concern expressed by state agencies and accrediting asso-
ciations over quality and quantity.' Some colleges with far-
flung centers are operating fewer off-campus center than
was the case a few years ago, and state review procedures
in a few states have also reduced off-cam9us activities. In
Alabama, for example, off-campus credit production de-

,creased 70 percent between 1978-and,1981, after state re-,

',1view procedures were 'initiated (Education Commission of
the States 1982).

Beginning in the mid-1970s, many states began to review
off-campus programs and/or to require approval of new
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programs.4 Review procedures were often hastily imple-
mented, however. The easiest, and possibly most short-
sighted, approach was to simply' require that off-campus
programi meet-the same criteria for quality as on-campus
programs. That approach had two problems. Fit-St wag. the
failure to distinguish between nontraditional programs that
were designed from the ground up for mature adult ledrn-,
ert and programs that were "nontraditional" only with
respect to location and schedule. The integrity of the truly
nontraditional programs was likely to be compromised by
demanding that they be small replicas of on-campus in-
struction. Second was`the related problem-that certain
nontraditional proceduresfor example, learning don-
tracts, independent studycould not be evaluated by the
usual on-campus process, variables. Accreditation Warns
looking at campus programs, for example, almost always
look at process variables like administration, financial re-
sources, library resources, and stdent services. Even if
student outcome measures are presented in the self-study,
they rarely figure in accreditation procedures. The proce-
dures used to assess nontraditional and traditional pro-
grarris may be legitimately different. "Institutions predomi-
nantly traditional in character usually place priMary
emphasis on structure and process with less attention given
to outcomes. Institutions predominantly nontraditional in
character usually place primary emphasis on outcomes
with less attention to structure and process" (Andrews
1978, p. 13).

It is interesting that nontraditional programs (with the
notable exception of graduate level prOgrams5) have gener-
ally been less subject to criticism with respect to quality
than credit dowses that have. simply been moved off cam-

,
4Stati authorities contemplating the adoption of policies for review and
approval of off-campus and nontraditionalclegree programs might profit-
ably read two documents issued by the Odiincil on Postsecondary Ac-
creditation (COPA). The first is the summary of an I8-month study started
in 1977 with $95,000 from the Kellogg Foundation to devise some recom-
mendations

,-

for the assessment of nontraditional education (Andrew-s
1978). The second is a policy statement on off-campus credit programs
adopted by COPA in April 1983.
5A large and genally emotional literature exist, on the pros and cons of

;y4

nontraditional doctoral programs, which is bey. ,nd the scope of this ,

monograph. See JacAabs and Allen (1982) for a good discussion of these is-

sues, especially Knapp, pp. 43-63. See. also Phi Delta Kappatz, November'':`

1978 and April 1979. .



pus:' Two reasons are apparent. The first is that the design-
ers of nontraditional programs have frequently been inno-

, vatife and dedicated people who have a philosophy about
education for adults and are eager to design a program with
integrity and quality that offers adults different and in their
opinion, more appropriate learning experiences than those
available to 18- to 24-year-olds. The second is thatthe
easiest programs to launch are off -campus programs,
Which to the naive seem Only a matter of seeking new loca-

/ dons to tap new markets. It is these programs, assumed to
be off-campus replicas of on-campus services, that have
resulted in.charges of inferior quality.

The literature abounds with discussion-of "process"
versus "outcome" assessments (see, for example, Craven
1980; Folger 1977; Marcus, Leone, and Goldberg 1983;
Stauffer 1981), and many contend that the problem would
be solved if all assessments were outcome-oriented. The
problem is that Outcome measures are still in a primitive
state of development, and it is difficult to assess degree
programs, on or,off campus, with outcome measures alone.
Moreover, "factors such as faculty, library,.resources, and
others can reasonably be assumed to have a direct influ-
ence on the performance of students" (Petersen 1981, p.

57).
The accrediting associations, which have given more

serious attention to isties'of quality in off-campus and
nontraditional education than anyone else, suggest that a
common procedure for assessing quality can span the full
range of degree programs for adults. Andrews (1978),
author of a three-year.study of nontraditional programs,
contends that postsecondary educationshould be viewed
as a continuum, with the traditional institutions or pro-
grams at one end and the nontraditional at the other end.
While the 'nix of ouieome/process variables.uSed in the
assessment of tradiiional programs would differ from the
used for nontraditidnal programs, the proCedures wo,tild be
common. Andrews recommends movement toward a
"process-performance model" to accommodate both tradi-

.

tibnal and nontraditional programs in the samdaccredita-
tion model.-

This position now seems central among authorities on
quality assessment, with most pressipg for thedevelop-

',-ment of better outcome measuresfor both on-campus and
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off- campus programs. "Unfortunately, on most campuses j
assessing outcomes has not been tried and found diffieult:

rather, it has been found difficult and seldom tried"
(Kiikwood 1981, p. 65).

State
e
Actions.

States have taken a variety of actions in the past two years
toiensure the quality of off-campus programs:

IS In Alabama, after the Commission on Higher Educa-I.

tion was granted statutory review-and approval au-
thority for off-campus progranis, the State Board of

\ Education challenged the authority of the commission -

to review,off-campus operatibns in twri year institu-
tions. The Commission's authority was upheld by the

-court, however.
The Ohio B9ard of Regents requires pribr approval of\
any new off:campus programs that represent more
than half the coursework toward a degree.
10 Texas, steps have been taken to strengthen the
Coordinating Board's control over branch campus
operations. In this case, accreditation agencies are
required to conduct separate evaluations of the branch
campus operations of independent institutions.
In Virginia, all out-of-state institutions must seek the
approval of the State Council of Higher Education to
operate in the state. Council staff make site visits to
determine compliance with state standards. Since the
council began approving institutions in 1980, about a
dozen sites have ceased operation, still, leaving, as,of-:
January 1982, 33 out-Of-state institutions operating at
51 sites in Virginia (Education Commission of the
States 19.81, 1982).

The IllinoisEoard of. Higher Education has recently
adopted .a comprehensive policy for review and approval of
off-campus programs. Because it appears representative of .
the type of concerns addressed by gOverning and coordi-

_

Wing boards nationwide,_its-majorprOVisionswith spect
to quality aSSurance are summarized here. (The policy also
addresses problems of proliferation and turf disputes; for
details arrd special conditions, see Illinois Board of Higher
Education (1983):)

3



The policy has three primary objI'ctives; first, that o

campus programs be responsive to the educational need:
of Illinois students, communities, and industries; second,
that off-campus programs be of high quality; and third, tir t
off-campus programs reflect the most effective tro: rf the
state's, students', and institutions' re, . The overall
goal is "to strike 'a balance between Icouraging re;spon-

siveness to educational priorities am. -16,-; lg stringency
and quality assurance and effective use cducatiopal re-
sources." The board's .approval is required' if a program
offered at a new degree site constitutes more than SO per-
cent of the credit hours required for a degree: In addition,
colleges and universities must annually inform thelboard of.
the number of courses offered and course enrollments by
discipline and by degree level for each off-campuslopera-
tion, old or new, in state or out of state.iThe board is au-
thorized to review periodically all programs of public Col-
leges and universities and to advise the appropriate
governing boards if the.contributions of the programs are
not educationally and economically justified. In addition,
the board may review the off-campus prograMs of indepen-
dent and out-of-state institutions.

The criteria for approval are spelled out in some detail,
but in general, admissions, curricula, faculty, and support
services are equated to on-campus standards. Certain spe-
cial provisions exist, however, for nontraditional programs.
(those whose design, curricular content, and/oiL educational
objectives are not amenable to site-specific approval, those
whose delivery mechanisms preclude the identification of a
specific geographic ideation, and those delivered overtele-

,

communications or broadcast systems that serve several
sites simultaneously).

The Oregon Educational Coordinating Corninission takes
a somewhat different approach. It places primary responsi;
bility for maintaining quality in.Off-campu's programs on
individual institutions, deliberately rejecting course ap-
proval or review by the commission.

There are.distinct differenceS between on-land off-
campus instructional Models. The traditional on-campus
model assumes a broad representation of instructional
disciplines, availability of full -tine scholars and faculty,
opportunities for libr.ary;and laboratory research and.
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frequent opportunities for out-of:class contacts with

other students and faculty. members. Off-campus in-
struction, on the other hand, often has a limited range of
course offerings, relies on part -tulle instructors, empluc
sizes practical applications, relies less on library or lab-
oratory research and lacks the community atmosphere

of the residential campus.

In addressing quality in off-campus instruction, the
objective is generally to make the course content equal,
not to transport all the on-campus facilities and services
to an off - campus setting. Oft:campus courses and de-
gree programs can be made similar to their on-campus
counterparts, but not identical with on-campus :residen-

tial programs (Oregon Educational Coordinating Com-
mission 1980; p. 4).

A number of trends ,i.re revealed in the literature:

1. States appear to be increasingly involved in the issue
of quality in off-campus degree programs-,..actions
range from issuing guidelines to conducting site re-
views.

2. Efforts are increasingly made toward communication
and cooperation among states, regional accrediting
agencies, and institutions.

3. The approach to defining "quality" differs from state
to state, but most are making their.criteria more ex-
plicit. Differences are emerging in whether "quality"
is what exists on campus or whether quality off cam-
pus has its own distinctive characteristics.

Programs on Military Bases
Most of what has already been said about quality assur-
ance in off-campus degree programs applies as well to pro-
grams on.military baseS, but because.degree programs
specifically intended for military personnel constitute one
of the largest postsecondary entefprises in'America, this
special segment of off-caMpus'programs mex:its special,
attention. In 1978, 800,000 service. men and women were
enrolled part time in college- and university-level courses
offered on or near military bases in the United States and
around the'world (Bailey 1979). Many military bases have



become major educational centers, with as many-students
as major universities (Millard 1983).

Some states may shrug off responsibility for college pro -
grms on military bases, reasoning that the responsibility
belongs to the Department of Defense or other federal
agency. A report issued by a special task force of the Edu-
cation Commission of the States (1977), however, recoin-
Menaed that states play a strong leadership role and work
'with the Department of Defense and postsecondary institu-
tions to plan.and coordinate educational opportunities for
military personnel."

This recommendation should be seriously considered for
three reasons. First, an investigation into the quality of
courses at military bases shows that quality is "shockingly
Uneven."

a potpourri of exciting fidfillments and shoddy rip-
. :offs; rigorous standards and credit give-aways; careful

supervision and no supervisiOn; dedicated academic
counselling and dreadful (or no) academic counselling;
adequate academic facilities, miserable academic'facili-
ties; vigorous support from military brass, a back-of,the-
luind from military brass; a fruitful articulation with
military-skills training, a barren articulation 'with
military-skills training (Bailey 1979, p. 2).

Second, it can be argued that states are in a strong posi-
tion to improve the quality of programs on bases.

State agencieS licenseor charter colleges.anduniVersi-
ties under.theirjurisdiction.,They determine.(or can by
ne!vlaw determine) which out-of-state institutions
should be allowed to purvey educational services
the states. They have or can create bureaucratic or advi-
Sory apparatus needed to monitor on-base educational
enter prises (Bailey 1979, p. 32).

Third, considerable attention has been given recently to
improving the quality of programs offered on military ba-
ses, and review procedures are now being developed:
variety of organizations and peOplehaV_e_addressed.theL--
qbality of eaucational prOgramS im thy: military, including
the EthiCation CommisSion of the States, the Council on



Postsecondary Accreditation, the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, the Association of State
Colleges and Universities; the Council on the Assessment
of Experiential Learning, and the American Council on
Education. This section briefly describes present trends
and the current division of labor on ensuring quality of
voluntary education on military I ,q:s.

The Council on Postsecondary Acreditation has taken
major leadership in working out procedures forensuring
quality in educational programs offer,,-.1 on military bases
by accredited colleges and universities. In 1979 at the
request of the, military, COPA sent teams of evaluatoi's to
20 bases in the United States and abroad where 48 colleges
were offering courses. On the basis of the case studies, the
project directors developed a series of recommendations;
emphasizing that the quality.of programs on military bases
would be 'considered part of the institution's total integrity
and that in most respects, quality on base, should be judged
by the same standards 'and procedures as those used on
campus. The language of the most recent procedures for
assessing educational programs on military bases (COPA
1983b), while still insisting on comparable curricula, and
qualifications on campus and off for students, administra-
tors, and faculty, is more flexible. It stresses that, quality
should be comparable to'on-campus programs while ac-
commodating "special needs of military students to the
extent possible without compromising quality. Such ac-,
commodation may include: flexible scheduling of classes;
sequencing required courses so that students may' complefe

programs in a reasonable period of time; awarding credit
far successful completion of inctitutional advanced stand-

ing or other approved standai 1 exannations, for well-
documented prior learning, al ;'car relevant military occu-
pational specialties . . ." (p. 3). COPA also. recommends
appointing faculty who are "suited to teaching adult stu-
dents in a nontraditional setting" and who meet "defined.,
educational. needs of military personnel" (p.

COPA is also, making major progress in bringing order to
the various responsibilities of the regional associations:
The questions are complex.-Who should conduct the on
site reviewthe regional association where the program is
offered or the regional association where the home institu- -

tion is based? In the former case, regional associations



would be departing from their traditional stance of accred-
itig institutions and moving into accrediting programs. in
the latter case, all six regional associations could conceiv-
ably show up on a single baSe, representinginstitutionis all
across the country, In California, recent legislation re-.
quires the Western Association of Schools arid Colleges to
assume responsibility for accrediting off-campus programs
located in the Western regiten, which may mean visits by
WASC to programs offered by institutions accredited in
some other region. The proeedures adopted by COPA's
Assembly of Institutional Accrediting Bodies in March
.1983 smooths these problems out somewhat: "The accred-

. ding body in whose area the military base is located shall
assurine primary responsibility for organizing and conduct-
ing the evaluation. Other accrediting bidies will be invited
to participate in the evaluation visit when institutes accred-
ited by them are. involved" (COPA 1983b, p. 9).

The trend With respect to ensuring the quality of volun-
tary programs offered on military bases is clearly toward
closer monitoring, increased specification of criteria for

aquality assessment, and greater cooperation and communi-
cation among states, institutions, and military personnel on
base and in the Department of Defense. "In only a few
years, the trend has changed from the,!quick and dirty'
evaluative study by outside critics, which brought attention
to the size, complexity and problems of this segment of
postsecondary education, to the present emphasis on re-
sponsible involvement . . . "(BrOwn 1982, pp. 2-3).

The Department of Defense has been eager to improve
.the quality of on-base voluntary educational programs and
issued DOD Directive 1322.8 to that end. The criteria for
institutions submitting proposals now contain a heavy em-
phasis on approval and accreditation by civilian agencies.
Directive 1322.8 calls for proposals to show evidende that
the applicable accrediting body has approved the off-cam-
pus program before the program begins and to agree to be
evaluated by the appropriate accrediting body during the
first year of operation and at appropriate times thereafter.

Some stateshave,beenfar more active '_!tan others in
addressing this issue, but the usual action is to work to-
ward better communication on the grounds that every-
onestate, institutions, accrediting bodies, Department of
Defense, and irtJividual military basesis working toward
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the same goal: In Florida, the State Board of Independent

Colleges and Universities took early' leadership and created

the Advisory Council on Military Education (ACME) to

facilitate communication. ACME consists of 22 members,

including state, military, and.institutional representatives,.

Interest has been shown in extending the ACME concept

to other states with "a significant military presence"
through regional conferences and cooperation; in fact,

"a constantly increasing number of states are now operat-

ing or creating various advisory and,Supervisory groups

relating to local military education prograins" (Brown

1982, p. 2).

Nontraditional Methods
One can now earn academic credit in many ways other than,

or perhaps in addition to, classroom instruction. Almosi all of

the new alternatives are of special benefit to adults who\ have

the ability and maturity to develop a learning plan, who have

acquired college-level skills.through previdus study or adult \

activities, and who are' ncreasingly interested in academic \
credentials. for upward mobility.

Although external degrees and independent study are old

traditions in academe, the spurt in nontraditional proce-

dures for awarding credit occurred in the 1970s. A Carne-

gie Council survey found that by 1978, 81 percent of the

colleges and universities in the country awarded credit or

advanced standing through the College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP), which gives adults an opportunity to
demonstrate on standardized.examinations that they have

knowledge comparable to that learned in college classes.

In 1970, by contrast, only 35 percent of colleges and uni-

versities granted credit for CLEP. The story is similar for

credit for experiential learning. In 1970, only 14 percent

of the institutions would consider awarding credit for non-
collegiate learning; by 1978, 41 percent would (Stadt-

man 1980).
The major nontraditional procedures for granting credit

to adults who can demonstrate college-level learning are by

examination, by assessment of experiential learning, and

through courses taken from noncollegiate providers, It is

increasingly possible to put thew methods together in vari-

ous combinations to earn an external degree. Indeed. as
early as 1976, a national study found 54,000 adults enrolled
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in some 250 external degree progrwv in the United States
(Sosdian 1978).

States are involved in these alternative routes to degrees
at'seyeral levels now, and any state planning ahead for
lifelong learning'will have to consider quality assurance in
these nontraditional procedures. New York's goal for the
assessment of learning outcomes in 2000 is to give credit

only forcompetencies achieved, not for experience or
participation in a course or other activity" (New York
State Education Department 1981, p. 1 1). The implementa'-
Lion of that goal would abolish the distinction between
traditional' and nontraditional procedures for the award of
credit and require learners to demonstrate competencies
learned in the classroom as well as externally. The irony is
that by 2000, we may be requiring students in on-campus
courses to demonstrate that their achievement is compara-
ble to off-campus learning, as measured by learner out-
comes.

State involvement in credit-granting activities ranges
from direct services (at least four states.offer external de.-
.grees by examination) to monitoring the amount of credit
granted by institutions competing for adult learners. This
discussion is limited to quality control in the three major
nontraditional procedures for grant:11g academic credit.

Credit by examination
Granting credit to students who demonstrate on an exami-
nation that they have acquired knowledge comparable
to that obtained by students in a college course is an old
,and widely accepted priictice: Most colleges today offer
students an opportunity to receive credit or advanced
placement rather than repeat courses on zubjectsthey
already know..

The best-known national examination program is the
College-Level Examination Program offered by the College

,Board. The program was specifically designed for adults,
and some 125,000 tests are administered annually, with
another 100,000 administered to military personnel through
the military's DANTES program.

Credit by examination is a measure of student learning
outcomes; it evaluates students' learning rather than
course procedures. CLEP tests are constructed by college .

faculty members teaching in the appropriate subject field,
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and norms arc found by administering the tests to appro-

priate classes on campus. Levels of difficulty are adjusted

to the performance of students completing the appropriate

on-campus course, but CLEP can only, recommend credit;

colleges make their own decisions about which tests to

accept, how much credit to grant, and any necessary resi-

dence requirements. CLEF offers five general examina-

tions: English, composition, humanities, mathematics, natu-

ral sciences, and social sciences and history. Some 30

subject examinations ,covering material taught in the most,

common undergraduate courses are also given: American

literature, freshman English, college algebra, introductory
sociology, for example. Most of the subject examinations

are designed to correspond to one-semester courses, but a

few correspond to full-year or'two -year courses. New York

has long operated its own examination program, which
available nationwide and parallels very closely the proce-.

dures and types. Of examinations used in CLEP.

Few questions of quality, are raised anymore about credit
by examination as long as the faculty in the,department
concerned confirms that the test is appropriate to the

credits granted. Criticism is more likely to center on

whether an entire degtee shOuld be granted through the use

of examinations. Can a person learning independently or

putting together "pieces" of learning experiences be said

to be college educated? Does not some unmeastirable but

essential learning take place in interaction with fellow stu-

dents and teachers? In fact, evidence shows that students

who spend time in interaction with the instructor and fel-

low students show more personal growth than those who

do not (Astin 1977; Chickering 1974). But with:so many

part -time and commuting students, how realiStic are the

ideals of the "community of scholars"? For many working
adults, the choice is not between an external degree and a-

campus program but between an external .degree and no

degree.

Credit for, experiential learning
The Council for the Accreditation of Experiential Learning
(CAEL),distinguishes between "sponsored" and "non-

sponsored" experiential-learning. Theformer involves
nonclassroom learning by enrolled students in internships,

cooperative education programs, and other learning experi-
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ences sponsored by the college. Nonsponsored experiential
learning refers to 'experiences before enrollment in a col-
legeself-directed learning, community service, and on-
the-job training, for example. I3ecause the chargeS of
overly permissive standards are directed primarily at non-
sponsored experiences and because those procedures arc
of greatest concern to adult learners, this discussion fo-
cuses on the assessment of nonsponsored learning.

Colleges are using one of three mitjor procedures for
awarding credit for experiential learning: (1 ),The student's
,competence is observed and compared to a predetermined
standardfor example, the student can give an informa-
tive, interesting,,and persuasive extemporaneous speech,;

`(2) the student's competence is compared with the compe-
tence of others--4or example, the student can give an ex-
temporaneous speech of the same quality as that given by
students at the end of a one-semester course in ,public
speaking; (3) the student's competence is inferred from the
length and breadth of the student'S experiencefor exam-
ple, the student has given many speeches as part of,job or
community activities (Knapp and Jacobs 1981).

The last method, sv- Knapp, and Jacobs, is the'least
desirable because leaning from experience should be
recognized, not the experience itself. In their survey of
CAEL institutions, however, theyTound 42 percent of the
institutions using comparison to a predetermined standard,
21 percent using comparison to the competence of others,.
and 37 percent using,inference from a student's experi-
ence, Thus, despite the fad. that CAEL's "first rule" is
to award credit only on the basis of demonstrated learning,
asignificant number of institutions rely on inference as
their dominantmethod, some justifying it on the,groundS
that experienced, full-time faculty members make the
judgments.

. A major problem for anyone wanting to equate learning
to educational credits is the lack of a standard semester
hour. On-campUs creditS are granted without question on
the basis of two rather dubious assumptions: (1),that differ-
ent students receiving thre_ semester hours in English from
different instructors have made the same amount of prog-

: r . .

resstoward the gOals of the college, and.(2) that a student
receiving three semester hdurs of credit in English has
made the same amount of progress toward the goals of the.

Can a person
learning
independently
or putting
together
"pieces" of
learning
experiences be
said to be
college
educated?
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college as it student receiving three semester hours of

credit in dance or philosophy (Knapp and Jacobs 1981), If

the goal of giving credit for off-campus learning is to make

itinterchangeable with credit awarded for traditional class

room study, the problems arc obvious and end even more
credence to New York's long4ange goal o giving credit

only for competencies that can be demon trated. .

A number of efforts are now being made to bring greater

rigor and accountability to the granting of credit for expe-

riential learning, Some arc "nationwide, such as the 300 -

college consortium of CAEL, some are institutional, and a

few are taking on statewide colorations.
The Statewide TeSting and Assessment Center at Edison

State College in New Jersey was established to facilitate

the awarding of college credit for adult learning regardless
of where or when that learning took.place. Seventeen col-

leges are members of the Center, whose purposes are:
c.>

,

/. to enable adult students enrolled at traditional col-
leges earn college credit thrmigh nontraditional '
means and have those credits apply toward their de-

gree programs;
2. to foster the development ad/or expansion of inktitu-

Ilona' policies to award ,credit for college-level know! -

edge obtained outside, the formal classrobm;
3. to train college faculty to serve as assessors of stu-

dents' prior learning;
4. to facilitate the prticulation and transfer of crediti

among participating:coileges;
5. to serve as a regional assessment center model

(Simosko 1983; p. 3).

Among the activities, of the center has been the training

of some 250 faculty members to evaluate adults'eduea-

tional backgrounds (so-called "portfolio assessmeat")

which, under'CAEL's leadership, is becoining.an increas-

ingly rigorous procedure (see, for example, Keeton 1980;

Knapp 1981; MacTaggart 1983): Colleges experienced_ in.:

the assessment of experiential learning find that:the great:- .

est problem howls preparing students for'the procesS:o.
(Shiptaryand:Steltenpohl1981). Some colleges are now

preparing students in classes or workshopS.-Where7-StUdents.-

are helped to develop portfolios 'of past college-level learn-



ing that link the assessment of lifelong loariling to cduca
tional.planning,

The advantage of New Jersey's Statewide Testing and
Assessment Center is that it increases expertise, decreases
the likelihood of institutions' "using" creditqs a Competi-
tive recruiting device, decreases the expense of establish-

assessMent centers, and makes it easier to
disseminate information and services to students, If' the
assessment of learning outcomes becomes increasingly
popular, which it seems to be doing, states may want to
consider playing a direct role in assessment, providing
incentives for institutions to form consortia, or taking
other steps to make the services represent groups of insti-
tutions rather than individual colleges.

Credit for noncollegiate sfionsored instruction
Increasingly, adults are requesting college credit for
courses taken outside formal educational institutions, and
increasingly colleges are granting credit for learning that
Can be demonstrated relevant to the student's degree pro-
gram. Several states have developed a M,rnber of alterna-
tive routes to college credit. Now York contends that "it is
sound educational practice to grant academic credit for
high quality edticational programs conducted by noncolle-
giate organisations, provided that the courses are at the
college level, and that the credit is appropriate to an indi-
vidual's educational program" (Program on Noncollegiate
Sponsored Instruction 1982, p.'1).

The surge of interest in credit for courses offered by
noncollegiate providers has a number of reasons. First,
some of the courses' are very similar ihformat, content,
and performance, requirements to those taught on campus.
SeeOrid, many noncollegiate organizations are offering
extensive programs of courses:at-the college level, and
they claim that,employees are more eageto enroll and
,perfOrm well if college credit is available. Third, national.
and statewide mechanisMs now exist for assessing the
,quality of suChcourses and,making credit recommenda-
tions to colleges. FoUrth, adults in a Competitive job
market are increasingly interested in converting their
learning into salable credentials. '

Two najOr programs "now exist for cOhveiling.learmng
acquired under noncollegiate auspices irnticollegecredit,
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Both are national in scope, but one is operated by, New

York state, the other by the American Council on Educa-

tion (ACE). ACE started shortly after World War II,'

through its Commission on Accreditation of Service Exue-

riences (CASE), to make credit recommendations for
courses taught in the military, In 1974, the Booed of Direc-

tors of ACE expanded the role of CASE to inelude other
alternative routes to college credit, The ACE office con-

cerned with these matters is the Office on Educational

Credit and Credentials, which exists to reduce the institu-

tional burden of evaluating students! requests for credit

while helping students enter the mainstream of postsecon-

dary education at an appropriate level of tichievement,

The. history of direct credit recommendationg for courses

taught in business and industry and other noncollegiate
providers started in January 1974 when the University of

the State of New,York started to evaluate courses taught

by corporations in New York and to make credit recorn

mendations for them. The first pilot study consisted of 102

courses taught in eight noncollegiate organizations. In
August ,1974, ACE joined New York, and for three years

the program was operated jointly. In :1977, ACE withdrew

to operate its own independent program, and the New

York program continued under the auspices of the, New

York State Board of Regents.. By 1983, the ACE program

had become a consortium, listing the following state agen-:

cies as collaborators in the program: Consortiuni of the

California State University and Colleges; Florida Depart-

thent of Education, Illinois Board of Higher Education,

Iowa Coordinating Committee for Continuing Educatibn,
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education,'Michigan
'Board of Education, New Jersey Board of Higher Educa

lion, North Carolina Joint CoMmittee on Transfer Stu

dents, PennsYlvania Department of Education,,Tennessee

Higher Education Commission, and University Of WisCon-

sin System Consortium..
The'cope and procedures of the ACE and NeW York

prograrris are virtually identical. The 1982 catalog pub- ,

lished by the New York Program on'Noncollegiate Spon-

sored InStruction(PONSI) contains some 1,565 courses

offered by ISO organizations that. have been evaluated and

recommended for credit since 1974. The 1982-83 ACE,
publication, The National Guide to Credit'Recononenda-
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lions fo Noncollegiate Costo , contains over 2,000
courses offered by 183 noncollegiatc providers, Both cata-
logs are distributed nationwide to colleges and universities,
Providers in both programs include business and industry;
professional and trade associations, voluntary associa--
tions, labor unions, government agencies, hospitals, and
cultural institutions. In addition, courses using new tech-
nologics are making their way into the catalogs. Control
Data, for uxuniple, has established a learning center
network, which offers self-taught computertbased courses
in most major cities; In 1980, a special section was added
to the New York catalog to accommodate courses offered
under the Comprehensive Employment and Raining Act.

The review 'process for including a course in ciiher cata-
log is far more stringent than tgat used in the review of
most college courses. When sponsoring organization
requestsa review by PONSI, tlic following criteria arc
applied before an on-site evaluation is scheduled; Courses

tist present what is thought to be college-level material.
lassroom based courses-conducted over an extended
eriod stt,,Ild contain, at least 30 hours of instruction; those

.1 suffered Of/ ''' ;ntensk;e basis should be at least 35 hours in
coutscs must have a prescribed program of

instrtio, 0 be taught by qualified instructors. All
courses include an appropriate method of evaluating
students' performance. In the case of correspondence and
independent study courses, a supervised final examination
Must be administered under secure conditions (PONSI
1982 0, 3):

In adultion, the sponsoring organization must submit
t'iciotled information about the course, including a syllabus,
instructional materials, evaluation procedures for measur-

stUdents' performance, criteria and procedureslor
selecting instructors, educational background and work
experience of students taking the course, and the duration
of the course.

Ifenough courses are to be 'evaluated to constitute a full
'; day's work, a review.team of approximately three faculty .

members isappointecito look at facilities,' talk with instruc-
,,'ic; 'tors and sponsors of the course, and determine whether

the course-is-catleger level. If it is, recommendations are
,made regarding the level (e.g., lowerdivision baccalaure-

q,' .

rate/asitociate degree), subject area (e.g., electrical technol-
"-
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ogy), and numbet of credit hours, This information and a

description of th.e course then appear in the catalog. Credit'
recommendations arc valid for up to 10 years from the date
of the evaluation, provided the courses are not substan-
tially changed. In addition, organizations are contacted
regularly to determine what changes if any have been made
in the content and structure of the courses. (ACE requires.
annual reports about the courses and a formal review
every five years.)

The model for reviewing courses offered by noncolle-
giate providers is, unlike the credit by ,;xamination and ,

credit for experiential learning, based on a process'model
of review, supported by outcome measures. That is, it is
the course that is being evaluated rather than (or in addi-
tion- to) student outcomes.

Not surprisingly, given the rigorous standards and re-
view procedures of both the New York and ACE pro-
grams, few Complaints are lodged about quality. A 1976
follow-up study showed that 68 percent of New York col
leges and universities had an institutionwide or departmen-
tal.'pOlicy on using the credit recommendations or were
developing such a policy. A majority of the courses (82
percent) submitted by students to colleges in 1975 -76 had
been accepted for credit, but students were also using the
Credit directly for job advancements, salary increments,
and professional licensure or certification (McGarraghy
and Reilly 1981).

The probability is strong that noncollegiate providers
who request and receive credit recommendations for their
college-level courses will continue to increase and that feW
complaiiits will be lodged against the quality of these care-
fully reviewed. programs.

Conclusion
Although the quality of off-campus programs still needs
improvement, the literature and state documents on quality,;
in adult education lead one to believe that giant steps have
been made in the past five years toward controlling the
quality of adult degree programs. The question "What is
quality?" appears to be straightforward and objective,
when in fact it is neither. Thetoo-simple response that
appears in state documents and the literature is that 'qual-
ity" is whatever exists on campuses. Significantly, those
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involved most deeply and for the longest period of time in
the study of the problem are somewhat more inclined to
use flexible language and recognize legitimate differbnces
in on-campus and off-campus programs than those who are
just beginning to look at the problem.

All parties involved must be cautious not to prescribe
uniformities in regulations and procedures through re-
gional, state, military or other well:intentioned groups
which c ould stifle experimentation, innovation, creativity
and performance above a currently perceived threshold
l(i el of acceptability. Programs should judged by the
logic of rheir conceptualization, strength of petform-
anee, and validation of successful outcomes while re-
maining appropriately fluid to respond to both intermit
and external changing.demands and conditions (Brown.

7:1982, p. 6).

The "urgency felt just a few years ago has by now
turned into commitment to monitor quality and confidence
in the eventual outcome. The Sixth Annual Conference on
Quality in Off-Campus Credit .Programs hosted by Kansas

'HState University in late 1983 had a healthy nationwide at-
tendance, and continuing interest in the topic seems as-

. sured. Whether similar concerns will arise regarding qual-
ity.of noncredit programs and consumer protection,
however, remains to be seen.
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REVITALIZING THE ECONOMY
THROUGH EDUCATION

What role do state education agencies have in forecasting
the labor force?
'II) what'extent should states attempt to retrain and redistrib-
ute workers from obsolescent fields into growing fields of
economic importance to a state?
Will the connection between a strong system of higher edu-
cation and the ability to attract businesses to a state force
higher education into changing program emphasis, for better
or for worse?
Should the cost of specially tailored educational programs be
assumed by the state or by business and induStry?

Akthough not specifically designed as a.strategy to improve
icarning options for adults, the recent interest in the revi-
talization of the economy through developMent of human
resources may prove to be one of the most substantial
boosts to-adult education of all state policie.

Agreement is widespread that we arc facing a major
revolution in society. The term coined by Marc Porat
(1977) to title his nine-volume study on the shift from an
industry-based to an information-based economy, "The
Information Economy," seems to bestctiptuye the con-
cept. In 1940, only 25 percent of the jobs in the United
States involved the processing of information; today prob-
ably more than 50 percent.of all workers are creating, proc-
essing, or distributing-information (Porat 1977). The
authors of Global Stakes: The Future gf. High Technology
in America (Botkin, Dimancescu, and Stata 1982) describe
the knowledge-intensive economy as a shift "from prod-
ucts to 4kices, from physical resources to human re-
sources, iltm investment in machinery to investment in
knowledge, from capital intensity to knowledge intensity,
from a domestic economy to a global economy" (p. 160).

A report issued in 1982 by the OWce of Technology 'As-
sessment (OTA) of the U.S. Congress concludes that "the,.
so- called information revolution,. driven by rapid advances
in communication and computer technology, is prdfoundly
affecting American education. It is changing the nature of
what needs to be learned, who needs to learn, it, and howit
will bd provided and paid for" (OTA 1982, p. iii). For
higher education, it has been called "an immense opportu-
nityprobably the single most important opportunity we
will have in this decade, and perhaps the remainder of this
century" (Edgerton 1983, p. 13).
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Already this new age has been felt and responded to in
the educational enterprise. It can especially he seen in the
responses of:

St/Uk/aS, who are increasingly choJsing technology-
related courses (computer science, mathematics) and
job-oriented majors;
institutions, which are requiring more vigorous. precol-
lege preparation in mathematics and sciences, are
reallocating resources from liberal arts and humanities
to more vocationally oriented curricula, and are de-
signing novel ways to secure computers and other
technological equipment for their academic programs;
busine.9. and indu.thy,which has developed extensive
education and training programs for employees, has
become more assertive in saying what it needs. and
expects from higher.education graduates, and has
cooperated with colleges and universities in many
ways to bring it about;
state government officials, particularly many gover-
nors, who believe that the resources of their. higher
education, nstitutions, put to the right uses, may spell
economic recovery. Their response's have ranged from
comprehensive 'strategies linking higher education
with economic revitalization to line items-in state bud-
gets to fund a job-training program.

.Many state programs and. institutional practices arising
'..from. this. mOve ment_havo-significpnt -implications-for adult
learning. Some haveintanded consequences for work-.

ing adults and those wisang to betmployed; others are
deSigned to provide a better climate for business and
industry.

The scope-of these responses is wider than the purpose ,

of t.his.monograph. This chapter therefore concentrates on
:those policies and programs directed at what has been

.called "human resources development." Because of the
changing demographics of the workplace, education and
training of adults is becoming the linchpin of human re- .0

sources development. With the "baby-bust" population
...:having reached working age, the growth rate -of the Ameri-.

workforce.is slowing dramatically. Today's workers
:,will constitute over 90 percent of the workforce in 1990 and

Education and
training of
adults is
becoming the
linchpin of
human

--resources
development.
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over 75 percent of the workforce in the year 2000, "The
nation's success in renewing itS economy will depend
heavily,on how' well and at what pace .exisling workers are
trained, retrained, and upgraded" (choate 1983).

Education has long served as the training ground for the

country's private sector.. But never before has so much
attention been focused on the role state government can
play in preparing workers for business alls.1 industry. This
chapter is in two parts. The first section ("State Activi-
ties") examines why state officialsparticularly gover-
nors arc interested in the preparation of workers, the
types of programs that are believed to aid the economy,
through education and training of adults, land approaches
states can take to provide the private sector with an appro-
priately skilled labor force. The second section ("Policy
Questions") addresses the link between education and a
revitalized economy, presenting five issues for the reader'S
consideration.

State Activities
State officials'. interest in the preparation of workers
Since the New Deal, jobs programs and economic develop-
ment have been largely the concern of the federal goVern-
ment. Increasingly, however, state officialsparticularly.
governorsseem to be making them their business. Some
of the reasons for this interest include the desires to bal-
ance state budgets, reduce unemployment, and attract
high-tech industry.

For a number of reasons, most states are having diffi7

.culty balancing their budgets from one year to the next. ,

The ninth annual Fiscal.Survey of the States calls FY .1983

"the.bleakest year ever" (National Governors AssoCiation

1983). It reports that aggregate state budget balances-are'at

a new low, dropping over $4 billion from-fiscal'1982 to.
1983. Five 'percent of total state expenditures is considered

a prudent end-of-year surplus, but by the close'of fiscal
1983, the 50-state balance was expected to be less Than $30'

niillion,.or 0.2 percent of current expenditures (p. 1). Such

conditions ha.ve meant general fiscal austerity,' including
across- the -board and selective program cuts, delayed ex- ,
pendituies, and even permanent tax increasesin many

'states. _



Few politicians appear to be wailing on a national eco-
nomic recovery or an infusion of federal dollars to shore
up their sagging economies; many states have decided to
rely on their own resources and stralegies'to improve eco-
nomic conditions:

One of the economic conditions most in need or atten-
!kin is high unemployment. Governors in states like Wash-
ington, Michigan, and Pennsylvania are coping with
double-digit unemployment because of their heavy reliance
on so-called "mature industries lumber, automobile
manufacturing, and steel. Most are aware that the reported
unemployment figures are probably too low, as they do not
account for the discouraged unemployed, who are no
longer actively seeking jobs. So in the midst of a dramatic
period of retrenchment overall, 28 states have initiated
training and retraining programs for workers (Magarrell
I983b), as well as other busin6ss-priented initiatives. For
governors and legislators to be funding growth in a pro-
gram area during a period of overall retrenchment indicates
that they perceive some compelling societal needs, not the
least of which is gbtting people back to work.

Many governors see the surest way to economic recov-
ery as attracting and keeping high-tech business and indus-
try. They perceive the shifting base of the economy and
hope to make their statev leader in service and informa.-
lion industries, or at least to have some part in them, for
two reasons. First, high-tech industries are not limited in
possible lbcation to where they have been before. (Witness
the movement of many old and newer high-tech firms out
of the Silicon Valley.) Second, the potential for growth. in
many high-tech products has not yet been ekhausted. The
right combinatibn of factors may just mean that a state can
become a major center for these industries.
. One generally unspoken but nonethelesS sobering side of
these initiatives is that states arc competing against each
.other for what is probably a relatively limited resource.
A.G.W. Biddle, president of the Computer and Com-
municationsindustry Association, estimates that high-
technology industries have a significant presence in only
nine states (Nilack 1983). Even in California, pionaer state
of the silicon industries, high technology is expected to
account for only one out of every 14 jobs in the state by
':1990. State policy makers shPuld be aware that tying new
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education and training support to programs designed to.

boost high-tech industries may he undermining both their

own economic base and their ecluLational system.
Many governors have in fact chosen to think more

broadly than high technology to revitalize their state's

economy. A review of fiscal 1983 budget proposals from
the nation's governors indicates a number of other strate-

gies ivalving education: improved support for the infra-

suaicture, extraeducational enterprises, programmatic sup-

port, comprehensive strategies, and education and training

programs.
Some governors stress the need to restore earlier cuts

that may have weakened the overall system of higher edu-

, cation. In proposing his budget for the State of Washing-

ton, which included increased. support for faculty, equip-
ment, and research, Governor Jan Spellman character-
ized i: as recognizing "the critical role that higher educa-

tion 'fist play in our economic recovery and expansion"
(Mag.4R.11 I983a, p. 12). Another governor called. for a tax

increase to prevent the erosion of education.

At least five 6overnors haVe proposed establishing cen7.

ters to promote research in science and technology pro-

grams (Maryland, North Carolina, Florida, Indiana, and
Connecticut).. Other proposals include facilities and sap-

port to "incubate" innovative industries.
Many governors earmarked funds for growth in specific'

program areas, most typically business, computer science,

and engineering (Missouri,.New Mexico, California).
While support in these areas can easily be justified, this

kind of "categorical" funding may have a serious defect.

State officials will need t,; consider whether an institution

is capable of nurturing Pt: excellent engineering school, for

instance, while the rest o. the rollege's programs are crum-

bling around, it for lack a support.
A few governorsin conjunction with other state offi-

cialshave adopted the attitude that the transformationof
their economy must be -approached in something other than

a piecemeal fIrs?.iion. Wisp is notable for higher education
oleadership'S playing zn integral part in shaping economic

transformation. The Ohio Board of Regents laid the

groundwork in its 1982 Master Plan for Higher Education

by outlining how higher education could forge' a "new so-

cial compact" with business, with the ultimate goal of ad-



vancing the quality of life in Ohio (Ohio Board of Regents

1982b).
Support for education and training programs is largely

directed at community colleges. Both Specific training pro-

grams and general increases in support for technical and
skill training have appeared in proposed budgets (Mirth
Carolina, Maryland,' New Mexico, California).

Types of programs
In helping their states prepare for the information econ-
omy, state officials have directed money and attention pri-
marily to two areas of postsecondary education: job skill
training, usually at community colleges, and improvements
in undergraduate mathematics, science, and engineering
programs. Although some adults will benefit from improve-
ments in undergraduate programs, discussion here focuses

on training programs. Grate and continuing profes-
sional education is also discussed, although few States have

initialed programs for adults in these areas.

.Pib training. Most new state support for skill training is
going toward programs that respond to the recent techno-
logical advances in electronics (not only in electronics-
related industries but also in fields where production proc-
esses.are being substantially altered by the application of
computers to the industry) and programs to retrain dis-
placed workers into fields with labor shortages.

Community colleges are often chosen to supply the edu-

cational component of state- sponsored retraining pro-
grams. Their geographic dispersement, their history of
responding to local industrial needs, and their curricular
emphasis on vocational education make them the logical

center fOr adult retraining programs. In California, the
Community colleges benefit from the California Worksite .

Education and Training Act (CWETA) program. The state
awards grants to community college districts, which work
in cooperation with local business and industry to provide
entry-level training or upgrade skills in vital areas. For
example, the Los Angeles Community College District
offered 2 training program for employees at.Fairchild Con-
trol Systems Company. This program, which involved 32
weeks of classroom instruction and 20 weeks of on-the-job
training,' was intended to lead to promotions for Fairchild

4?
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employees in the field of CADLCAM (Computer-Aided
Design/Computer-Aided Manufacturing) ("Customized
Training" 1982-83), Community colle-ges provide instrtie-
lion in these pro'grams, and oftendocal businesses.contrib-
ute state-of-the-arequipment.

South Carolina's Board for Technical and Comprehen
sive Education (TEC) initiated a program to improve the
resources and instruction available to touchers and indus-
trial personnel in electronics-relked.areas. TEC estab-
lished the Center for Innovative Training in Microelec-
Ironies, ordered $250,000 worth of state-of=the-art elec-
tronics equipMent, and hired a directownd staff,l'he cen-
ter is designed to provide training for industry through
customized training courses for specific firms and training
for instructors at the state's,I6 technical collegesi The staff
expects to train about 500 instructors and industry person-
nel per year in microelectronics, textiles, machine design,
word processing, graphics, and other allied professions.
"While serving the needs of existing firms in Smith Caro-.
Unit, the Center is viewed. by Governor Riley, officials at
the State-Development Board and TEC officials as an at-
traction for high technology industries.:tO South Carolinall
(Tri-County Technical College 1982, p. 4).

The comNionwealth of Massachusetts is not as con-
cerned with attracting high-tech industries as it is with
ensuring that it can continue tolprovide.existing-firms with
an adequate supply or skilled labor. In response to this
need, the state legislature in 1981 set up the Bay State
Skills Corporation to encourage industry and higher educa-
tion institutions to develop short-term tanning programs in
high-grolkth fields. In essence, businesses that need work-
ers trained in a specific field match funds made available to
'a local college (public or private) by the state.

Two interesting aspects of Bay State Skills are that the
program is not intended to provide skills to any certain
group of people (for example, the long-:term unemployed or
youth) and that private higher education institutions,,are
just as likely to receive state grants-tfA are`piiblic institu-
tions. Some may argue that public 'postsecondary institu-
tions are the most appropriate place for state-sponsored,
job training programs,but Nolfi (1982) encourages state
planners to consider "new institutional arrangements and
partnerships, whereby individuals can arrange the 'meeting



of their education and skill needs through many combina-
tions" (p. 360).

States OR: also the recipients of federul money Ibr, job
training programs through the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA), which is designed to replace the earlier Compre-
bensivelimployment and Training Act (CETA) program.'
Federal officials plan to give states more leeway in dtsign-
ing and implementing programs (Higher Education Day
20 December 1982); where adult and youth training pro-
grams were separate under CETA. JTPA lets local admin-
istrators establish the mix, with the requirement that at
least 40 percent of training funds be spent on youths aged '
16 to 21,

State officials would certainly welcome additional sup-
port for adult training programs. ,Not everyone, however,
agrees that retraining programs for adults provide long-

, term solutions to prOblems like slyuctural unemployment
and the need for an improved economic base, No "clear
and definitive evaluatkin," of the impact of federal man-
power programs in the 1960s and early 1970s has been

performed (Feldstein 1973, p. 24), but the evaluations that
- -have been done suggest that these programs have "positive

but small effects" (p. 24; see also Davis and Morrall 1974).

'.Some states have taken concerted steps to retrain work-
ers who are the victims of plant closings resulting from.the
ref6eatiof-6FfiiItire-o-fii-h-u-sfnessoTfrom businesS's sub-
Contracting out part of its operations. California's "Invest-
ment in People" campaign gives grants to community col-

, leges to help retrain workers displaced by industrial plant
shutdowns. Colleges receive support based on average
daily attendance and may supplement that support with
federal job training and Vocational Education Act funds.

Another partnership between the federal government,
the state of California, General Motors Corporation, and
the United Auto Workers attempted to respond to the need
for retraining 9,000 employees left jobless by GM plants'
closing in northern California. If higb, unemployment con--
tinues, much more attention to this issue can be expected.
Government officials in several states are already being
pressed to make the effects of closing plants the responsi
bility of the businesses that choose to relocate and not the
responsibility of the state and people it has left behind, (At
thiS writing, no efforts at such legislation have been effec-

.
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live.) This problem, too, is a thorny one for state
`States that pass worker-oriented legislation will have a
harder time attracting new businesses to the state, but
states that doenot provide such protectivelegislation are,
left with the human costs of plant closings when businesses
decide to pick up and move elsewhere..

Programs for displaced workers are requiring morc than
skill training ( Lublin 1983), Retraining workers forhigh-

. demand fields may well require workers to relocate to
wherever those jobs are..available. Most displaced workers
are middle-aged males with strong 16cal roots and es-

' tablished working-class life styles, Th4 often own a home
in an economically depressed area and may be supporting
their 'children through college. Such workers are not
candidates fovelocation program f: Because states would
not typically become involved in such federal retraining
anffrelocation programs Alley must be careful to focus
retraining programs for displaced, workers around high-
demand ktIqstries near the sante location where workers
were laid 311'. Such constraints lead one to believe that
state retraining programs for displaced workers, while
important, Will never become major adult education pro-

:,
grams.

Displaced workers and other technology-skill training
.._._13119gramS'areefrork.fiy.States to_provide.technicat.workers.L.:

to business and inffustry. But the need to prepare profes-
sionally trained adults for the information economy raises
A number of important issues for higher education.

e.

Masters programs. Two gradual but significant changes
have occurred in postbaccalaureate education. over the past
decide. First, masters programs are less and less exten-
sions of the full-time undergraduate experience and more...
programs designed for and attended by working adults,
Second, they are less,and less training grounds for doctoral
studies and more practice-Oriented curricula for working
professionals.

institutions have responded to thd eager market of al-
ready well-educated professionals by offering an enormous

, variety of certificate and.masters programs in locationS and
at times convenient to (heir work lives. Residents of the
NeW England atea can choOse from dyer 350 separate
ters programg at public colleges and universities, by virtue

e
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of It voluntary regional student exchange program. The
proliferation of practice-oriented programs caused the
Ohio Board of Regents to raise the issue of what distin-
guishes such graduate programs from undergraduate pro-
grams, "This is especially hard to answer in masters pro'
grams designed for in-service education of working pro-
fessionals. These programs frequently lack coherence
around central themes and purposes" (Ohio Board of Re-
gents I982b, p. 18),

The relatively sudden national call for more trained pro-
fessionals in mathematics and science has created certain
problems for state policy makers. The approval process for
new programs at public institutionswhich often takes as
long as three years from program idea to program start

that private and proprietary institutions may satu-
rate the market with graduates before a public institution
Can graduate any,

Some public institutions also are caught in the position
of wanting to offer masters degrees in popular fields but
lacking a strong enough undergraduate program in that
area to support graduate-level instruction. This problem is
particularly acute in fields like computer science, where
the undergraduate program may well be having difficulty

77recruiting and retaining qualified facility and keeping equip-.
:,,mCritstirrent...Although.twist recipients..ofnaster,s_degrees....

in Mathematics and science hope for new private sector
jobs or promotions, a critical Shortage of teacherS trained
in these areas remains. The commonwealth of Virginia
took the initiative to help solve this shortage. The Board of
Education initiated a program, with legislative approval, to
retrain public school teachers as math instructors. The
programis financed by a new application fee for teacher
certification and is structured so that it takes no more than
two summer sessions. States might also consider,recruiting
from another potential pool: employees in the private sec-
tor with math and science backgrounds who may be look-
ing for a transition.before retirement: The UniVersity of
./ermont and the Harvard Graduate School of Education

have'both initiated such programs and expect to prepare
fOr teaching positions a small number of Masters in Eduea-
,tion eaduates with significant work experience in math-
and science-related fields.

State
retraining
programs for
displaced-
workers, while
important,
will never
become major
adult
educational
programs.
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Continuing professional education. The issue of what
types of continuing education are needed for professionals
in science, technology, and engineering is beginning to
receive attention. The National Science Foundation report
on Science and Engineering Educationfor the1980s and
Beyond (1980) describes the need for "field mobility" by
these professionals (p. 43). Field mobility permits scien-
tists and engineers to sense new opportunitieg and relieve
personnel shortages in particular subfields. Continuing
education programs are viewed as important in helping
facilitate mobility, and they are seen as increasingly impor-

t)-tant as the_pace of technological discovery. increases. With
the half-life of a computer scientist's knowledge estimated
at five years, these professionals may always be running to
catch up (Botkin, Dimancescu, and Stata 1982,.p. 130)c

A group of highly regarded engineers and computer sci-
entists associated with the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
n.ology suggested that the futUre of engineering education
should be continuous throughoUt the working life of the
engineer and that it will be provided by industry and edu-
cation working in partnership (MIT,1982). The report re-
jgcts the notion that a few years of edrmal education can
provide an adequate foundation for half,a century of pro-
fessional work. Moreover, the demand of the 1980s cannot
be met by replacing "obsolescent" engineers with new
graduates, even if that were a humanly acceptable pjan.
Thus, they conclude, "the only apparent alternative is
better utilization of the presently available engineering
workforce through continuing education at the workplace, ,;
with the active encouragement and support of employers"-
(MIT 1982, p. 6).

The popularity of the tutored video instruction (TVI)
methodology developed at Stanford University indicates a
growing interest by engineers and other industryprofes-
sionals in receiving continuing education at the worksite
TVI uses televised broadcasts of on-campus classes with
audio feedback. Recordings are shipped to off campus -

locations around the country, where they are played back:
to small groups of students led by a local tutdr. This pro-
gram has been operating for_a_decade_and is_cited in the:
MIT report as a "simple economical way of providing
struction" (p. 38). The informal and participatory style "is
likely to better fit the needs and tastes of older engineers"-



(MIT 1982, p. 39). As.TVI and other
t

d
programs are used by more and more firms to provide

-graduate and continuing education for'engineers, states
and their institutions may be winding crown as providers
of continuing education for high-tech professionals.

Approaches to sapplying a skilled labor force
States can use six basic strategies in trying to mediate be-
tween the needs of business and industry and the training
Provided workers by postsecondary education: the free-
market approach, state program approval, meeting needs
specified by business, comprehensive services supplied by
higher education, decentralized planning and cooperation,
and the consumer-driven approach.

Free market. This approach involves little or no state plan-
ning or intervention. It is based on the kind of entrepre-
neurial spirit recommended to community colleges by Del-
aware aovernor Pierre A. duPont IV: "Don't sit back and
wait for government and business to come to you. Seek
out meetings with key business and government leaders in
your community and tell them about the training services
your colleges can offer" (Parnell 1983, p. 16).

In fact, most states use the free-market approach in let-
Ung community colleges decide which vocational programs
to offer. If students seem to be demanding training in an
area if the college's local industrial advisory council
agrees with the need for skilled graduates in that field, and
if the college staff can agree to offer the program, a pro-
posal will be sent to the state for official approval. Such
programs are rarely given serious scrutiny at the state level
unless they require extensive funding or are opposed by a
neighboring College or proprietary school. By the time the
request for approval reaches the appropriate state official,

---the_college is already offering numerous courscs-in-the
subject and simply needs sanction from the state to grant it

certification or degree. status. State higher education agen-
cies also feel they have little better knowledge than the
colleges themselves about,what local industry needs.

The-free.market-approach seems less s'uitedifor sorting
out high-technology supply and demand. Allowing eery
institution to offer training programs in current.high-demand
areas may well result in quickly overloading the market.

'Adult Ledding
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Many of these programs alsooinvolve the need to pm-chase
expensive equipment, and good faculty are so hard to
come by that colleges may get in bidding wars with each
other to hire them. Finally, the state has an interest in
monitoring institutional conformance with missionsdefined
by statute. Allowing the free market to determine who gets
what programs may encourage colleges to stray far from
their intended service functions.

State program approval. This approach is most commonly
used today. Most state higher education agencies have
authority over institutional program approval, and demand =-
for increased job-oriented education and training is not
coming just from governors, legislators, and the business
world. Few public colleges an6 universities are failing to -
respond tothis priority. Requests for state approval of
programs in engineering and computer science are inundat-
ing academic affairs staffs of coordinating and governing
boards. Some of these requests may be arising from an
institution's desire to attract traditional and adult students
to offset anticipated declining enrollment. Some institu-
tions have.carefully analyzed what the future needs of local
business and industry will be. Bur many are simply re-
sponding to the highly elastic fluctuations in students' de-.
mands. Computer courses are overenrolled, and still nu-
merous disappointed students are turned away. Engineer-
ing, computer, and other high-tech programs long ago insti-,
tuted selective standards for admission.

Sorting out students' demands for programs, institu-
tions'-desires for useful and attractive courses of study,
and workers' needs presents a considerable -challenge to
state higher education officials. At the most basic level,
they must possess some philosophy atiout how far to go in
manipulating the supply, and demand of the marketplace.

Generally, statewide boards have placed a high planning
priority on increasing the budgetary support available to
high. demand -areas through "some combination of new
state dollars and university reallocation. [And under
unfavorable state financial circumstances,] statewide
boards generally limit themselves to highlighting major
shifts in enrollment and strongly.encOuraging greater



university reallocation. Institutions cannot take these
recommendations lightly, especially as they are fre-
quently buttressed by continuing legislative and gu-
bernatorial complainti about constituents' being denied
admission to high demand programs (Floyd 1982, p. II).

As if determining the appropriate supply of trained grad-
uates is not enough, state higher education agencies must
also have some not'on of the future demand for those grad-
uates. This requirement is fraught with difficulties, not the
least of which is the need to ask business and industry to
make projections of the workforce. Doing so may well

---result in artificially inflated figures, as it is in the private
sector's interest to overstate its needs. (Any oversupply of
labor allows business to recruit from a larger pool at lower
prices.)

Research on the relationship between high-technology
firms and educational institutions in the Boston area illus-
trates the difficulty. While government and industry fore-
casts have been projecting an increased need for a variety
of skilled technicians in high-tech fields, the area employ -
ment,picture is: not so clear. During 1981-82, "every type

of training institutionprivate, proprietary, CETA, and
public collegesexperienced some difficulty in placing
their, technician graduates in jobs" (Useem 1982, p. 45).

Even a small slack in hiring can make schooladministra-
tors nervous, especially those of institutions that, have
"expanded their training significantly or are in the process
of doing so" (p. 45).

Even if a state decides to arbitrate some balan, ;-
tween needed projected workforce and institutions' de-
mands for programs, it is left with.the politically tenuous
position of saying no to Some institutions who desire'
high-demand programs so as fo say "yes" to others.

Most states have come to terms with these difficult is-
sues.by approving program requests when the program
involves no significant new state expenditures, when the
institution makes a convincing argument that it can place
its graduates, when the program is not at odds with.the
institution's educational mission, and when state officials
have no contradictory evidence that business and industry
need more graduates in that field, The state is then free to
initiate and fund short-term job training programs for the
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private sector's needs not adequately served by this
process.

Meeting business-specific needs. Because the program
approval process is slow and does not always result in a
close match between supply and demand, a state may
choose to let industry itself decide what skills it needs and
then siniply have educational institutions provide them.
One version of this approach is being used by South Caro-
lina's Board for Technical and. Comprehensive Education.
The full services of th,. FEC system are made available to
businesses that decide to locate or expand in the state
(South Carolina State Board n.d.). Through TEC's Indus-
trial and Econornic Development Division, "special schools"
are established to provide Short-terfn job-employment
training programs in areas these businesses have identified
By 1983, TEC had already provided this service for 600
industries and some 71,000 people. In cooperation with
company personnel, TEC staff identify

instructors,
of skills re-

quired for jobs, recruit trainees, locate nstructors, and
develop instructional materials. The training itself often
takes place at the nearest technical college. State program
directors call this highly successful program their "start-up
in the black" concept.

The Bay State Skills Corporation, described earlier, is
another forni-of letting individual firms determine what
training programs will be offered. In general, this strategy
is probably more suited to short-term technical skill pro-
grams than to comprehensively mediating supply and

demand.

Comprehensive services from higher education. Rather
than deal with these. issue's as part of its ongoing program
approval; the Ohio Board of Regents decided to focus on
the connection between the needs of business and industry
and the resources of higher education. As part of,the' pro-
grain activities under the Lifelong Learning Project, the
Regents concentrated on finding "areas of interaction"
between higher education and business and industry. The,
project had four objectives: (1)to.assess the needs for edu-
cation, training, and development of adults already in the
workforce and the needs of private sector employers; (2) to-.
determine ways in which these needs have been served



and identify areas of need that were not currently being
met; (3) to develop and pilot local-,.regional, and statewide
activities that would enhance the cooperation between
companies and colleges in the state; and (4) to evaluate
these activities in terms of their implications for state pol-
icy and subsequent legislation (Moore, Settle, and Skinner
1983). What is particularly noteworthy about this approach
is-that Ohio began the process by honing in on the gap
between adults' skills and the private sector's needs. In
their haste to serve the needs of business and industry,
other states might have made the mistake of initiating
programs without seeing whether appropriately trained
individuals are already available.

Decentralized planning and cooperation. Between the
extremes of laissez faire and a comprehensive state effort
lies the strategy adopted by the state of Arizona. Knowing
that workforce needs must be met but not wanting to make
that determination at the state level, the Arizona legisla-

.

ture delegated that respon;ibility in two metropolitan areas
to the local community college. The colleges were desig-
nated as the state's providers of advanced technical and
semiprofessional education and as the agents for delivery
of programs for adults seeking retraining in or improve-
ment of their current skills. The community college district
is to coordinate vocational planning in its county in the
determination of which occupational training programs will
be conducted and by whom.

California also used local coordination in naming Re-
gional Area Vocational Education Councils in the 1970s, -
although these councils became one of the early victims of
Proposition 13.

This strategy seems to accomplish several goals. It gives
a planning framework and orderly process to program de-
velopment and approval. Determining the private sector's
needs is more likely easier at the local than the state level.
And it. may encourage the kind of cooperation envisioned
by the authors of the MIT report, Lifelong Cooperative
Education (1982), where institutions, businesses, and
other agencies can share faculty, equipment, and other.
resources.

The consumer-driven approach. One approach used by
several European countries is worth considering: to offer

v



mono directly to adults and let them decide when and
where to get training. The West german government,
which was the originator of the idea, provides almost a full
subsidy to every adult for up to two years of full-time
training or'retraining (Stringer 1980, p. 9). The aavantage is
that adults are given greater freedom in choosing to change
careers; the problem is that educational institutions and
industry are totally at the mercy of this free choice. If this
were a state-administered program, problems of determin-
ing state residency could also develop.

The need for coordination
In those states that haye attempted to revitalize their econ-
omies through retraining programs for adults, one thing has 6

become very apparent: It is essential to coordinate the
activities of the many agencies and institutions involved in
these efforts. The Vermont Training Program was initiated'
for just that purpose,'and the Colorado Commission on
Higher Education reported working cigely with,the State
Department of Labor and the State Board for Coinimunity
Colleges and Occupational Education, to'encourage cooper?
ation in the deliVery of occupational services and pro-
grams: In Ohio, Governor.Celeste charged the'Bureau of
Employment Services with "taking the lead in deVeloping/
and carrying cut a cohesive job training and retraining
effort" (Steinbacher 1983, p. 1). Higher education officials
are well advised to work closely with state employment/
services offices, which are usually hooked into the feder-
ally based Job Service Matching System. Without data on
current job vacancies and two-year projected needs, is
simply impossible for schools to plan effectively for train-

I ing and eduCatibn" (Stringer 1980, p:
Besides initiating training prOgrams to meet current

needs, state officials may wish to ask longer-term clues-
' 'dons about encouraging opportunities for retraining.

throughout the lifetime of adult workeni. Dofunding for-
mulas allow continuing retraining or do they depend on
legislative whitrs?Are admisSion pOlicies and sequenced
programs of study flexible enough to accommodate work-
ing adults? Homi much support should the private,sector
commit to programs designed for their benefit? If the kinds
of training programs currently being developed to respond- a.

/.



te economic revitalization continue to be popular, state
policy makers should address these issuessystematiCally.

The,interest in revitalizing state economies has boosted
the. attention giv:n to adults. And it is not surprising that
many state initiatives for economic revitalilation are di-
rectedat enhancing employment for adults rather than
learning for adults, as much of the support for these'pro-
grams has come from politicians rather than edacators.
"The high priority that ..tdvocates claim for lifelong learn-
ing generally has not been endorsed by state.and federal
officials, at least when it comes to providing public funds
for such efforts.. .. Although few political leaders will
openly criticize the concept of lifelong learning, their will-
ingness to underwrite it . . . has been noticeably lacking"
(Breneman and Nelson 198.1, p. 165). Yet it appears that
politicians are willingto.suprport opportunities for adult.
learners when they are closely tied to a socially desirable'
endthe end in this case being economic revitalization.

Poky Questions
Elected state officials are usually concerned with what it
will take to realize quick improvements in their state's
economic condition. Training adults in new technological
fields may attract and keep high-tech businesses; having
high-tech businesses means more jobs; and having a better
employment picture means more personal and business ta.x
receipts for state coffers. If all this comes to pass, then
these programs have made significant contributions. Yet by

'-the,,yery nature of their positions, governors and legislators
have leSs-inclination toward ciareful analysis.of the long-
term implicatias-of_these training initiatives: For all the
discUssion of the need iii--, a-hurnan resources development
policy, state leadership has often responded-with crash.
prokram solutions, usually short-term job skill train-frig
programs.

As the information ec_onomy b_cco.mes better understood
and less in need of immediate program solutions, perhaps
state officials should.take tile opportunity to examine what
is happening within our changing economy. Issues to be ad-

',dressed include looking at how closely present approaches
to training coincide with the new economic realities, what
kinds of jobs are being created and whether they are rela-
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tivaly stable, and whether all groups of adUlts will be able
to v,onefit from the new jobs in the information economy.
Economists and manpower planners have offered some
inte,-,zstingand often contradictoryffresponses to these 8,11

issues. Through the critical evaluation of these arguments,
state policy makers may be able to de.yOlop.a better under
standing of the world of,#.ork for which they are training- --- -4;

theic citizens.
Five issues are briefly explored here: enhancing produc-

tivity (Is there a clear link between training workers and
job productivity ?); product life cycle theory (What job
skills are needed and at what point in specific industries?);
technology and job skills (Will the information economy
require more or less sophisticated job skills?); dual labor
markets (Will the economy's new jobs be equally available
to everyone?); and education beyond skill training (Are
ways othe( than skill training available to prepare workers
for the information economy?).

1
o

Enhancing productivity
One argument used to support state policies and programs
for retraining workers is that investment in "human capi-
tal" will improve the nation's lagging productivity: Human
capital theory first appeared in the late 1950s and early
1960s; it requires looking at what people bring to a job
besides their physical presence: "the actual energy, moti-
vation, skills and knowledge possessed by huMan beings,
which can be haenessed over a period of time to the task of
producing goods and services. It may include abilities ac-
quired through some more or less formal system ofinstruc7
tion ." (Bowen et al. -1977, p. 362). Because people earn:
inghigher wages generally have higher levels of education,
increased.1evels of education and training are empirically,
associated with productivity (Becker.1975).

By the 1970s, other eccnomistS began to take serious
issue with productivity's being tied so closely to schooling:
Some argue that completion of educational programs is
more a screening device to find workers who will "stay
with" a job than a critical variable in improving productii-
ity. Others contend that an overeducated workforce, rather,
than leading to increased productiVity, may.in fact ad-
versely affect workers' satisfaction, health: behaVior, and
performance. A study of the impact of certain types of



training on labor productivity in the manufacturing sector,
...found in-house training to be the only form of training posi-

. .

tively associated with productivity'(Medoff 1982).
For all the theories and discussion, "the upSiipt of this

long, confusing, and frequently arcane debate is. inconclu-
sive" (Aaron 1978, p. 88), which should warn pOliticians

. ',and policy makers who support adult education and trai,n-
ing programs not to count on seeing perceptible increases
in workers productivity. For "the effect of training on
productivity hasvnot, it is fair to say, been established em-
pirically in a clear and incontrovertible manner" (Goldstei,n
1980. p. 43).

c
i:Product life cycle theory v

Changes in the kinds of job preparation needed by the U.S.
vvorkforce can result from factors external to business and
education. Witness the glut of engineers after the scaling
down of the Vietnam war and the oversupply of teachers
as the number of sc.hool-aged children declined. State edu-
cation planners are now more cognizant of such social and
economic trends in developing master plans and in review-
ing and approving programs.

But state officials may be well advised to examine an-
.

other, more subtle factor affecting workers' needsthe
"life cycle" of products. Product life cycle theory, a perva-
sive concept in the marketing literature (Capon 1981;p. 1)
states ttittt "products undergo predictable changes in their
production and marketing characteristics over time- (Wells
1972, pp. 5-6).

'The effect o
training on
productivity

been
established
empirically in
a clear and lt
incontrovertible;
manner."

Briefly, products are thought to experience five different 1,:1
stages: introduCtion, earlygrowth, late growth, Maturity,
and decline. It appears that the labor skills needed duriug
the various stages are quite distinct. During the early

, .

stages, product research and development and frequent
design changes require a greater amount of labor, relative
to capital, than later when specialized machinery and tech-
niques can be used for mass asSertibly of a more stable
product (Wells 1972;p. 9). Skilled labor isespecially criti-

L cal. In the groWth phaseS,.,,high production volume:means a
shift foIllasti reproduction, and labor'skills are less impor-.

:tan t. By the time a product reaches its niaturestage,
duttiOn is highly _capital intensive, and workers require

or no specific training skills (see figure 1)."
'Adolt Learning
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FIGURE I

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS FACTORS
IN DIFFERENT PHASES OF THE PRODUCT. CYCLE

Production
Factors

Product Cycle Phase

New Growth. Mature

Management

Scientific and
engineering
know-how

Unskilled
labor

1111/ii/
The purpose of the blocks is simply to rank the importance of the, '
different factors, if different stages of the product cyCle. The

relative areas of the rectangles are not intendedto imply anything ti

more Kecise.

Source: Wells 1972,

t)

A better understanding of product life cycle may result
in less tendency to speak of "the skills needed for the new
technologies." Developing industries, such as biotechnol- I

ogy, require highly educated men and women (Watcke
1982-83, p. 30). Products that are'in later groWth phases,
such as much of the electronics industry, may require pri-,,
marily short-term training and retraining rather than degree
programs. In fact, for all:the attention foeused on the needs'
of the electronics industry, it is now fundamentally a man-:
ufacturing industry (New York Times 27 February 1983).

Presumably, educational institutions would have little to 'do
with education and training for mature industries; because
any required skills can be learned oiafit-job inpa matter of
weeks.
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As state officials develop policies and programs to better
prepare the existing workforce for the changing needs of
buSiness and industry, they should take a careful look at
where products are in their life cycles. Retraining programs
in, say, computer technology may.require very different
skills in three years than they do today.

Technology and job skills
The new technologies are generally expected to create the
need for adult training. For example, a spokesman from
General Motors told the American Vocational Association
that, to repair the simplest robot, a worker needs knowl-
edge of electronics, hydraulics, and pneumatics. The next
generation of robots will have "vision and speech," requir-
ing even higher levels of knowledge for maintenance and
repair (Higher Education Daily 7 December 1982, p. 5).

But others are loOking at the kinds of jobs being created
by the new technologies and seeing something quite differ-
ent. The counterargument is called "job deskilling," and

in truth, no one really knows whether technology will
create more interesting jobs-than it destroys. Perhaps in
the long run it will. But in this decade and into the next, we
may be creating an expanding number of routinized jobs
requiring little specific education and training" (Edgerton
1983, p. 5). Some are convinced that "past applications of
technology in the workplace [and] present evidence sug-
gest that future technologies will further simplify and
routinize work tasks and reduce opportunity for worker
indiyiduality and judgment (Levin and Rumberger 1983,
pp. 10-11).

Many new electronic products are being developeZ with
"built-in diagnostics," which informs a field technician
What is malfunctioning. Instead of determining-what is
Wrong with a-circuit board, for instance, the technician

' sitnply replaces the whole board. Building products for
"advance maintainability," w,hich is becoming more coin-
mon, has resulted in retlucing the level of skills technicians
need (Useem.1982, p. 46). "Even at the professional and
managerial level, work has not become more interesting

:)1 and challenging; in fact, it may have become more rou-
;y tine" (Lynton 1982, p. 21).

We seem to be at a critical point in determining the
proper role of technology in the workplace. Most would
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agree that technology in and of itself is not benign and that
it is how the corporate world decides to us'e that technol-
ogy that is important. People in business and industry are
daily making decisions in product development and design
that will have enormous impact on the kinds of skills work-
ers will need in the future. Electronics manufacturers, for
instance, do have the 'choice not, to make their products '

self - diagnosing ; They.may-argue-that-built-in diagnostics
increases productivity and consumers' satisfaction, but it is
also resulting in less interesting, less skilled jobs for techni-
cians, It may also be that technology will make sonic jobs'
in any one industry more interesting while routinizing and
deskilling other jobs (Kuttner 1983).

Education policy makers may not be.able to influence
how the new technologies arciapplied in the Workplace.
They should be aware, howeVer, that the information econ-

, omy does not necessarily mean adults will need to return
to postsecondary institutions throughout their lifetimes-16'
upgrade their job skills. hi fat, it might mean less need for
recurrent education, as workers can more efficiently be
trained for routine jobs at the worksite.

Dual labor markets
The information economy is generating new and exciting
jobs in many fields. But a growing body of evidence also
suggests that it may be creating jobs at_ the top and the
bottom of the economic ladder and fewer and fewer jobs in
the middle.

112

As the economy shifts away from its traditional maim-
ft:aring. base to high- technology and service industries/
the. share of jobs proyiding'a middle-class standard of
living is shrinking: An industrial economy employs large
numbers of relatively well-paid workers. A service econ

omy, however, employs legions of keypunchers, sales-

for these jobs tend to he comparatively low (Kuttner',
1983, p. 60).

In fact, the U.S. Department of Labdr forecasts the largest
number of job openings between 1978 and 1990 in just
these latter categories. While the country is expected to
have increased jobs for professions' like accounting (61,000)
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and engineers (46,500) in that period. low ;wage service and
clerinal openings will number in the millions. An explana-
tion of why jobs seem to be concentrating at these two
extremes is offered by the dual labor market theory whiCh
first appeared in the early 1970s (Bluestone 1968; tkeringer
and Piore 1971; Edwards, Reich, and Gordon 1975; Harri=
son 1972; Piore 1970; Reich, Gordon, and Edwards 1973)
and_bas_sincebeen_further_refined.

Briefly, the theory state's that the job market is struc-
tured into two tiers: the primary labor market andthe'sec-
ondary labor market. In the primary market, jobs typically'
offer high wages, good working conditions, stable employ-
ment, and job security. Work rules are administered equita-
bly, and workerscan advance up the job ladder (Piore
1970). Theprimary market can be further divided accord-
ing to the types of individuals in these jobs (Reich, Gor-
don, and Edwards 1973). !Independent" primary jobs
encourage, and require creative problem solving and self-

' initiation and often have professional standards for work.
Voluntary turnover is high and individual motivation and

' achievement are highly rewarded. "Subordinate" primary
jobs are more routinized and therefore encourage personal-
ity characteristics of dependability, discipline, and respon-
'siveness.to rules and authority. Most factory and office ' p ,
jobs would fall into thisIcategory, with levels of education
more a function of the jQb market than of requisite skills.

The secondary:laboizinarket is far less attractive than
either level of primary market. TheSe jobs offer low =
wages, poor working condiiions,few opportunities for
promotion, and Iiitle variety in the range of jobs available.'
The-rate of turnover is,high.

To illustrate how the dual labor market theory might be
applied to one of the "Information technologies," consider
'the job structure of microelectronics. This industry em-
ploys a number of computer scientists and engineers,.who
typically have at least a bachelor's degree and earn $30,000/
a year and mote. But the bulk of workers in this manufac-
turing industry are electronics assemblers, who earn about
$12,000 a year. The number of skilled technicians whose
wage's fall between these two extremes is surprisingly small
(Kuttner 1983, p. 62).

If the job market is indeed becoming stratified, it is
portant for instructors in adult education to consider where
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in this structure retraining programs are placing their grad-
uates and whether certain groups are historically restricted
to the secondary market. In fact, white males predominate
in primary jobs, and women and minorities arc overrepre-
sented in secondary jobs. In California's Silicon Valley, for
instance, "40 percent of the total electronics workforce is
fcanalc, but over 75 percent of the assemblers are. . . .

Forty percent of female assemblers and 33 percent Of male
assemblers are members of ethnic minorities" (Howard
1981, p. 5).

If the prediction comes true thactwo-thirds of all new
entrants into the American workforce will be womenand
primarily adtilt womenthen the'dual labor market struc-
ture has sobering implications for. educational policy
makers of a liberal bent. Policy makers who l'aVor im-
proved opportunities for women and minorities may see
one solution as being greater participation by those groups
in education and retraining programc for adults. Rut as
most economists would agree, only so many "good" jobs
are available in the economy. Policies and manpower pro=
grams designed to shift groups traditionally in the secon-
dary labor market (i.e., women, minorities) to the primary
market may require either that other groups (e,g., white
males, recent immigrants) take up the slack in the seson-
dary market or that the target groups return to the secon-
dary market..With more skills than their jobs will require.
Thus, college administrators should "rethinkthe business
they are in" (Edgerton 1983, p. 7), in part because "our
picture of the future must include the ominous prospect of
a new and growing underclass" (p. 5).

Education beyond skill training --

Current talk about the need to formulate "human resources
development" policy rarely is grouhded in a desire to en-
hence citizenship or the analytic, communication, and
interpersonal skills of our citizens. Most of the current
emphasis is on arming adults with job skills needed in the
current market. But several arguments for-education be-,
yond skill training are being put forward.

Policyjnakers should look beyond short-term payoffs of
investment in higher education:

One gets the sense that any activity that lacks a direct
and preferably immediate connection to "economic re-



covery" is ripefor curtailment, if not elimination. . . .

\ The attempt to appraise every expenditure for its eco-
nomic''Payoff . . . can easily damage the health and dis-
rupt the internal coherence of both theteaching and
research enterprise (McPherson 1982,, p. 16). ,

The problem in occupational planning is not themis-
match between the new, specialized.skills needed to' win
jobs in,emerging industries and the skills colleges teach
their studentS (Whitelaw 1982-83). Rather, "the problem
quite simply and overwhelmingly is with the level of de-
mand for labor, not the composition of demand. Our econ-
omyjust'wilInot ,grow fast enough to employ even those
who have acquired the new skills" (p. -6). This argument
serves as the foundation for many colleges that are at-

'`tempting to merge liberal learning withCareer'preparation
"to aid the 1ifelong learning of their students" (Rehnke .

1982-83, p. 2):
Several other economists suggest reasons to support

education beyond skill training. Available evidence con-
nects higher education not only with "enhanced earnings
of workers and improved tP-.thnology" but also with "per-
sOnal development and life enrichment . . . the preServa;
tion of the cultural heritage, the.advancement of knowl-

.edge and the arts . . . and the direct satisfactions derived
from college attendance and from living in a society' where
knowledge, and the arts flourish" (Bowen et al. 1977, p.
447). "Increased education may enhance a worker's, ability
to acquire and decode information" (Welch 1970; p. 42).

-lligher.edUcation increases students' ability to "deal with
-disequilibria; to respond flexibly and constructively to
change" (Schultz '1975; P. 840). ;" . .

Even AMerica's corporate officers seem.to sense the
need for investment in more than skill training. The Ameri-
can Association for Colleges asked Russell Warren to poll

,

. executives'corporate to see what skills they considered
important for getting jobs in their companies. The skill

7 they chose closely match the 'traditional gbals of gener I
education. Therefore, colleges'should not be too quick to

:` replace their general education curricula with.more special-
ized, job7Oriented programs. They should think twice be-.

. fore expanding "professional courses in-response to popu-
larity.-amonOtudents" (Warren 1983).

.
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If indeed businesses and the economy in general benefit
from'education outside narrow job skill training, there may
be an important lesson.here for advocates of lifelong learn-
ing. If jobs and careers are going to chahge as rapidly as
many predict, the best thing education can do for adults in
the long run is offer them a solid background in general
education as undergraduates and encourage continual re-
training in specific job skills over the rest of a lifetime.

Levin and Rumberger (1983) support this argument for a
different reason. They assert that despite the current ap-
peal for investment in high-technology programs, most jobs
in the new economy will not require high levels of skill,
and,.therefore, "the general educational requirements for
creating good citizens and prodtictive workers are not
likely to be altered significantly by high technology"
(p. 12).

This argument presents a fundamental dilemma for state
government and its institutions. From the perspective of
lohg-term educational planning and the heavy investment
states have already made in supporting the liberal arts and
sciences, this approach is eminently defensible. But as
governors volunteer to beef up the job preparation side
of highereducation and students' interest shifts to these
areas, state education officials are hard-pressed to argue
for a reliance on higher education's traditional core. The
stark fact is that what might be good for economic revitali-
zation may not be good for preserving traditional higher
education.

Finally, a society that expects to undergo many of the
changes predicted in the new information economy should
also be aware that technical workers will not be the only

group needing continual education and retraining. Those
who administer government programs, those who deal with,
social problems, those who deliver health care, and those
who educate the nation's children will also need opportuni-
ties for professional growth.

Conclusion
This summary of the five issues is not intended to provide
easy answers to how we are preparing our citizens for what
kind of society. Rather, it is intended to present some pro-
vocative arguments about what role education and training
might play in shaping the nature of skills needed in the
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workplace. Educational policy makers may choose to draw
one of several conclusions from the arguments presented.

First, they may choose to worry less about long-term
implications of education and training policies and concen-
trate instead on getting people jobs by arming them with
marketable skills. Unencumbered by state policies and

.

statutory requirements, colleges would be free to assess
the needs of business and industry and develop appropriate
education and training programs.

Second, they may choose to believe that "education can
have little impact on the kinds ofjobs available" (Kuttner
1983, p. 70). Because the real problem is the supply of
good jobs rather than the supply of good workers; an
emphasis on education and training will make the work-
force even more frustrated than it is now" (p. 70).

Third, policy makers could choose to rely on the desires
of the labor force to determine how much and What kind of
training to provide. As long as workers are willing to take
courses or sign up for education and training programs,
then tivey must be perceiving some benefit from them.
"Ma.. overeducated Americans may choose to accept a
sharp break between schooling and work, viewing their
education as more an item ofconsumption than as an in-
vestment activity" (Freeman 1976, p. 24). If work is:leSs
interesting, people may look more to leisure activities,
such as education, for the personal satisfaction and 'sense
of accornOlishthent that jobs used to offer.

Fourth, educators may recognize that the apparent deep
structural problems in the economy have no short-term
solutions. They may choose to continue offering education
and training programs to reduce unemployment and supply
businesses with skilled workers but also to engage in con-
certed efforts to improve the quality of worklife..For state
higher education officials, this effort might involve more
closeljt aligning themselves with state economic develop-.
ment strategies. State policies can encourage the develop-
\nlent of alternative work settings, such as worker-owned

and -managed cooperatives, that allow workers to have
greater say in how jobs are structured and how technology
is lipplied to those job- (Mackin 1983). College and univer-
sitjt\ staff May choose to build upon the cooperative rela-
tionships they have developed with local businesses and
indt6try to go beyond discussions of immediate program

\



needs.' Educators concerned about these structural prob-

lems should consider what could be learned by incltiding
workers in discussions about job training with local busi-

ness leaders. For educators, the issue of retraining adults
throughout their lifetimes is more than simply helping
workers skip from job to job as the world changes around

them. Our economy might be revitalized in the short term
by providing business and industry with narrowly trained
workers, but educators can strive to help make for,a con
tinually vital economy by encouraging policies and prac-
tices that allow people to grow and develop in all aspects

of their lives, including the workplace.

ti



STATE ROLES

This chapter has thd dual aim of summarizing the other
chapters and developing a generalized framework for
thinking about the various roles that states are playing or
might play in ensuring appropriate educational services for
adults. The previous chapters presented information about
how states are currently dealing with four major areas of
concern about lifelong learningdefining appropriate roles
for the multiple providers of the L6rning Society, provid-
ing access to educational opportunities for adults,. ensuring
quality, and revitalizing the economy through education of
the workforce. This chapter weaves the woof across the
warp laid down in the earlier chapters. The fabric of state
roles in lifelong learning is made up of the concerns to be
addressed (the warp) and ways of dealing with those.con-
cerns (the woof). The conceptual framework developed in
this 'chapter is concerned with classifying and illustrating
the various ways in which states can address the issues'or
concerns that are surfacing as we Move into the Learning
Society in which most of society'g people are learners and.
many of society's organizations'are providers of educa-
tional services.

This report has not attempted to determine the most
typical state reactions and concerns about lifelong learn- .

ing. Rather, the goal has been to determine the range of
possible responses and to place them in a conceptual
framework that would be helpful to state and educational
leaders in thinking about their options.

State governments, particularly higher edtication coordi-
nating and governing boards, find themselves immersed in
adult learning, not so much by choice as by virtue of the
issues raised by the movement that require state-level at-
tention: Issues are arising because of:

I. the proliferating number and variety of providers of
adult learning. services andthe concomitant blurring
of functions between those providers;

2. the increasing gap between those with little education
andthose who have more and want more still, raising
concerns about which groups of adults states should
concentrate their limited resources on;

3. the perceived need for new measures of quality assur-
ance to assess the new kinds of prOgrams designed to
fit the unique learning needs of adults;
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4. the shifting emphasis of job '!raining programs from
youth to adults, because adults will constitute the
bulk of the workforce in need of new training to,meet
the changing needs of business and industry.

In some instances, governors and legislators have b
come directly involved in these iss es, particularly in jobL\

training initiatives, regulation of otT campus centers, and
tuition-waiver programs. But even i these cases, the state
higher education agency is usually a signed responsibility
for administering the program or enf )rcing the regulation.

How each state higher education a ency approaches the
issues raised by the adult learning mqvement depends on
numerous factorS: the philosophy of its leadership; the
statutory authority of the agency's board; the demographic
characteristics of the state's population; the history of
support for public higher education; the nature of-the
state's industries.and condition of its economy; and the
extent to which its colleges and-universities are into the
business of serving adults. Such reliance on individual
state circumstances makes generalizations about appropri-
ate state roles impossible. Nevertheless, what can be

gleaned frorn,analysis of the informationsathered in this
monograph!is a better understanding of the options, placed
in the context of the concerns about lifelOng learning.

The conceptual design forth(s analysis is three-tiered.
First, for ,any given issue, the state can take one 'of four
approaches: (I) It can take an essentially hands-off orlaissei-
fake stance; (2) it can offer encouragement to adults to,
learn and to providers to offer appropriate services; (3) it
can intervene to actively promote access or regulate qual-
ity; and (4) it can offer services or.Support directly.

Secdnd, having arrived at an approach (either directly or
by default), methods must be chosen to iMplement it..The
Methods from which the state agency can choose are typi-
callylthose functions for which it has responsibilityfor
exaMple, planning, coordination, budget review, program -
,evalbation and:ariproval,, data collection, and development
of policy recommendations. Finally, these methods can be

furiher broken down into activities and policies that put
the approach into action: Policies provide a Procedure for 1

i
making and implementing decisions abqut the area of con-

'
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ecrn,whereas activities involve special programs or
actions taken to address a particuL. situation.

So, for instance, if the issue is who should provide off-
campus instruction, a state may choose to approach the
problem through intervention. The method it chooSes
regulation, adopting the policy that it will not support in-

:: structionoffered more than 30 miles beyond a campus.
For each of the four approaches identified in this review

of the literature is presented a justification for that ap-
proach; a list of the methods that have been used to imple-
ment it, and a review of some of the activities and policies
that have emerged.

The Laissez-Faire Approach
Jusitfication
Two reasons are apparent for the laissez-faire approach.

: First, a state may consciously choose a hands-off philoso-
phy based on the belkel that the state has no role in encour-
aging adult learning or interfering with college and univer-
sity activities. Over time, the argument goes, adults will
act in their own best interests and will seek the right kinds
of learning services to meet their needs. In addition, the
laissez-faire approach assumes that institutions will act
responsibly in meeting those needs. In short, one justifica-
tion for the laisSez-faire approach lies in the belief that

,
,letting the free market prevail will best.ser/e the interests
of adults and providers.

Second, statesxqay have no involvement in an adult
s,isi--education Sue because nothing is happening to force them

to ti...,:ilceji, osition. TMs situation might occur when the
tate agency is utia are of a problem, lacks the statutory -.

authority to do an)/ ing about it, cannot afford the staff
time or resources to address it, or simply would rather not

. become invt lved

Methods and activities policies
The laissez-faire apptkiach requires no implementing
methods or activities; is the absence of implementation
that makes it laissez faire. MosiIaissez-faire approaches
appear to be the result of no decjsion rather than a con-

Iseious decision not to get iiivol4ed. Yet many states seem
to have established limits regarding how far they will go in



entering an issue. For example, with regard to Providers,

many states involve themselves in issues concerning rela-
tionships among formal educational institutions, but few

are involved with relationships between higher education'
and business/industry, professional associations, unions, or
community organizations. With regard to access, many
states have worked to remove policies that discriminate
against adults, but none have gone so far as to identify
adults per se as an underrepresented class in need of equal
opportunity programs. With regard to quality, states have

involved themselves in Program review but, with a few out-
standing exceptions,have steered clear of taking positions

on so-called nontraditional approaches to the granting of
credit. With regard to economic revitalization,- many states

are initiating and funding job training programs, but they
delegate provision of those services to colleges and schools.

All states have adopted the hands-off .approach to at
least some issues, and many states practice this stance
with regard to all issues. Some states'have done nothing or
'almost nothing abput defining an -Appropriate state role, in

lifelong learning. EVidence for this assertion is found more

in the absence of.any mention of adult learning policies in
state documents than in considered judgments 'about ap-
prOpriate state roles. For the most part, the needs of adult

learners have not yeti been separated from the needs of
traditional students and are therefore unlikely to appearn
need'of resolution.

Encouragement
Justification
States may decide that the best way to approach concerns
about adult education is to encourage adults to learn and to

encourage providers to respond. While the state takes no
direct role, it supports the efforts of others to get involved.
It is in the interest of the state to have a citizenry of life-

long learners, but the. state can best promote that end by
playing the role of facilitator and letting others provide

direct service and support.

Method: Planning and setting goals
The most comprehensive planning and goal setting on adult
education have been undertaken by the New York Re-



gents, whose goals for adult learning chart an ambitious
course of comprehensive planning for the year 2000. Many

'Other states have studied and made recommendations re-
41.irding various aspects of adult education. The planning

/: documents seem to strive for a balance between enhancing
opportunity for adults and maintaining standards of
quality.

Method: Collecting and disseminating data
Many states have collected data and developed projections
on adult education for a specific report; Most states have
also assessed needs in some way. Butfew states identify '

important data elements that they wish to track on an on- ,

going basis.
One exception is Ohio'S annual survey of noncredit con-

tinuing Cducation offerings, which allows state officials to
analyze the distinctive markets being carved out by Ohio's
115 postsecondary institutions. Another exception is New
York's "Plan to Learn" campaign, which attempts to make
adults aware of the importance of learning, the extent of
present participation, and the variety, quality, and accessi-
bility of learning opportunities in the state.

Method: Creating incentives .

States are beginning to create inducements to encourage
adults to learn and providers to offer services. Frequently,
they are no cost or low cost to the states, but in other
cases, the question is how funds are handled.

Massachusetts, for example, offers degree-granting au-
thority to educational operations founded by businesses
and corporations (under, specified conditions). Providers
now qualifying under these terms include a hospital, a

, manufacturer of computers, a consulting firni,-and a bank-
ing institute.

Most states offer tuition-waiver programs for older adult
learners, although one might dispute the extent to which
these programs act as inducements to participate. States
that fund fee waivers are providing an incentive to colleges

*;-' to develop programs that will attract older learners,
whereas those that do not count students whose fees are
waived in FTE students are discouraging such initiative:

Learning
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Method: Promoting local cooperation
While many states may hope that local providers will coop-
erate, few have actively launched programs to encourage

cooperative arrangements°. Ohio, however, is one example

of an all-out effort to promote Cooperation between institu-

lions of higher education and local businesses and

tries. Promotional methods include workshops, a news-
letter, brochures, task forces, and. data gathering. The re-

gional Work and Learning Councils established by the
Board of Regents provide a structure for continuing ex-

change of information among educational institutions and

the business community.
After considerable discussion, Vermont established the

Policy that planning for adult part -tithe learnerS should be

done regionally and locally9rather than statewide. To imple-

ment the policy, Vermont established regional councils and
created a.task force to promote regional cooperation.

Method: Establishing task forces .

Many,states have formed task forces to bring visibility and
possibly-resolution to issues of adult-education. Often,
recommendations from task forces appear later as spdn,

sored legislation.
Iowa's Coordinating Committee on Continuing Educa-

tion, for example, has task forces active throughout the .

year, with membership appropriate to the goal of each task"
force. Recent task forces have dealt with experiential
learning, use,of media in higher education, noncollegiate-
sponsored instruction, and mandatbry continuing educa-

tion (Bing 1982, p. 16).
Utah's master planning task force for continuing educa-

tion/community service has made recommendations to the

Utah Telecommunications Authority and the state legisla-

ture promoting the increased, use of distance learning tech-

nologies.

Method: Sponsoring conferences and seminars
As part of an effort to enhance adult learning services,
eighAducation groups in Co lora& with separate but re-
lated responsibilities for adult education came together for

a two-day working conference in September 1981. The
participants reviewed the findings of a statewide survey on ,\



Important issues related to adult education and generated
ideas for solvittg the challenges they presented.

KansaS held two ."futures invention" workshops to de-
velop goals for statewide adult education and to devise
strategies for achieving those goals. One of the outcomes
Of,the workshops was submission of a resolution to the
Legislative Educational ,Planning Committee to serve as
the basis for further legislative response to the goals.

Wisconsin's tradition of professional development op-
portunities for stall'of its vocational /technical and adult

,:education institutions includes a leadership seminar for
new or potential supervisors, coordinators, and adminis-
trators,

Intervention
justification

higher education agency can justify intervention in adult
education issues because, as a state-level body, it has an

,interestin promofing,the most efficient and effective use of
Public resources and protecting its .citizens againstfraudu-

: lent or shoddy educational practices. Some issues will
"inevitably need resolutim and'a state agency, more than
,anY other party, can mediate a balance between statewide
interests and individual justice. Resolving the issues may
involve low-, medium-, or high-level intervention.

Method: Delegating responsibility for coordination
In this low-level form of intervention, the state seeks to
avoid costly duplication among and competition between
providers. A distinction is made between the promotion of

:local cooperation discussed under encouragement and the
Coordination discussed here under intervention. The latter
results froin a decision to intervene by requiring coordina-

, tion and assigning responsibility for it, whereas in the
former, the state simply establishes the conditions and
creates the incentives to encourage cooperation.

Planning and coordination between providers must take
place, but it is best done locally,or regionally. The state

i'establishes who or what the local planning mechanism will
be Kentucky, for example, makes its state universities
regponsible for extended-campus coordinating districts.
California and Illinois let community college districts and

Adult Learning
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neighboring school districts determine between themselveS
who will oiler adult basic education, within certahlparam-
eters established by the state. And undera new Arizona
law, providers of vocational education must coordinate
their planning under the leadership of a conimunity college .

district.

Method: Centralizing coordination

SAI

In this medium-level form of intervention, the state seeks
to stave off disputes between providers before they happen
by retaining responsibility for planning and coordination at
the state levtl.

With the increased application of telecommunications
technology for educational purposes, several states have
established "watchdog" commissions to oversee this field.
While other educational delivery issues may be amenable
to local resolution, courses delivered by televised; audio,
or computerized methods cross all local boundaries and
become state-level (if not national) issues. Rhode Island's
Higher Education Television Council was founded to coor-
dinate the activities of all public and independent colleges,
universities, and career schools as they develop tele-
courses for diktribution through cable television com-
panies. The Idaho legislature mandated centralized man-
agtanent of the state's three public television stations,
which had previously been administered at 'the three host
university campuses.

As a result, many states have settled on a mediated ap-
proach to resolving issues arising at off - campus centers.
These states have found local resolutiOn unworkable, but
they also hesitate to establish rigid Fillesto govern all situa-
tions. Instead, the state establish4a process for approving
off-campus and out-of-state programs and judges each case
on its merits. In Virginia, foivexamplc. all out-of-state insti-
tutions must seek the approval otthe State Council of
Higher Education to operate in the commonwealth.

Method: Regulating proeider4
In this high-level form of ititerVention,.the state establishes
clear rules of the game and monitors institutional compli-
ance with those rules. Because the state has broad author-
ity over, education, it can demand accountability from
those who offer educational services. While the lines be-

0
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tween th4 arc not totally clear, some Stoles' approach to
resolving issues arising at off..ctimpus centers goes beyond
centralized coordination to full-scale intervention,

The comprehensive policy established by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education probably crosses over the line.
The policy sets forth goals, establishes ct Reda for ap-
proval, requires annual reports from providers, and allows
for the hoard's periodic review. Texas took a less direct
tack at regulating off-campus activity: The legislature sim-
ply reduced funding for those centers based on the amount
of instruction taking, place outside an institution's campus,
The Late also requires accreditation agencies to conduct
separate evaluations oebranch campus operations of inde-
pendent institutions. Alaba Mt% has reduced off-Campus
offerings by 70 percent after the Commission on Higher
Education was given statutory authority'for review and
approval,

As resources become scarce and institutions become
More resourceful in finding ways to serve adults, states 'are-
increasingly penurious about what kinds of instruction are
`worthy of state,support. maosi,states have established
'across-the400ard policies about what is and is not eligible
for state subsidy. Community college courses seem partic-

subject to regulation, and most states now disallow
any state support for courses of put.* "avocational/recre-
:ational" purpoie.

:Direct Support and Services
Justification , ,'

In some instances, it may be more advantageous to offer
an adult learning service statewide rather than locally. One
;state -level program may be less expensive than many local
'programs o0imilar nature; one state-level program also
.1bffers comparable service to adults no matter where they
:reside. Adult.education opportunities should be expanded;
but rather than have institutions reallocate existing monies

lO fund those services, the state carkappropriate the, money
chiectly.

Funding programs directly
Tliis approaCh is the Most direct one a state can take to
latinch job.0aining programs. Community colleges have

long been iii'the business.of job training, but the time it
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takes.them to respond to a proposal is constrained by pro=
cedures for program approval. They lack necessary finan-
cial carrots to draw, in the cooperation of busineis and
industry, and they may have different ideas than state offi-
cials about what industries'they should be training people
for. Twenty-seven states have decided to enter more di-
rectly into job training programs in the hope that their citi-
zenry can be better prepared to work in high-growth indus-
tries and to offer alternative skills to people who have been
displaced-from their previous jobs. Four states have cho-
sen to appropriate funds directly to statewide distanee
delivery programs. They include the Indiana Higher Edu-
cation Telecommunications System,Kentucky's Telecom-
munications Consortium, the LEARN/Alaska Network,
and the. University of WisConsin-Extension's InStructiona
Communications System.

Method: Establishing statewide progranis
New York's Program on Noncollegiate Sponsored Instruc-
tion began in 1974 as a pilot program to evaluate 102 1

.
courses taught by corporations. ,TOday its catalog contains
over-1,500 courses assessed as worthy, of credit that can be.,
used toward requirements for the New York Regents' Ex;-'
ternal Degree Program., I.

Several statewide distance deliverj, programs have been,,,
deaeloped through cooperative efforts of public institu
ti ns. For instance, the Kansas Regents sponsor a Contin-
uing Education NetworkTELENETfor the state's pro-
fessionals needing continuing education credit.

The Statewide Testing and Assessment Center in New
Jersey was established to facilitate the awarding of college
credit for adult learnipg regardiess of where or when that
learning occurred.

When federal monies for.educational information Centers
ran out, many states were forced_to'give up the BusineSs
providing information and guidance to adult learners. But

qr

Indiana has male its informatiOn service, the Training and q
Education Data Service, into a freestanding,' nor-for.profit

. corporation. The data service got its start from'sponsor-
,ship by the governor's office and five state agencies Simi -;;,
larly, the Regional Learning Service of New York, started'
with grants from.foundations and federal agencies, has



become-an independent information and counseling agency
serving adults throughout the state.

Summary
Although the purpose in conducting this study was not to
determine the frequency or popularity of various state
roles in addressing the new concerns arising in lifelong
learning, some'general impressions have been formed
about preferred state roles.

Overall, encouragement is the most extensively used
approach, particularly for improving access. Direct sup-
pori and services, is another approach to improving access
for which several examples can be found. DireCt support is
also the basis for many efforts at economic revitalization.
A number of states have chosen intervention to deal with
issues of educational providers and quality assurance, gen-
erally inyelation to activities at off-campus centers.

The activities chosen by the six states involved in the
7- Lifelong Learning Project proVide affinteresting glimpse at

how states see their rolekvhen given visibility and ModeSt
fingancial 'support to provide leadership in adult education.
tach'state was given wide leeway in choosing how tolen-

:'hance adult learning services iwtheir state, with the hope
that new models for collaborative planning" between
providers of adult learning services would emerge (CroSS

A and Hilton 1983). A summary of the project descriptions
reveals that every activity engaged in by project states falls

A' under the category of encouragement. Five of the six
states conducted surveYs,' numerous conferences and

:rWorkshops were convened, several task forCes were es.:
Aablished, and three states monitored or proposed relevant
legislation. No state sought to increase its intervention or
even to tackle the problems that lead to the need for inter-
ventioh, When "enhancing adult learning" was, determined
to 1;e the goal, these states saw their role as providing sup-

': Port services to help make it happen. 0
It seems likely, for the, next decade at least, that this is

where the potential for state leadership in adult education
lies. All states could profit froin having better informatron
about who is providing learning services to adults and
about what adult learning reeds are and are not being met.
Greater emphasis at the state level on planning for adult
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learning may offer institutions a clearer sense of direction
about the state's commitment to these learners. Establish-
ing local mechanisms today for resolving issues regarding
providers may preclude the need for state intervention in
those issues tomorrow. Convening state-level task forces
to monitor developments in such fields as telecommunica-
tions technology offers a more cost-effective approach than
letting each institution struggle to keep abreast. And as
more, varied providers enter the picture, states may find
themselves less and less able to regulate or coordinate
services to adults. Instead, they may find their biggest
contribution to be helping to publicize services available to I

meet the needs of adults and then helping adults find the
best services for their needs.



APPENDIX A,
NEW YORK STATE GOALS FOR

ADULT LEARNING SERVICES BY THE YEAR 2000

The
IGoals are written in the present tense to emphasize that they

are to be considered from the perspective of the year 2000. Each
Goal is preceded by a needed change in direction.

The basic question in every case is: What must be done at the
State, regional, local, and institutional levels to be sure that the
Goal is achieved?

' Goal #1: The Public Interest in Adult Learning in 2000
Public policy assures that learning opportunities are available to
all adults regardless of age, sex, physical condition, racial and
ethnic background, economic and social status, intellectual abil-
ity, and learning style. Learning by adults is a natural continua-
tion and an integral part of all life experience. Anyone capable of
learning may acquire knowledge and/or skills at whatever pace is
appropriate in an environment compatible-with individual need
and background.

This public policy is reflected in the allocation of public funds
for the education of adults and the provision of supporting corn-
munity services. It assures that adults are actively involved in the
planning of learning services and have wide choice of services
that best meet their learning needs and styles at each stage of life. '

r, Special efforts are made to devclop educational opportunities that
attract and help those who experience difficulty in learning.

In the area of the core skills it is in the public interest that all
I: adults achieve minimum levels of competency. Opportunity to

achieve the core skills is therefore, provided without charge.
The Board of Regent's periodically defines what constitutes the

core skills and the standards and measures to be used in assess -

mg their attainment. They make provisions for educational ser-
vices needed to help attain the core skills and they determine
what is to be done to help individuals who cannot achieve mini-

' mum levels of competency in the core skills because of handicap-
ping conditions but who want educational or employment oppor-
tunities.

In the area of vocational skills it is in the public interest that \
business and industry have a pool of adequately trained and well
educated individuals to meet their needs and to make them better.

r able to compete effectively in national and world marlZets. To
create this pool, various forms of public funding are provided to
individuals in need of access to educational, training, retraining

I., and upgrading opportunities in fields in demand by business and
industry.
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It is also in the public interest to assure that all persons have ,

thb opportunity to acquire competencies in the liberal arts and
sciences. Arrangements for educational services and financial
support assure that these opportunities are available regardless
of age, work or family responsibilities, or ability to pay.

It is also in the public interest to assure that all persons have
the opportunity to acquire commItitides in the liberal arts and
sciences. Arrangements for educational :services and financial
support assure that these opportunities are available regardless
of age, work or family responsibilities. or to pay.

In addition to the diploma and degre programs usually asso-
------,-tiate-Ci with core, vocational, baatilailitate, and graduate studies,

the vitality and quality of life in a State like New York require the
availability of a wide array of less formal, usually noncredit,
learning opportunities and the library and museum collections to
support such learning. The most important public contribution to
this availability is the support of such institutions as libraries,
museums, public radio and television stations, and other educa-
tional and'cultural resources. In addition, the public interest may ,

justify support for specific opportunities.

Goal #2: Learning Communities in 2000
Communities actively encourage learning and use educationtio
enrich the lives of all citizens and,help solve community prob-
lems. Learning opportunities are provided at many locations to
take into account the convenience of learners and the efficient
use of all community facilities, including schools, colleges, li-
braries', museums, shbpping centers, work sites, and other places ti

where adults congregate. Many providers offer programs in a
wide variety of locations and settings; for example, colleges offer
programs in high schools, museums, shopping centqrs;and work :1',
places. There is increased sharing of sites; for example, a high:
school, a college, a BCICES, and a health service all offer pro
grams at a public library or community centerSupport services,
such as childcare, counseling, and heilth and social services are
also offered at many learning locatiok-. Increased public trans-_
portation facilitates access in both drban and rural areas.'

The home is an increasingly important learnin site and there
is increased attention to the family as a learning unit. Through
various media,-including computers and television, information
and instructional programs are available at home and work. Pub.:.
lic policy encourages the use of media to support learning.

Goal #3: The Timing of Learning in 2000
Adults pursue learning continuously throughout life. The concept
of lifelong learning is fully accepted. As a result, credentials,



When used recognize accomplishments to date and not the end of
,learning. Scheduled learning activities takeplace at times gov-
erned by learners' needs through such arrangements as short-
term offerings, modular learning packages, and flexible schedul-
ing Flexibility is the norm rather than the exception.

Learning is recognized as an integral part of most` other life
activities. For example, at work, employers provide educational
opportunities. Such learning is regularly recognized in educa-
tional assessments. At times, periods of study alternate with
periods of work. Use of technology further frees adults from time
constraints in their pursuit of learning.

Goal #4: The Providers oAdult Learning in 2000
A coMpetitive marketplace of educational providers sufficient to
meet the` needs of individuals and society is ensured through
adequate financing of adult learning (see Goal 8') and,minimum
regulation consistent with quality assurance, consumer protec-
tion, and accountability for public funds (see Goal 6). UnneceS.

' sary duplication of services is minimized primarily through vol-
untary'collaboration among educational and service providers in

each community. Collaboration between educational providers,
providers of other human services, and business and industry
assures that quality services are provided at varied locations and
at convenient times. Collaboration is encouraged by public incen-
tives and the recognition of the mutual advantages that responsi
ble collaboration brings..

All providers seek to develop the capacity of adults to direct
their own learning and to share their learning with others.

In delivering services, providers employ qualified people, some
'of whom teach is a profession and have special competence to
help adults iearn and use all resources, including those made
accessible through technology, and some of whom are employed
because of competence in their own vocational area or other
areas of specialization.

The Board of Regents determines which institutions are eligible
for State and Federal funds to provide core skill instruction to
persons beyond the age of compulsory school attendance who
lack the core skills and choose not to attend their designated
public school. Public and 'private institutions in each region may
compete for eligibility, and one or\more institutions, depending
on community need, may be selected. Selection is based on a
variety of factors, including the measured achievements of adults
who have been previously served by an applicant. There are
provisions governing funding of services to promote efficient
achievement of intended outcomes. Funding is a shared Federal,
State, and local school district responsibility (see Goal 8).
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Students, in consultation with counselors, may choose among ,
authorized providers.

Goal #5: Information and Guidance Services in.2000
Learner-oriented information and guidance services are available
at convenient times to assist adults with personal, educational,
job, and career planning. Services are well publicized. A State-
supported network of education information centers provides
certain basic services without charge. The centers and cooperat-
ing agencies:

a. Offer services to all individuals in each region 'at times and
locations convenient to all segments of the community.

b. Maintain current information about available educational
and support services, including social and job placement
services',

c. Create public awareness of the availability of these services.
d. Make special efforts to reach and serve people, who do not

perceive, the need for education as a ivay to cope with per-
sonal problems or who experience special difficulties in

e. Enable learners to make discriminating use of all forms of
information about education, including the opinionS of other
learners about the programs in which they have participated 1

f. Serve as advocates for individuals in relationships with
(seeGoal 6),_

gaining access to' learning opportunities.

providers

,

Goal #6: Quality Control in 2000
Informed choice by consumers and,government regulatiOn are ,

complementary means for assuring quality of providers and -their
programs. Consumers with full inforMation about programs an`d

- services are able to determine which programs-a-hd services con -.(.q
tinue to be offered (see Goal 5). The Board of Relents, the State '1
Education Department; Other governmental agencies, service ti

providers; and voluntary associations share with adult learners'
responsibility for quality control as follows:

Adult learners:
I. Use the information available to make choices about their

own learning requirements and the best means to achieve,
them. ,

2. In their decisions, examine alternative providers and pro-
grams, and weigh carefully the factors that differentiate
among alternatives, including the relationship between price
and quality, ,
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3. Infcirm appropriate Voluntary and governmental agencies of
provider violations -of- standards- or-prescribed procedures.

The Boardf Regents and the
State Education Department:
1. Determine categories of providers subject to regulation,

including providers offering substantial programs and those
that use public funds or offer credentials recognized by the
State.

2. Set minimum standards for achieving acceptable levels of
quality and determine which providers meet those stan-
dards. Providers that do not meet the minimum standards
are not eligible to receive public funds and may be prohib-
ited from operating.

3. Set.standards for information to be supplied by all providers
and enforce those standards.

4. Obtain data on achievement of institutional objectives and
on assessment of provider services, including those of vol-
untary accrediting associations.

5. Establish procedure for systematically obtaining the opin-
ions of learners regarding the courses and programs in
which they have participated and make that information
available in an appropriate manner. to the respective pro-
viders acid Other learners.

6. In cooperation with other governmental agencies, protect
consumers against misrepresentation and similar abuses.

Providers:
1. Establish and publish procedures for assuring the quality of

their services.
2 Provide prospective students with full information on..all

matters affecting their educational programs, including fi-
nancial arrangements.

3. Maintain staffs qualified to perform in accordance with their
own stated goals and policies.

Voluntary accrediting and other
associations:
1 Assist provideis to maintain and improve, quality.
2 Inform the public concerning the' standards they apply in

judging quality.
3 Assist the Education Department and other public agencies

in identifying providers that fail to meet the standards of
quality.

Adult Learning
1.1.1
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Goal #7: Assessment of Learning Outcomes in 2000
Individuals may seek assessment of the.results of iheir learning
efforts from specialized assessment agencies at, any stage of r,thei

educational development. They may use the results to develop,
their educational and career plans and may make them aVailable
to employers when seeking employment'mployment or prothotion. The,agen-
cies use many assessment procedures, not only paper and pencil
tests, to determine the kind and level of coMpetenties achieved
The competencies to be measured are developed with the in-
volvement

".

of employers, educators, government, and the public,
and may be acquired through formal or informal learning or
through life experience. Learners may have assessment results
recorded in a national credit bank.

Comparable study'undertaken ahywhere is given comparable '-
recognition by both educational providers and others who use the
results of the assessment. For example, degree-granting institu-
tions give credit for comparable work resulting from instruction
sponsored by business, labor,'the military, schools, or commu-
nity organizations: Credit is always given only for c,oinpetencies
achieved, not for experience or participation_ in a course'or other
activity.

Goal #8: Financing Adult Learning in 2000 .

The economic, societal, and personal benefits of lifelong learning 1'

opportunities are recognized in public polity. Public financing of 'IV,
adult learning is an expansion of the traditional commitment to
public support of education for children and, youth. It is based on
the recognition that there are social benefits in meeting certain
adult learning needs. These benefits include assurance that most
adults attain competency in the core skills, that there is a trained
work force to meet the needs of the State's 'economy, and that
individuals have the education to develop as full human beings
and have the capacity to cope with an increasingly complex
world.

As a foundation for all forms of adult learning from indepen-
dent study to formal courses in schools and colleges,-the State
provides funding to a broad array of institutions and services,
including schools, BOCES, colleges, universities, libraries and f,47?

library systems, museums, radio and television services, informai
tion and counseling centers, and artistic organizations (see Goal
for provisions determining eligibility): Fuhding levels ensure high
quality services to residents in all parts of the State. Such institu-
tional aid is used primarily to build the capacity of institutions to
deliver service, pomote collaboration; and ensure the availabil-
ity of essential services. /

However, because of the public interest in assuring that all
adults attain competency in the core skills, certain institutions,



',I receive public funds to provide education in these skills free of
charge jo adults lacking such skills. The Board of Regents deter-

;j, mines the standards for core skill competency-and the conditions
under which funding,will be provided (see Goal 4).

For educational levels beyond the core, adults are generally
expected to pay for the services they require either from personal
resources or with help from their employers. However, educa-
tional funds for which youth are eligible are available to adults on
an equitable basis. In addition. because some essential individual
and societal learning needs may not be met through private ef-
forts alone, public funds are used to supplement private re-
sources. Such aid is usually provided on the basis of need and is
given in a manner that maximizes the freedom of the adult to
choose the time, place, and circumstances of learning.

Conclusion
If the eight. Goals are realized, we may find the following changes
in our society:

Learning by adults is recognized, encouraged, and sup-
ported as a'matter of public policy.
Learning occurs throughout the community at places and
times convenient to adult learners.
Providers of services collaborate to assure a full range of
offerings and effective use of resources.
New learning tecimologies are widely used at home and at
work.
All who need instruction inthe core, skills. receive it the of
charge.

' Information and guidance services are readily. available.
Informed consumer choicassures high quality services
from all providers.
ApprOpriate recognition for learning is provided, so that .

however achieved, educational accomplishment can be
validated and used for occupational advancement, entry to
advanced.study, or other'purposes.
Adult learners and the private sector. proVide most of the
support for learning opportunities.'
Public funding plays a key role in assuring the availability of
learning services and access to them.
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